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CHAPTEk

-INTRODUCTION

A -BACKGROUND

On July 28, 107_, -a Snit Was -filed On the behalf of 15-

i:iteridhoOl and= elementary -School children living_ in Ann Arbor-,

-:Michigan. The defendants in the case were the AnnArbor -School

-District Board and the Michigan State _Board: of Education, and it
was -alleged- that the -children speakr_ a version of 'black
"black- vernacular', or '-,blaCk-i-dislect "- as their hose- ant-coisonitY

-language that impedes their equalipartiCipation in the-_--instrOc

tiOnal,prOgrams,. and that the school has taken appropriate

-,Action-,:to--,ovierdOemi- -the' bartier-.-"I'-
_ _ _ _ . , _

The filing of the suit and the -ensuing legal proceedings led

to a reiticiainatiOn of issues that had received a -great deal Of-

-- attention frosi-r_lingdisti- _and educators :in, the The-

focu. of the__at tent*. was _on-:_thSnartirS and the implications of
dialect diversity in School_ settings. Research On :the- educational

:concerns of Ohildren_andAtdoleidenta- who are speakers of non-

mainstream varieties of English has Indiuded methodologies for

-iteaching standard English to non-standard -speakers -(=kiratt- -and-

--;sho 1004- ititiold-- and _Shoy, 197O)==, -examinations of sOCiOlingOistid_

bias in tes ti n g (46 1frta_10_6; Vaughn-Cooke 107-4), discussions Of
_

the riote_-Of teacher-student interaction and of this need- for

teacher awareness of dialect -diversity (PIeitt-tip -19,73_; Hall 1980,
Lewis 1-0E0),,-and, exploration of the concept of dialect inter-
ference children's participation in the classroom (Piestrup

_ 013; Hall -1980-t, =Lit/is:1.9801J=

The concept of dialect- interference is _intuitively -Very

:attractive, in that it would appear to be a sound- and -logical way

t= Alin Arbor -Deci'Sioti: Heinotatidtim_00inion and Order -and- the

-;Educational. Plan. Arlington, VA: Center fat Atiplied LinguititidS,
-_



:to:-Chatacterite both- the coming together- of- standard -English and

Thon_iiainstrela varieties of English educational setting*, and-
-,the appitent fallute of speakers Of non-isainstreits varieties- 0'
function successfully -these educational -- settings. That is, if
-a=-child who -is a Speaker of -a non-aliristrela variety of English is

not learning to read or -write -Succliafully -in Standard English, it
makes _intuitive_ sense to look to the language-fatal, both standard

and _non - standard; and to the interaction- between these forms, fot

an .explanation- of the failute.- And this is _Precisely what a

-number- of -reseirCheti bait-e-,tone.

loWeVer, eggitagination =of the interference-research reveals

points 'Of .direct relevance -_ta the present study. The _first
,point is =that actual_ _lvidents for such' interference is slim,
,01-thougtv-eitensive=,reseatch hie been., undertaken- on the polisible

finterference- of dilleet in-_-the-ptaCesa -of. 'learning, -to 'teed rand-

write 'Standard- English. Tha'best -aa-seigiagent of the eituatioa- has

:been :provided whO-,:atategi

ratifUl look, at. 'the: evid-ente 'for_ -dialect intetferenee

-in-:reading;- taken__Is_ -does--nOr idectuatelY

identify the sources -Of- :passible consequences;_ the

available evidence -is bath- AnConcliiiive and Conflicting:
The research on- -which this _evidence is--biald -contain* a

-adribet of methodolOgical_ flaws -WhiCh cast dftubt on its-

Validity. More importantly, it is-Oita -likely =that_ the
t heoretical - hypotheses = Which dndetlie these studies are

_need- of revision.- The- Ottan stated- hypothesis _are

bagged -On at- leaSt tuo_ =fal-Se assumptions. The =first is
that ethnic_ differences-in language performance can =pto,_-

ide -- evidence = for dialect -interference._ That phdnol-ogi,-

_Cal-differences exist is, of course, obviating; that -they-
aCtdally interfere --tb-a- :great -degiee -41th a child's
learning= _to - -read= is _another- -Oast ion- togethet-. The

sedan& -aiSumption is that the test- like situations under
which experiments are conducted can adequately measure-

2
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the effects of dialect. Research fres this perspective
ignores' the fact that teething= and learning do not occur
in Isolation, but are Influenced by situation and con-
text (1,980:97)

The first point of relevance, then, to our skijor -research
questions is that little evidence has tole from studies of _reeding
and writing. The second point is that Esc -Studies hove indeed
lbeen-linited7to- studies of reading and writing in -in_ experimental,
setting-, 4th very -little ettentiOn-paid to-spontaneous-and
natural -language use in everyday-,classr000 -sittings._ Nall .points.
out that the ,priroary :Sophists= of Interference work- has been On
vocabulary and:Israel:bar, and That further .Work.ahoUld, focus on- the
conbined--aspecta- of -structure, --Content, :and: !Unction- in:languege7

-= (1486193) U. encourages -research-ere to ---'f0Ctie-es-'th4e-eoeserkisie-!

cesj If sny:,. which_41ifferent:petterne of likagOolts :function and use
*al have -fOr the- --chile 11980041. --These_ consequences soy- be

teacher attitudes :toward: langUago_ variation; they
say berseducational-=e.g. the -effect of language -variation on a

to,--_engage in instructional -dialogue._
Th order to CO:pare "'different petteres.-o0angulge- function

and -Use" ._(prei-uisatilY -hone and :peer pattern: as opposed to -school_

zpatterns),_ researchers mist _first have a -,Clear idea of the nature
riffeech:_pattern-._ In -thie. -retard-, -Stubbs itessirits that

Our ignorance of -what_ actually happens inside 'Clasitrobila
ii-spectiaular.- We are often :prepared_ to lake -broad=

generalizations -purporting to relate children's language
to -their potential educability, -Yet we -lack basic
descriptive infornation--_aboUr how :pupils and -teachers-
c-osiatinicate. In _A sense, of --Course, we all -knoW-4hat-

claisrodas are -like:- -we hive spent long-- enough in then:
as pupils and teachers. But such intuitive, -reoeibered-
knoWledge_ is-no _substitute for a comeptually _adequate



-analyst.: _of classroom -life based on -recording and descrip-

tions of the clestroot routine which takes up thousands of

hoiare of -a pupil'. life. /People_ Often, hold f truly entrenched

views on the language- and education debate, often arguing
tore fro* prejudice than fray _carefully considered obser-

vations : and -evidence. (1976:70)-

The -prebilat project -i0Oilt its departure -fro* these= observations- by

=deli and StUblis, and had as its overall _goal. refetsisinatio. of
dialect_ interference through _a descriptios-and_ analysts of language

functions ,in -elementary -school classroom. In_zwhch childrire are die-
-ilect :speakers.- The 'objective- was to- ts10-the4ocus traditietilly

laappie jars. is the -essesteeet ,Ebt,childreef. 'segues'
sability, and place it es laquag. fuoctioes, that -is, ee- the nighty
4bUzchildree Obit teachers -te -let- things_ dose with language, scc..plish-
lag th. tabiht _required of =thee- in e--_veriety- of deserts" ectivitiate.
The descriptions is On diitenslie -videotaped, aUdlotipedz -aibd

=obserVetio-nal data collected is the spring of 1911 in a tieshisetoo,

seletentery school'. A Wide variety of events were Worded_ is
kindergarten, ,fourth,_ and -tiiith, grade claesroot, including whole

---- -group lesson.- groups -With_ end -without the teacher (both of an

acdesic and non-acadesic nature), sad ote4on7M-se, intersects..

-What follows is the final report on the project!, The 'literature=

review -providet_a _perspeetii. on relevant dialect -Interference and
,clalsroot_language- studio.. _A -brief background of the site _school- is

provided, and: data -collecttors -ftethodoloey is -described. The

-.tent of analysts - tails such as the inventory of language _functions is

described, and the criteria for the selection of the target videotape

_
=actuante are explained. The analysis is -divided into-two-fanjet =sicif_--_

tions: (a) analysis- of -language- functions In events Within_ each of_
thei three grades;_-(b)__analysie of lingUage functions in -whole -eroup-

:iessone-:and-openingo strait. the -three grades-. The przject also

included the distribution of a- _questionnaire_ to educators In the

Washington, D.C. _public -school _syttee. A ,copy of the questionnaire

appears in Appendix -IV-, and -the -synthesis of the results =will appear



under _separate cover. Finally, a _protocol. Videotape consisting of
selected kindergarten.-segMenta is in :the -006" eat; of edited.

the videotape is briefly deicribMd and a draft of etii script is
-Included. This -i1-dent-4e; teritatiVely- entitled learning E164-te,,G6

to, Schoo1 will be disseminated for use in pre==ser:vice teacher -train=

1n'g and will be iic-codtpailleci by a discussion and exercise booklet.

B. _ktLAttb:=ktttkitcli-

-Previone- research of relevance to the _Preiant _iit645i

into three -Categories: (-1) experimental -stddiee_ on the docept- _of

=dialect .interference 'participation in the Ciiiiitnoal;_
OA studies on ,the_nettirm of classroom interaction and classroom

-idisCourset,-(a) studies thettbring__ogecher the concerns of dialect
interrfereitde-,,and!CliiserOnai:intet'aCtion-i-

It is interesting note that :Many, of 'the, Marty, in

the first 'Category. -Shared: two -overall (&id_ related) goals

-pro vi ding evidence for he very existence of d iM iedt features

nchildrea's speech. (as distinguished from artifactS Of

-isantai_processetili (2) establishing the legitiaitcy of 11taalt-
_s _zEnglish as a. lingniStiC-sys,terai Zn studies of chi1d language, the

point was Tfrequently to respond overtly to proponents of the deii=

=Cit theory_ 1961;: terei-cer and Englemnn 19'66-; 41A 064
aurst and Jones. 1904, Dentedh -1968_; who held that
-.bleat -children Were duitiitaily -deprived _ilia- at the :point of

-,Starting,.Schotil , éeieacially had no langüáge. Sitt1arly, other
_

early studies combined det,CriptiOne of thM féitüreS of _iiiii4k-

-*nglish to be -found_ in -children's _speech with- ditcntitions of the
ip1ications of variability for -participation in the educational

.process, or ,prOpolials:_far -practical ways o -deal vich Veriability-

46 the school _Setting 190; aratz and -Shoji 1069- ;_ igins

197,01_ -Drennan_ and Aiiinfied 1970;1, JohriSoii: 1972).

-A-A--inaiitindedi ó8t of the -studies= of dialect diVerSity- in

educational _set_tings since the titactie have been ekp_erimen-

5



-j_tal in -design,_ and _hive- relied_ aloto-it entirely upon elidiced- data..

thére has been almost no use of nacuraliscic dácá, thitc it, data
-dbiledted .during th_.dOtitte- of IVerycil-y

Soáe of the most representative -studies are reviewed here._
For ekaple, barict and Povich (i967.)- -studied the language of

Black Uead Start childrea. Bated on speech samples

ECOnsitting- of 'dhildrenta-_ reipbatet- -co photographs and _pic_cures_-,

they -dorio.-bcfed chic "the_iiegro UEad Start htid is not deitYMd- ià

--_-:king-Uage-acqiiiiitiontie,.'hit -learned the óp1Lca.cd structures

of.Asiegro- Nonbi-anda-rd__Englith'.* (Beriti, and rtioiidh 1961-t99):-

_ -.Shriner- and Hiner, (1968) -= copered the abilicy of advantaged cd

diaitd_yintagee-=pre=schooleri4raingint in áge from 3.5 - 5.8 and

2.7 6.1, 03:p_etti_v_ety) co apply órpho1ogicA1 rules = ;in -1.uifa2i-

:=114e sicuacioas. They fouad no statistically
and suggested i.that- =bp ch,.. -,groupa=

-morphcitogidil -rules -al funccioa

of Lncreásed ánc&t age.

EacwLSLè (L968) used

=

=

free- word' ralanCiacinci- --_643ed on specific

-sicii1i ai_ of icdyiQg linguige devetopienc. Based öa data

c6).-ledred- =from five _ _hundred: black.= and White- Children ãc the kin-

-dartircen, fittc -critter and fifth grade- leVels-- She SuggelEed that
_

evidence ch at isome of _then -curaLly- deprived children

ae more JadlianCed in -their ilacigUage--deiieiopmenc than sOiturijitn,

a4vacaged chijdéa of -OM same i-citellad_tilisl
Brown (1.91=2) -_colipeteci- the --s3intadtic itrOdtures-iited -6y 15_

iJhice f ilie---,Yeat--,old*_ to =those used by 81ák
Based on tpeech-taitiplat-obtainedr by asking the dhildren-

--4tory uting_ 'picture--citedi,,_ it was conclt.ided chat while -Che_ con-

Ai-Stint abiande -of--dertain fórs in the oral _ Output of the Black

childrea ade--their speech 0.-fferenc .incad.ticalli- from chat of
whice dhlidten,_ cheit gram r ittit as ,Syiacidtically developed- And

as the grittier of -che-viiite children.-
Vilker (-1.972)- investigated che-adOuisiti-on- of Syntax by _black_

children- in grades- 1.=6=-in-_Ttisc.iloota-, _-Alabama. Based on a proce-

6
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due sirrailir to C. thooak.yts -(1969) syntax sieiaitre, -grade level
was found to be significantly related- to the ability to detect
AimiiigUity and to isaigh, the correct subject in a dompleicit

Os-Nei-11 (1.972) traded "the syntactic interference- on the-

dialect ot 176 Black children (grades 14) when they -attempt to
-_ _Speak Standard English " 1172:18)._ -He _noted -a Marked

decrease _ in, the frequency of occurrence of "Non,ati.nciarci_-Hetro
=Ent.l-iih-_grimmitiCel interference- items -- corrtspondng èó a riae- in

:-Oge-=2-and= grade; and suggests that school -experience 'tends to reduce
ithc-smoOrit of---aditaticiiird _interference -(011Neill 19_710.54)4

Stewart(l972): language samples fro-8Ô inner=
city kthdergartea and primary school children = in_''/iidian#091=13_
Usiag fi1a, aud donc/tsied-Ehit!the- developmental ,:patterns of sya-
tactic maturity and vocabulary diversity are 34-4/ite to those same

= -n.Oatterria -tor_.white:imicid-/itcleas children: as outlined by -6_'fitinnell
-6 ti-.4--i..(1976):=- .464=F-Mit.

tü 1 study c ifitiod to, Show the very specific affects
-substandard dialect Upon_Narious linguistic performances iiketY, to
affect educatLôaal adhievelMeni," to_r,rey, (1972) inteiviewed and

tested 27 iecOnd--gro-dersr, speakers of Black English. In order to
iia ,spontaneouS petch and writing, oral reading-,r

á4 explicit gramitatidil 10101;ete standard tngiish-, tottey
used a -Variety of cieoaurea'incitictint a context-cue -test -ditiiigned-
ird:- elicit specific forma:, :a apeedh-ifoltatiori _Catik-; pictures
deaigned-to assess comprehension and production, an oral -reading-
=exercise1 and questions donderning:the faearting-__ok_ the four sibl-

otphedits being =Studied: =(third ipe_tion_aingulat _possessive

lad plural =Following the first intErvie, a
learning _e-*per_iment 4a5-- conducted which-iconstated--- of pretests of

uSe and domOreheciaion, of the four aiorphimei fólloed by instruc-
tion _about the_=morphethei, and a posttest Similar to the pretest to
detèrcLtne the effect of the training. Finally, _a- sample of the

7
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aral_ Language of white aiiddke class- iecotid',. and fourth-graders was

collected, for comparison purposes.
Overall resul-ct of Torrey'e- _study suggested that Children ãe

able to use More standard -foriet than they use Ln

informal _Siti.taticitie, and chit they also have a- pastive 'Comprehen-;

:Sion_ of liany forme they cannot yet -wee.-
The -explicit grammatical training had the tiet -influence on

the verbalization of grammatical -{thoWledge-, and there s no eili"

OinCe- that thiS-Eriiiiihg-sitedted orel Language LD either speaking

or reading
States chat the: data colleCted _from v the -White-

---stacitiard-Englifsh ePeatteri:_establieh .that the latter conform MOre-

=Closely_ to adti.Lt eradderd-,_,E-Oglish thaii-the-BlaC*Childre-n- who -ire

--e)iprieed:- to -a _ciiffereOt--diiiiect-.- "it is safe, then, CO -attributer

the deviatioc. frOar,:standerdi-Engti-Sh_ eh-oirn, it the -Black children

-ehie-v.sioti_it to theit-iige" tro-etey

to test her, Ctintehtion diet Childreri_=whO are Stack tngli-Sh

speakers already control many _ietanciard'-Englieh- foraii- it- the-_:peint

?Of,;enter-ing__SCO601, and those farts _ iiipprOPri'.

use-d-a- -Sehtende- reti-

tioc talk: with 1.80 thIrd=i ,and fit tht-graderi -from, ghetto-

Oakland, _ CaltfOrciiii-::. She -Wei _SpeCilicellY
_

the we-degree-co--hich_s_the-_-chitdren_ Con-trotlea- w-hat she called the

LaOguage_thecrUctiod_-_RegiSter= (LIR), =th the áèntènce repetition

=r:41c-; firsti-gradere-reiponded-__With- tAR-_:50I__of -the tIme, While

third- and fifth-graders did 50 and _respectively.

kat4ahi-k- 0.0761 coznared the -Speech of :60 _Black and -c.ihite

= children of -Middle and loWet socioeconomic _status in CWo- age

groups, -retail- age 4, 5, and 5.5* Bleed On Paragraph_ COMptecitin

C-atk-, -sentence _repetitio-di -and- -epontatieOutLipeedh-,_ he -suggests_

that age: has_ a- strong -effect on the-iionetaiidard- performance of

the Black children, such that the --younger children in _both_

socioeconomic groups shoWed more non-standard forms than the older

8
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kesearchers such as RYS_troai -(1970) -Relthed- (1971)-, ttentel and

Kèñnedy _(-1.972) and Piestrup (1.973) -concentrated apedifically on
the role_ Of -dialect diversity in the -process of learning to- read
and Write Standard toglish: In their review of this interferende

-Rill and Giithrie- (1.9711 point out that there is very little
evidence of zphonological, Syntictid or lexical. interference. They

also _p_oint oat: some crucial methodological 00bl-editWith the
research, such as date-rail:ding whether the -subjects of a given-
-:Stddy_ are- _indeed users of a -dialect or whetber they are assticied- o

be beciuse they hive /OW- socioeconomic -atatUS:-

222_ t ii -iii4ike14, that -a- Ohii_c1:7doilid= eiiijetikOdect,

-three-,-grAdea-bf7 the Atindar41,-AMer-ican- 7school -- -Curt icauta-

thout_ :Somelsofct 4n. his lAngUage7behasii-Or

This, cotipred with the fact há the taik--,Was- ''sChaoii=

-ai- --J4220 -the 7 'Setting_ in:_WhiCh- -it-- -it-

üaikely _Ebat the vernacular forth by-

the child. (i979:6)

_ i ias the lack of of inteterence--both in
_ the experimental Oral language studies and in -the reading, and-
: -,Writing scudè9 that -proMpted -flail. t(i -discuss the itipor_tance- of

=-O-Ohaicieting_ the intiuenae-__Ot_sittiaticia_ And context th interference

i:ione on structure, for -are not asked= in

iáoláôn, -buE in relation to- the effects on i:éacher-

AtUdent-_and: telteittidint- do*SuniCation. -QueStionis àñ
language use center Einactuitl_ language sexperiences in -the_
-ciAlsrdoni--and the home. Thus, by making_ studies more in-
-Line- with the ethnography of dorathunidation,_ -aspects of

interference-ioVerlooked by previous studies_ Can
be examined. (1980:191)

9
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_Also relevant -here are the sEtidiet of -children's and-
,E-ead-hert' iattitudes_ toward dialect divertity.- For eXaciple,

Rosenthal _(1077)- investigated the language .4E/tildes Of 90 uper

_ Middle alai's white Children _and 46 lower-working clats _teMi-rural
:BlaCk children. She suggests that children-'-s- awareness Of

language ditferencet develops between the apt of three and--Six,

that the _beginnings Of thit. awareness occur within the major

;developmental period- of the -language _acquisition prodeet: Thit Is
Contrary to the -tenet that -Rotkeiithal asdriliet- -to -awinY Socioliñ-

443_4 which holds that dhiideett- do not iiedOcie- aware- bE- diilCct

differences -earlY--AdOletcende': Rotenthitlect suggestions ire

Ibasedi-on-_the__ttib-jacte identiiidatiOn- of Speakers -by rice On the-

baSS of speech, _tamples-,and--.Ort, Subjects' elicited attitudet Ito-Ward

the -4Peakett--._

In another OE, laiiguage- and IttoOVer_

-(1976), :teachers and t-O-1-it ten_ -tn a variety bi-

assess tbe, achiveinenti social acceptability add

edUcit±onal background of the speakers. -There- was a-general:-

_ ragieeMent-_ between -teeiChert and :_itUdenti- that -standard tnglish
speakers = Were the st likely to --adhieVe in schOOl. In a p_apee

_
entjtled _"Teacher Attitude Change: Does ihfotiliilli:-Kitk.e a Differ

detdribet- designed to improve- läd

guage arts_ instruction itiudenti4 In this

prOgra, teachers deVeloped. _and_ idi±nStefCd pupil language

artS Prof-idienCY- tests =prepared both in Efiglith, and in

hick EngliSh, (2) developed and adrainitteted teacher tests -Of-
to- teit hing Black English

0-eakert, And (3): identified _pneitiva_-add negative tea-Ching behav-

at they relate_ to language Arts -Instruction

_students. ikta__retuit_ of the iprogram, teidhers learned -facts

about the language Of -their students that theY-n-'had not expected to

For Axaiple, teachers -- dit-do-_Vered that studenti -who they

-had :_atstimed were Black tnglish=doiiinant_ -were_ -actually -Standard-

,English-dominant; many r students Were not limited to one -variety,



1

and skills assessment tests s produced ; only in Standard English did
dot tap_ the language Of Black Edgiish=domidant students.

The second category Of rerieirCh- rel-eVant to the present
:study includes istudies On the 'nature- Of interaction And -Clasitooai-
_diadottrse. The earliest studies based on Actual Obdervation of
What takes place- Inside ciiiirooMii were based -Ori_ coded =data: that-

obierVeri sat in -the- classroom and coded what teachers and
-pupils said, a, _Set of pre-prepared_ categotiei and- coding at
regular tLme intervals cewg: #-taticies,-, 070 AS stob-
Out in his citiausiiien- Of these :_itudieS; ',Since the classroom talk
±5--generally -not recorded but 'coded' by the -observer on the- Spot

the actual -language -used by teaChera and spUpisia- is
=irretrievably lOst Udit,_a techdittUe--_Cari therefore at ,best pro-

_- iivetageAkeasure-- of ,ClaisroOms'Cliatate- .or

1_ -latMospherej_ -Withaut_zbeing= Able; to study the of the siCtual_

=-Critsatet

Theses early coding_ studies were followed by analyses based. on
s

,
taperecordings at Class room 'lessons, such Es tatitaak- -et _Al.
wOrk On_the structure of cl-atiartiOnt,dialOgite. This wOrk was based

on audio _recordings- of _0-tit-saes. =Other studies include Barnes'
work in thes,firit=_Iear -Class_ in ;a British -ObaptehentiVe SdhOol_

969-; .1971)3_ work in American ,first,-tradi__-ClastrOoMe-

=t1012); add--'otaiiperz_ and BeraSinichUk's comparison Of Whole -group

and peer-peer -:teadhint 40_44_ Other _ -rimpaetant: _Studies on
classroom a/ice/Arse iüclkides Stubbs' (i1976) --_46rk on teacher

eontrolof _claisrootit_sCOnVersation,, and -Sinclair and dOulthard-is

work On the linguistic -Structure of-clattrodni lessons (1975).
two icapoetant_ atialyieit Of -clasaraost-diadottrie= Completed in

irecent _years are -baaed- On= A_ videotaped =record- of claiiStoOm -events.

44thati describes lesson structure and draws attention- to the-
__ wAys in which the talk in the COntett Of schools -differs ifrom talk

knot influenced by the institt., ,tonal constraints Of edudatiOn. It
should be noted_ _that Mehan ideat_aped- an elementary

_ located in a lower,---indoMe_ Black and t.teiticith=Aiittidan neighborhood
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iniSoutheitat _San Diego, -but the focus of his -Study was not on

language diversity. In a- study of children's functional language
-And=edisdation in the _early years- (Griffin and Shuy, 076),
,researchers at the Center for Applied Linguistics collected viden,-_-
=toea, andlotapes, field -notes and qiiestionnairei documenting the
activities= -of participants in an independent elementary school in
ciaihingtonis D.C. The findings =contribute Substantially to the
understanding of how children and -teachers use language to par-
ti-Cipate effectively in the world of elementary Turther-

nstfire,_ the successful tisethod-s- for collecting data (specifically,
--Videatiping-end ethnographic observation in classrooms) demon-

_mtrite the featibilitY Of -Studying -the linnets of elementary_
School Children in -ana- of its natural_ coritaSits, the -c/asiroom-.

there are several Studies -Of relevance to the pre-
sent -project that 'have- M-dombined -fecisa-cin,the=strudttire of

_C--isaiisroom--di-saciurse- and the role of language -Anci cultural diver-

sfty. in the ditilsroecm Setting._ =lot exatple, as early is l02,_ in
-his St4y of theLangthige-itif liack-ed-oiSitentst,_ -Labov_ addressed

_ the Iiin-giusge-diverSitY; in the_i-claiiiikaott

Juit_ hOW==ainct Where the two dialects- ==thotild--ilternate in

the school Situation is an- Open- question far educators to
-firiters, _seat to believe that the "Ajar

_problem_ causing _ _reading_ fiiitire= is structural interference

etween- these two Of -English. Our research points in
the==opPoisite direction. The structural: _diffetenCei between
_SE- -(Standird- English) and BEV- (Black English Vernacular)...

are Largely atodiiitatibts-And extensions of rules- -found- in
-Other dialecti The ntieber of =structures Unique to BEV Are

stal1_, And it seems unlikely that_ they Could be responsible
for the disastrous record of -reading -failure in the inner
city schools....The conclusion froct-otir _research was that
the major cause of reading failure is cultural. and polit-
ical conflict in the classroom. (1972:241!-243)
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In her =study of the War] Springs children, Philip" analyzed
=pliticipint structure. to

...Indian children fail to participate verbally in classroom
interaction because the -social conditions for participation
to -which they _haiae become- aCciiitoised -in the, Indian community

are lickhg-. The absence of these= -appropriate social con-
ditions -for comininicative _performance' affects the =most cos,
mon_ inadsVerydaY speech -acts that occur -in the classroois.

(1972:392)

She concludes her study by Ouggssting,that in claw**. situations
4nvolving_.dultural -diversity, -1.00orta: should Is made -to -allow for

_--,s-cospleamarOirY _diiversitr ln- the-nodes-of= -ccinasunication- through-
=whichllearning_ -atid-Seasurenent- of 'success' take = Plac..!` e(197*:393)

Staininar and==-_Cazdear-nddriss_ -the:_issue--of ,_the--_maissUreseht_-Of

_iicCiiise_in--Cti/tUrellydiverse -cliseroOme. Their colisenti: -ail
'based- in *art -40On Camden's -enPerience- as -a =teacher-- in a- iraciallY-

-lased ESail,-Diego= Schnolt

Especially- -With LSO_ third 4trate_illaCk- -chiliten...there-nere
-marked- differences betwein- the= _pictUre -Oe-the child that
emerged_ frOm_ths=officislis -i.etchet-lsids_part of the classroom-

-dayi, and the- picture -that emerged ircis-the--activities- that
the children thesselves=_but -were_ caught foe

=later viewing -on -tape. _(-1979:263)_

they point out the dantiort of teachers underestimating a child's
--cospetence, and remark -that

Teachers know that they don't see all aspects of a child's
individual and interactional cospetence in =that portion of
behavior displayed within eyesight and earshot of the teacher
herself. But teachers may not realize how much of- a child's
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'belt behavior' they Miss'-beet in the Sense of closest to
the Oils of education itielf-,-until they have the chance to
eavesdrop on them_ in situations like the ones we have
described here. (1979:264)

In a year-long_ sociolinguistic -Study of _pupil and teacher
perceptions- of -classroom diacOUtsi, MorinS=DershiMer et al. video-
taped and analyzed language arts lelsonS at the Second, third_ and
rfourth grade -level in clover _sOcioeconotic itiltiezhnic_ _School.

'Videotapes were also -.gat of conversation., in the tamiliel, of three
third.-grade students- and of UnitrUCtUied-iplaY settings in Each
Olassroosi- The videotapes were _played: back to the Students-, after
,WhiCh -attident perceptions of (1)- the rules of discourse, (2)- the
,unitir of discourie-_(3)_,salient--feet-Oiel of :discourse, -(4) the
functions_ of -question: cycles Were anAlyzed. Important discdn

itinuities were isoistecL,betweeiv-childreni-C_perCeptiOns_ of horne and

--cpraY disCOuras and lassroom diséourse. For eitikiple, their per-
ceptions of and -participation in c.lailit6611- discourse live-aced- to
be associated with differences in language ipatterns._

variables- included i-aeit, entering- reading-achievimeritii
peer status, and _status with -OM teeth-4r+ but -no,t -ethnicity

_ !(-1981:_tteciitilia-Suaelary).=_
_De, Stetino_--et Al. eiiiiiained,-riohlther and how =Children

with diverse cultural ,backgroundsincluding the Cultural lain-
differentially -identify and acquire

the =rules of discourse appropriate to becoming literate"
They focused on three ifiritgrade boys of differing

cultural backgrounds _(White -mainstream,_ Mick, and Appalachian),
and their videotaped= and audiotaped_ data -revealed -teacher-
controlled_ _lesson- discourse,_ and a _steady decline in student ini-

tiations.
The _focus_ of the present =study- is spontaneous- language use by

Ychildren and teachers- in a -wide -range- of classroom activities-, and

: the methods of data collection have included -observation, video-
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-t*pihg, AddiotAping, and interviews with the participants. Both

_ the focus and the Methods-were Motivated by the -need to improve

*On pitt_studies of the role of dialect diversity in the elemen-

tary School setting. The goal 44111- to provide a more accurate and

=Complete record of life within the claisroom, -a more reliable-

IriMework Within which to re,-eicimine the idea of dialedt-inter-

ference.

3-=-
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CHAPTER II

PROCEDURES

A. THE SETTING

The site school, Lucy D. -Slow, -Elenentary School, is located
inynortheilst -Washington, D.C., and is named for -a former dean of

students at Howard University. In 1940,_ Ralph lunch* coordinated

a -Parente' petition for a school to be built, and upon its colple-
-tion in 19484 Slow. ,School =wee- the first ithodl to tit -built for-

Children_ in northeast D.C. Wi).helihina Thoosi vas the -first
principal of the school.

The=scilOol ,inclUdes- ,gradesit76,_ -and:while-so". of the
children reside in the neighborhood =adjacent to the echoed, the

aajority live_ to subsidised -housing and housing -projects,_ and Valk_
TOT: or five_ blocks to the echool. At the time of data collection
for this project, a]] -of the -children_st the school -ware That.

Negotiations with the school _principal_ -resulted- in the seise-

tinn, of three target classrooei,_ one each at the,-kindergerten,-
,fourth _grads, and sixth grade level. All three -teachers -provided

---desographit- _infOraation about -their students. figure_ 1 =consists_

of a copy of the student infornation,-sheet that was cospletad by-
ithe- teachers. ;Figisres 2-, 1- -Ind -4 -show the _distribution- of the
=lipids:as fin- the-three target -clateroons.
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_frigate 1

Demographic :Data Sheet

STUDENT INFORMATION MEET

=NAME

GRADE LINZL.

SINGLE, PA/AZIC NOUSUOLOT TP:ii NO

-1011.11

PATNIN

GUANDIASiCIANOPANENT/0111ER

AMU, ErS--=OCCUPATION"
t :
I ,

PAIII IV S- OCCUPATION=

area,-stenderde--, rdoea =this_ lasilY -have;

Midi-1110*r
IDDLR 13433Nt

LOW 11/CONE

As _Oil* child "live:

in the _Sloes_ neighborhood=
_

other (pleas* specify)
111111

S
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AMES' -a11141
Line-

Toter

Pliers 2: DlatrIbetloo of Simkins laces* Level

4 6

16

pale_ Careteker 12-
Trno--Caretek:ere: 11

figure 3: Dietribetle et Statham* =by liseeebeld Type

4 6

16 16
10

4: Diatriketlos of Stagiest** locos* level awl 1101110014 Type-
s

_
:6- =Total=

=Siegler- Two tar.- Slagle Two easy- 41.61. No cit.-, Slagle= '-'-luer_icarea._!=

_caretaker takers =Caretaker :takers caretaker takers caretaker- tiaker

bildalt
iLover &Wale
Low_

4
5
-2

-5
4
7

7
2:
0

.=0
4

-12

-V
0
9-

6-
-13_

-25

-12-
=7"
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B. OBSERVATION-

-Following the negotiations with the principal and the sele'c=

tion of the target clalsrootis, each claistOom Was observed -by the
researchert for a total of 3 -1/2 days: The actual observation
.achedlile was as folloWs:

Kindergarten: 25, 26, 27 March 1981 8:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

4 May 8:30 a.M.-12:00 noon

4th Grade:

6th Grade:

April 1981 8:30 i.m.-3:00 p At.

-8:=30-i-a.a. -42:00

-8, 9 April 1081 80(v4.3.--3:60-_0-4n.

14it

sDuting_thi-observation days4.-detai-led nines were_ taken _on the

igiiclUance_ and -c-Ontent of classrooms activities, and- -of- the-pir-
ti-Cipents_ in each activity. treliMinery- inot-es -were ;1120 Made-ton

=the = language -used by- both the-=children _and-the- -tesCher. These

4IlliserVation notes were-synthesized,_ and appear -as--the introductory=

'section of the analysis- Within _each -of the three- grades -- (Chapter=
IIIA, sections _1, 2,_ -and- 3).- During_ the -obserVation= dos, the

-.obserWers also= accompanied the children -to recess; lunch; and to
special activities -such_ as *laid_ elate.* _and,'play rehearsals.

C. DATA COLLECTION

The observation -notes were also used- to -plan the -videotaping

'and audiotaping phases of data -collection. The_-oblervation- period

-Ai-lowed the researchers to familiarize -themselves fully with the
',daily routine in each classroom and with the children and the
teacher. The children and the teacher also became acquainted with

the researchers. The researchers were able to plan carefully all
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,aiti_eata: of data -collection including the most convenient taping
schedule and the cost wiobtrü8iiè plidernent of equipment. The

-aCtUal data, collection -iadhedUle was as follows:

kihdergarten: 8, 9_, 10 line 1981 9:0041:30 A.M.;
1:00-3:00 p.m.

-4th- Grade:- 1, 2 itine

6th Grade:

3 June

12 June

26, 27 May

4 June

5 June

9:00:_a.M.=12:00._hooh;

1:00-3:00 -P.m.

9:00 â..-12:00 noon

p.m.

9:00 aitiii=12:00 -noon

noon;-

The videotape and -aticti-o- ekiii-plient- were continuously running_

during these -tiestiontu-indliided= two

,(reeltoreel _ videatecordert)- and two reeltoreel
audio taperedorderk.- tor whole graUp- events, _ -the_.dameras captured-

different angles of that avent When orè than one _event was in
:PrOgreas-, each -camera- focussed on A Separate event= and the- audio

-taperecorders- were strategically -placed to proVide -a- backup
trick.
-Dedisiona about _which_ event to _focus on Were -often made on

the spot, as the students -were- moving -from a whole group -event

Into smaller groups, and a Wide variety of events was videotaped
'in all three Clessroos. These events ranged from whole group
lessons to small groups with and without the teacher, and to one..
-on=ione interactions. They included events Of both an academic and

a-: nonacademic nature.
On .the last day of data collection in each classroom, the

=Children were asked to divide themselves into groups of three or
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-ft_Our. Each Set-t=seledted ;gtoUp vas then -in-tit-Viewed_ Separately.
these interviews- was to--gain some _perspective on the

understanding- cilia-St-06M- procedures and of the role

o'ff-l-inguige_ and larigdage diveti4y in_ -their ClasSrociai._ Each of

three teachers WAS alSo interviewed separately. The -ac -teal

Intetvie4- 5-Check/et- appeat in- Appendix I.

D. DATA REDUCTION

The result of the data- colledtiod activities was a corpds of
104-- Videotapeit (both hall=hotit- and full- =hour) and 22 audiotapes.
The, fitst Step_ in the- reduction- of the data -Was--to devise- A-Cati-
iottiing-:sYliteirlbt_ :the: Videotapel. :Each Video-tape _vas viewed in

=
videotapes..

_

:its-zzentiret-Y_Aind. an _inde3t:fottS,,Was' completed fat_ each tape.- This
*Ode-M._ sfotti included infOftitic-itv about the -Contents of 'each- itape,

notes _on_ Ain-d= -general-

notes -oir the tape= -audiv:lic-iiiiidti specifid- secti -ons_ should be

-it-tinicribed:-and-,:indldaed lir -the :ginalytiiii Figure- 5- consists of

the _ta-peci =62-__setteehti, Were-

ted- lot_ ,tranice-ipti-o-n. _These reptesented -the:

,Obii_l-ete :range _of- ciaisro_om- eVents-;=!whole :group leitsonsi

groups- frith- and -- without- the -- teacher -,_ one -on -one interaction; -Ape-

cial eventiand_theSe- segments-- Constitute the _corpus upon which
_the analysis-- is-based. A typed transcript- was prepared for_ each-

-the_ 62, _segments,. ;P_ortionis of -these transcripts appeat in the
,Analysis of events -both within- and across grades. The audiotapes

:provided a baidkup sound: track, in the event that the -sound
quality of the videotapes was poor. An audiotape was transcribed
only if it was serving this back-up function.
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E. DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYSIS TOOLS

As we pointed out in the introduction, the overall goal of

the study was a re-examination of dialect interference through a

description and analysis of language functions in elementary

school classrooms in which children are dialect speakers. The

objective was to take the focus traditionally placed on language

forms in the assessment of children's language ability, and place

it on language functions, that is, on the ability of children and

teachers to get things done with language, to accomplish the tasks

required of them in a variety of classroom activities. This

objective was shaped by Hall's observations, and also by a project

on children's functional language undertaken at the Center for

Applied Linguistics. As Shuy and Griffin point out in reviewing

that project,

The intuitions and concerns_ .of the teachers and admin-

istrators involved in our study identified functional

language as a focal point. Getting things done with

language is what gives the sound, grammar, vocabulary

and meaning relations value, yet phonology, syntax,

lexicon, and reference have been studied more frequently

than function....The ability to get things done with

language, although difficult to quantify, is the fun-

damental characteristic of an effective language user.

(1981:275)

The incompleteness of the knowledge and theory of discourse

was an obstacle also encountered by the researchers in this study.

The shift in focus from forms to functions appeared to be well-

motivated, particularly given the dead-end streets that formal

studies of interference had run into. However, the shift in focus

immediately raised some difficult questions that had to be

answered before the analysis could proceed: What specific lan-
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guage functions do we have in mind? What are we coding and

counting? What are we looking for? What is the object of study?

The first step towards an answer of these questions consisted

of taking a look at the solutions that other researchers had

found, both for the general problem of coding language functions

and for the problem of coding and describing specific language

functions. For the former problem, the work of Halliday was

studied, in particular his thinking about the socio-cultural

structure within which language operates. Halliday; suggests that

language derives its largest functions from this structure,

including (1) the function to establish, maintain and specify

relations between members of societies (Interpersonal function);

(2) The function to transmit information between members of

societies (Ideational function); and (3) The function to proyide

texture (Textual function). He suggests that language has evolved

in the service of certain functions and this evolution has left

its mark in determining the actual nature of language:

...it is this perspective that is needed here, in which

learnine, language is learning the uses of language and

the meaning potential associated with them; the struc-

tures, the words and the sounds are the realization of

this meaning potential. Learning language is learning

to mean. (1976:8)

He goes on to remark that a characteristic of young children's

language is that its internal form reflects rather directly the

function that it is serving: We can see how the structures that

he has mastered are direct reflections of the functions that lan-

guage is being required to serve in his life" (1976:10). Finally,

he defines seven subordinate functions: instrumental (use of lan-

guage for satisfying material needs), regulatory (use of language

to control the behavior of others), interactional (use of language

as a means of personal interaction), personal, heuristic, imagina-
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tive, and representational or informative. In children's lan-

guage, language functions are in principle differentiated, such

that the use of language to interact with others is distinct ffom

the use of language to express personal feelings. In adult lan-

guage, however, all functions can in principle co-exist and what

we recognize as a grammar is in effect the integration of the

various functional components into a unified structural forM:

clause in English is a realization of meaning potential derived

from the ideational, interpersonal and textual functions." (1976:24)

Halliday's discussion of major and subordinate functions

served as the point of departure for the development of.a coding

system in this study. Scollon's (1976) system was reviewed, as

well as Sinclair and Coulthard's (1975) and Mehan's (1979) frame-

works specifically for describing classroom lessons. Mehan's

work was also relied upon in the devising of a language functions

inventory, specifically his distinction between elicitation types,

i.e., product, choice, process, .and meta-process. Montes (1978)

was consulted in the area of directives, and Christian and Tripp

(1978) were consulted concerning requests.

The development of the working coding sheet, then, took place

as follows: based on a review of other researchers' work, both in

general approaches to coding and the coding of specific functions,

five large categories of language functions were defined, with an

inventory of subordinate functions in each category. The five

large categories attempted to account for the flow of information

and/or behavior within classroom events. That is, it was hypoth-

esized that participants would seek to (1) inform and respond to,

(2) control, (3) ask or request, (4) give, and (5) modify infor-

mation and behavior. An initial and temporary inventory of

subordinate functions was then devised. The resarchers then

independently coded identical segments and revised the inventory

of subordinate functions based on a comparison of the independent

codings. This revision was followed by more independent, "blind"

coding of identical segments, followed by further revision of the
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inventory. The second revision resulted in the "working" coding

sheet, used on all segments discussed in the analysis. Figure 6

shows the five basic function categories with their subordinate

functions. Figure 7 is a sample coding sheet. Appendix II pro-

vides definitions and examples from the corpus of each language

function.

Along with the definition of language functions, another set

of distinctions emerged from coding. That is, within each event

(i.e., whole group lesson, small group with or without teacher,

reading group, one-on-one, etc.), it became possible to isolate

four sub-events, distinguished from each other by language. That

is there was language that related specifically to the event at

hand ("And what part do you think would help to affect your ner-

vous sytem?"), language relating to the management of the ev.nt

( "You're gonna look in the Weekly Reader"), language relating to

general class management procedures ("The children who used lunch

tickets may leave their money on my desk"--as spoken during a

whole group lesson), and language unrelated,to the event at hand

or to classroom procedures, perhaps part of a private conversa-

tion--we called this context comment ("It's raining today").

Finally, a distinction was made between initiations and responses.

Functions were coded by speaker initial, so that we would

have clear access to functional language use by individuals.

Finally, language functions realized with a dialect feature were

coded with a +. This gave us access to the relationship between

specific functions and dialect features, as well as to dialect use

by specific individuals.

The phonological and syntactic dialect features coded are

ones that have been shown to occur with reasonable frequency in

natural conversation, and to therefore be the most useful in a

diagnostic study (cf. Labov 1972, Wolfram 1969; Wolfram and Fasold

1974). They include:
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Feature Example

Initial syllable deletion 'posed/supposed

Copula deletion He my friend.

Consonant cluster simplification past

passed
pas'

Third person singular -s absence He usually walk to the

Possessive -s absence

Plural -s absence

Article deletion

It as Existential

Iterative 'be'

store.

My brother house.

She gave me 42 cent.

Boy ain't going nowhere.

It's a book on the table.

When we be talking, he

always be trying to

listen.

none/any (indefinite) She didn't buy none.

don't got/doesn't have We don't got that book.

Ain't as auxiliary/copula He ain't see me.

He ain't here.
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Figure 6

Five Basic Categories and Subordinate Functions

I. INFORM/RESPOND II. CONTROL

Define Direct Directives

Describe Indirect Directives

Repeat Inferred Directives

Report Invitation to Bid

Explain Individual Nomination

Elaborate Transition Marker

Extend

Predict III. ASK/REQUEST

Respond: New Information

Choice Information Choice

Product or Product

Process Behavior Process

Meta-Process Meta-Process

Old Information

V. MODIFY Elaboration

Correct Specification

Complain/Protest Repetition

Threat Request Permission

Apologize Request Feedback

IV. GIVE

Evaluate

Confirm

Comment

Offer

Promise

Thank
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Figure 7

Semple Coding Sheet

Tape
Description of Segment

LANCtACt DIVERSITY OGLING SMUT

Speaker Code

?unction

Focus

Initiation teepees*

Event

roost

Mgt.
Mgt. Contest

Procedure Comsat resat
Event
Mgt.

Mgt.
Procedure

Ceetest
Conn oot

I. INFORM

Deflee/LetablIsb
Repeat
lopmrt
Espial*
Elaborate
P.:teed

ETWILit
Choice
Product
Process

Nets-Process

II. CONTROL

Direct Directives
IsAirect Directly..
Iaforred Directives
Invitation to lid
Trassities Marker

A

Nesinaties

III. iSIJIIQUIST

New Intersect's:
Choice
Product
)1)44SO
Meta-Process

Old Informatioes
Elaboration
Specification
lepetitise
Request for Turn
Request for Permissios
Request Feedback

IV. GIVE

Evaluate

Confirm
Comment
Offer
Promise
Thank
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V. mODIFT

Correct
Complain/Protest
Threat
Apologise
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CRAFTER III

DEFINING THE ISSUE OF DIALECT

Dialect as an Entity

The study of dialect differences as a variable in classroom

interaction presupposes the establishment of an entity which WO

can reasonably refer to as the -dialect.- Withoct the delimita-

tion of such an entity, we have no study. Both objective and sub-

jective dimensions of dialect recognition may be included as

definitional bases, since either dimension may ultimately affect

classroom behavior. On an objective level, the esttblishment of

an empirical base for dialect differences is sufficient for

investigating classroom behavior, whether or not the entity is

consciously recognized on the part of the participants. ly 'the

same token, subjective reaction to an entity regarded as 'dialects.

may be a sufficient basis for investigating classroom behavior,

even if it is devoid of objective reality. In other words. if the

participants think that the variable of dialect is operating in

the classroom, this perception is tht rightful object of study.

Ideally, we might expect both an objective and subjective reality

to the construct of dialect differentiation as we investigate it

here, and our ensuing discussion will establish such as base. As

a preliminary step, however, it is necessary to set forth the

theoretical and practical problems that beset the investigator

attempting to establish dialect as a classroom variable.

As a beainning point, it is necessary to recognize that

-dialect' is a flexible entity which ypical/y needs considerable

qualification. Nonetheless, it seems to be useful at least as a

working label, and has some basis in objective and subjective

reality. Our intent is not to examine all the necessary para-

meters or qualifications that go into the definition of a particu-

lar dialect, but to establish the reality of the concept as it
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operates in the classrooms investigated here. ideally, it might

be convenient if we could discretely separate the world of

utterances into those we could unmistakably identify as Standard

English vis-a-vis the vernacular dialect, in this case, Vernacular

Black English, but such is not the case. Both of these notions

refer to ideal poles that exist along a continuum of dialect

differentiation, while cur data are limited to observable linguis-

tic variation, comments, and interactions relating to language.

The nature of linguistic dispersion and the din/talcs of social

interaction simply do not support an '&11 or nothing' view of

dialect.

We observe that a number of the differences in socially

diagnostic linguistic its** are matters of degree rather than

kind. At the same time certain structures are found only ins

particular variety of the language; there exist structures which

are found to a lesser or greater !ietent among different social,

groups of speakers. That is the quantitative rather than the

qualitative dimension may have an essential role in defining

groups of speakers from each other. Thus, the particular inci-

dence level of structures rather than categorical presence or

absence may be a defining characteristic of dialect differentia-

tion. This quantitative basis kT dialect differentiation has

been supported by numerous studies over the past two decades,

including studies of the dialect in question here (Labov, et al.

1968; Wolfram 1969; Pasold 1972; Baugh 1979) as well as other

dialects of English (e.g., Wolfram and Christian 1976; Tessin

1979). This variable dimension of dialect differentiation clearly

supports a non-discrete basis for the establishment of particular

dialects.

Mother consideration supporting the non-discrete nature a

dialect differentiation is the variation indicated by particular

speakers. It is a saciolinguiatic axiom that speakers of English

may have a range of uses available to them along a continuum of

standardness and that there are, for all practical purposes,
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virtually no monostylistic speakers of English (cf. Labov 1970).

Different speakers may have wider or narrower ranges of variation

along the standardness axis, and different relative placement fn

terms of their overall range, but such realistic intra-speaker

variation must be recognized. For example, given ideal descrip-

tions of standard English and Vernacular Black English, we may get

the following kinds of variation from a set of speakers.

Figure

Illustrative Ranges of Variation Along Standardness Continuum

Informal Informal
Vernacular Slack Standard

English Ideal /--- / English Ideal

Speaker One

Speaker Two

Speaker Three

I.11.=/

it.1111.014011,/

Speaker Tour /---------------

Speaker Five 1---/

In this representation, no speaker qualifies as a uni-
.

stylistic speaker of the standard English or Vernacular Black

English normative ideal, but some speakers have a greater range

than others along the continuum' (e.g., Speakers Two, Three, Four)

and some clearly favor one end of the continuum over the other

(e.g., Speakers One and Five). Identifying speakers who clearly

favor one end of the continuum over the other might justifiably

lead to the classification of speakers as essentially Vernacular

Black English vis -a -vis Standard English, but we must still recog-

nize the individual ranges along the standardness axis and the

fact that some speakers seem quite indeterminate. Real world data

clearly support the existence of speakers who hover around the

indeterminate areas with respect to dialect classification, and
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the conclusion that speakers in this range may be classified in a

somewhat inconsistent manner with respect to dialect (Shuy,

brat:, and Wolfram 1969).

Our reference to ideal norms for the vernacular has justifi-

cation beyond the observation that speakers show variation along

the axis of standardness. Typically, the description of a par-

ticular vernacular dialect is a composite picture, pieced together

by examining a number of different speakers. Thus, a given

dialect speaker may not use all the structures identified as a

part of that dialect, but this does not mean they would not be

identified as a speaker of the dialect. Furthermore, the ideal

descriptions typically underestimate the extent of inherent

variability (i.e., variation that is an intrinsic part of the

dialect) by assigning stigmatized variants to the vernacular norm

and the non- stigmatized variant to the standard norm. As men-

tioned above, both stigmatized and non-stigmatized variants may be

a part of both the standard and vernacular dialects with the real

difference between dialects being the proportion of stigmatized to

non-stigmatized variants. A classic case of an ideal represen-

tation of a vernacular is found in Fasold and Wolfram's article

(1971) entitled Some Linguistic Features of Negro Dialect.'

Given the non-discrete mature of dialect differentiation, and

the indeterminacy of some speakers with respect to classification,

we still must face the socio-psychological reality that some

speakers are classified as vernacular dialect speakers and others

are not. This observation is clearly documented in the comments

of teachers in our study:

(1) 4th grade Most of the children, half of my students, what
teacher:

should we say, street-wise children, they use

the street langLage...
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Interviewer: And when you say street language and slang, are

you talking about not-so-nice words or are you

talking about dialect features?

4th grade
teacher:

Dialect features and not-so-nice words. As a

whole, I think most of them have some words,

most of them do zpcak, say, some dialect

features...

(2) Interviewer: Would you say that any of the kids in your

. class are dialect speakers?

Kindergarten
teacher:

(3) Interviewer:

6th grade
teacher:

I guess...yes and no...what do you want to know

about the dialect, what they bring from home?

Yes, yes, they are, especially a small percen-

tage of them.

Would you say that some of them don't have a

command of standard English?

Yeah, I would say they don't have a command of

standard English...There are some that do and

some that don't, probably more that don't. I

mean, they communicate, but not in the standard

English that the average school might have.

I'm talking about schools I've taught in...

In this regard, the teachers do not appear to differ substan-

tially from the kinds of assessments made by the larger society as

a whole (Shuy, Be.ratz and Wolfram 1969). The fact remains that,

based on some set of sociolinguistic cues, Americans make assign-

ments of speakers in terms of a vernacular versus standard

dichotomy. The problem is identifying a parsimonious and reliable

set of cues which fosters classification in a reliable way, and

developing a procedure for making diagnostic classification.
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Methods of Dialect Identification

Traditionally, several different methods have been used to

identify vernacular dialect speakers, two of them primarily objec-

tive and the other one subjective. One method selects a

restricted number of "core" features (i.e., the set of features

which have been identified as most integral to the definition of

the dialect) and examines a corpus of natural conversation to

determine if the structures are represented in the speech sample.

The underlying assumption in this technique is that an essential

core of diagnostic features can be isolated and that these struc-

tures co-occur with the wider range of structures that comprise

the vernacular dialect. While the evidence for co-occurrence

restrictions of this type is not based upon rigorous psychometric

procedures (although Ma and Herasimchuck [1971] "factor analysis"

supports this contention), there is reason to believe that there

exists in the vernacular core structures of this type. Thus, it

is not surprising to see definitional studies which focus on

structures such as third person singular /-Z/ absence, copula

deletion, invariant be , and multiple negation as a diagnostic

subset of features that can be used to identify speakers as users

of Vernacular Black English. This is the type of core which

Fasold (1971) used in a study which examined the subject's dialect

as an independent variable in the examination of performance on a

reading task.

In addition to some necessary theoretical assumptions in this

approach, there are practical problems in the procedural implemen-

tation of this diagnostic method. For one, the choice of diagnos-

tic features must be adequately represented in limited amounts of

natural conversation, so that their incidence can be tabulated in

terms of ,a reasonable number of potential occurrences of the form.

This consideration is particularly critical given the restricted

nature of the structures chosen as diagnostic to begin with. A

second consideration involves those features which are inherently
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variable in the dialect, as we discussed above. For example, we

may say that plural /-Z/ absence is a part of the vernacular

dialect, but the authentic vernacular also reveals the presence of

this suffix apart from any influence of a superordinate standard

variety. In such cases of inherent variability, frequency

thresholds must be established, so that a quantitative criterion

is the basis for establishing dialect classification. This

quantitatively-based criterion must take into account standard

deviation from the norm as well as the social conditions under

which the "spontaneous" speech samples were collected. Thus, a

more formal setting for the collection of data might reduce the

relative incidence of a stylistically sensitive structure, or even

eliminate completely a stereotypical structure. Notwithstanding

the theoretical and procedural problems, this approach to classi-

fication has proven effective in classifying dialect speakers.

A second approach to diagnostic classification differs from

the first primarily in how the data are collected. In this

instance, a subset of structures are directly elicited from sub-

jects through a specially designed instrument. In other words, a

particular task is constructed to elicit the occurrence of those

structures chosen to represent the dialect. The representation

problem in terms of a select subset of features is similar to that

discussed above for spontaneous speech, although it may not be as

intense because the design of the instrument is not constrained by

some of the practical problems faced in using spontaneous speech

data. Thus, it may be possible to elicit diagnostic items even

though their occurrence in natural conversation is quite

infrequent. However, in exchange for a broader base of diagnostic

structures, the effect of the conditions of data collection is

intensified. The typical task used to elicit structures will be

much closer to those social conditions calling for standard

language vis-a-vis the vernacular, a fact which may cause the

repression of those diagnostic features most sensitive to stylis-

tic variation. Notwithstanding the importance of the setting for
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language elicitation, Baratz (1969) has demonstrated that even the

most obtrusive elicitation task, sentence repetition, can be used

to reveal differences among groups of children which ultimately

translate into standard versus vernacular dialect classifications.

The third approach used in the classification of dialect

speakers relies on a subjective rather than objective basis. Put

simply, this approach relies on judges who rate speech in terms of

the standard/vernacular dichotomy, depending upon inter-judge

reliability to verify the adequacy of the classification. Judges

can, of course, rate speakers on a five point scale in terms of

the standard-vernacular continuum. In such instances, judges show

reasonably high reliability in rating speakers, although absolute

agreement on gradient scales is not consistent.

While expert judges tend to corroborate one another in their

classification of vernacular speakers, there is also evidence that

lay people make similar kinds of assessments reliably. For

example, Shuy, Baratz and Wolfram's study (1969) shows that both

black and white lay judges representing the entire range of social

classes reliably identify vernacular speakers and standard

speakers at the more extreme poles of the standardness

continuum. 1 (See also Williams 1970; Williams, Whitehead and

Miller 1971.) Giles (1975:40), in fact, concludes that

"subjective responses of speakers are more uniform than

performance."

The upshot here is that both expert and lay judges show

agreement in differentiating vernacular from standard English

speakers in a given content, particularly if these speakers are

like those represented by Speakers One and Five in our display

1
In the case of Shuy, Karatz and Wolfram's (1969) study, the

more extreme poles are represented by speech samples of upper-

middle class speakers and lower-working class speakers.

Intermediate points in their four-way division are lower-middle

class and upper-working class speech samples.
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presented earlier. As we might suspect, researchers of VBE tend

to show considerable agreement among each other when they overtly

specify the kinds of linguistic items which they feel triggered

their classification decisions, and these inventories are not

unlike the core subset of structures often used in objective

studies. While we may not be able to eliminate shared "bias" as a

consideration in accounting for agreement of this type, this pat-

tern is in sharp contrast to the overtly specified bases given by

lay categorizers, who typically give a wide range of reasons for

classification, which may or may not relate to observable dif-

ferences (cf. Narramore 1971). The actual linguistic basis for

lay categorizAtion has mot, at this point, been teased out in ade-

quate sociolinguistic detail. It may turn out to be similar to

the linguist's notion of "objective diagnostic indicators," but it

is presumptuous to assume this underlying uniformity at this

stage. It is sufficient here to conclude that there is con-

siderable agreement between both'lay and expert judges on the

classification of most vernacular speakers.

Justifying Dialect in This Study

The Objective Dimension

We now turn to the justification of dialect as a variable in

this study. The objective basis of vernacular dialect lies in the

observed incidence of features found in descriptions of VBE. We

will have much more to say about this in subsequent chapters, but

we can establish the widespread manifestation of dialect by

starting with two representative structures taken from the

diagnostic subset of VBE core features and observe their incidence

in the interviews conducted by the members of the research team.

These interviews were conducted with the individual classroom par-

ticipants on all three grade levels, typically in self-selected

triads but sometimes in quartets. These interviews were rela-
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tively brief (approximately 15 minutes each), and were designed

primarily to obtain sociological and attitudinal information that

might help explain certain aspects of classroom interaction.

The two features selected here for preliminary tabulation are

third person singular -Z absence (e.g., He ira for He goes) and

distributive/habitual be (e.g., Sometimes my ears be itching).

Both of these structures are considered among the most basic of

VBE diagnostic indicators, and are typically considered among the

subset of core structures representing this dialect. They also

appear conducive to tabulation here because of the nature of the

interviews. A great deal of the conversation involves third per-

!.
son accounts (a conducive discourse for potential use of third

person non-past verb forms) and many of the accounts involve
v'

descriptions of regularly occurring activities, the semantic.con-
s

a

text most conducive for habitual/distributive be usage. In the

case of third person -Z forms, the tabulations are made in terms

of actual occurrence versus potential occurrence, whereas be is

tabulated only in terms of actual occurrence due to difficulties

in tabulating the relative frequency of this feature (cf. Wolfram

1969:196). Following, then, is an indication of the incidence of

these features in the individual interviews for students in the

three classrooms.
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Figure 9

Incidence of Selected Dialect Features, 6th Grade

Group

1

2

3

Individual

If

D

Js

24

L

K

L

J

K

Third Person -Z Absence Habitual be

No. Absent/Total No.

1/1 2

1/2 1

1

2/8 1

6/6 4

3/3 3

4/4 1

9/10 --

3/3 8

1

4 H 5/5 4

L 2/6 1

P 2/2

5 L 13/22 4

G 1/2 1

A 2/3
;

14 10/17

6 V 6/6 1

Dn 2/12 0

Da 8

7 Ad 1

At 2/3 1

C 2/2 1

8 N 7/8 3

K 12/13 1

L 2/3 1
__.

TOTAL 97/141 ZAbs. 68.8 58
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Figure 10

Incidence of Selected Dialect Features, 4th Grade

Group Individual Third Person -Z Absence Habitual be

No. Absent/Total No.

1 B 2/2 -

1
K 6/7 -
V 5/5 -

2 D 5/5 3

R 4/5 1

K 1/3 -

3 J 0/6 -
Sa 3/3 1

Se 2/4

4 K 8/11 4

G 14/17 9

D 0/1

L 3/3 2

5 C 6/7 -

K 0/2 -

S 5/S -

8 2/2 -

6 D 2/2 -

W 4/4

E 7/8

7 P 6/3

2/2

0/2 1

K 12/22 1

TOTAL 99/126 Z Abs. 78.6 22
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Figure 11

Incidence of Selected Dialect Features, Kindergarten

Group Individual Third Person -Z Absence Habitual be

No. Absent/Total No.

1 K 10/11 3

D 7/7 3

1/4

2 8/15 .alaft

E 0/3

3 N 2/5 1

4/10 5
4111

4 N 1/6

Cs 8/9 010.111.

C 8/9 4

5 F - 00.0

--
C 7/10

6 IC

L 3/3 --
M --
V 2/2 --

TOTAL 53/85 Z Abs. 62.4 16
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The conclusions to be drawn from the display of -Z third per-

son absence and habitual/distributive be are fairly

straightforward. Dialect features are clearly represented even

when confronted with an interview situation with an outsider in

the school setting. Each classroom reveals a majority of its

speakers at levels of -Z third person absence which are represen-

tative of the frequency of this feature in the overall community

(cf. Fasold 1972, Chapter Three). While habitual/distributive be

does not occur as frequently this is undoubtedly due to the fact

that the occasions for its occurrence are such more infrequent;

nonetheless, its realization is within the limits we might expect

given the limited amount of speech that comprises this sample. We

could obviously extend our analysis to a number of other struc-

tures typically found in VIE, and our analyses in other chapters

will broaden the range of features examined, but the conclulion

would be the same: feature manifestations characteristic of the

vernacular dialect are unmistakably revealed by the children in

these classrooms.

To conclude that the vernacular dialect is operating in these

classrooms should mot, however, be taken to mean that there is

linguistic homogeneity. While the majority of the speakers reveal

some characteristic dialect features, there are students who fall

at different points in the vernacular-standard continuum, and

several speakers who reveal little or no incidence of -Z third

person absence and no habitual/distributive be. While the data

for tabulation are admittedly restricted, the pattern seems to

reflect some genuine differences among speakers. As we shall see

shortly, there are subjective impressions that tend to correlate

with different vernacular frequency levels for individual speakers

observed here.
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The Subjective Dimension

We have already referred to the impressions of the teachers

involved in this study, in which the existence of the vernacular

among the students is recognized. We can add to this recognition

observations of the students themselves which symbolize their

awareness of the vernacular as it contrasts with the standard.

Interviewer: Do you think some people talk better than

others?

M: Yeah.

Interviewer: In what way?

M: Because some people say like, you know, they'll

say, "I ain't got no more," like that and some

people say, "I haven't any more,' like that.

Interviewer: What is a good talker?

L: A person who speaks real good.

Interviewer: Yeah, but how do you know they're speaking

good? What are they doing that's different

from a poison who doesn't speak good?

G: Use a good s sound....

?: They put endings on their words.

L: Like sometime I think Monica talk well because

everytiee I be saying the wrong words, she

always correct Me.

Interviewer: What do you mean when you say the wrong word?

L: Like I be saying, 'Monica, I mint' got none,"

like that. She say, 'It's not ain't.' She say,

"You don't have any."

While the illustrative dialect differences usually seize upon

stereotypical structures and the label for dialect differences

vary in the student interviews (e.g., "correct" versus

'incorrect,' 'street' versus 'school' language, 'slang' versus
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"proper," "good" versus "bad"), the evidence seems quite clear
that a dimension of vernacular versus standard dialect differences

is clearly recognized by the classroom participants. Both objec-
tive and subjectivie levels of dialect difference are clearly
operative in this setting.

Dialect as an Issue

Given the objective and subjective reality of dialect in this
study, we now turn to dialect as an issue. It is of course,

thsoretically possible for dialect differences to exist in the
classroom without being a factor in the social management and
relations in the classroom situation, so that we cannot simply

assume its status as a variable affecting behavior. At this
point, we want to establish the fact that classroom participants
view dialect as a potential issue in the socio-educational

context. Several kinds of observations culled from our interviews
with classroom participants

warrant our consideration of dialect

as an issue in this educational context. Our analysis in sub-

sequent chapters will examine these considerations in actual

classroom interactions.

First of all, We observe that there is an important evaluative

component attributed to dialect differences. Each of the

classroom teachers interviewed rates some speakers as "bitter"

than others, and a component of this evaluative scale relates to
the vernacular-standard English dichotomy. While there are

obviously other factors that enter into an evaluative assessment
of speech besides dialect (e.g., fluency, willingness to speak
before larger groups, leadership, success in various educational

tasks, etc.), dialect remains as one of the factors entering into

rating speakers as "good" or "bad."

Dialect not only enters into evaluation by teachers, it

enters into the overt evaluations made by the students themselves.

Practically all the children in the sample feel that there are
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some speakers in the classroom who talk better than others, and

dialect differences is a common theme cited as the basis for

evaluation. Thus, we get the following student observations:

Interviewer: What are good speakers to you?

P: They put the endings on the words.

Interviewer: What mikes a good talker? Why do you say that

S-- is better than sosebody else. What do you

think, S- -? Do you think that soee kids talk

better than others in the classroom?

S: Kinds

Interviewer: Okay, what does 7 fttter seen? What does it mean

to talk better?

S: You express yourself and you know what you're

doing and you're not very nervous. You calm

yourself. And you say your words correctly.

Interviewer: What does correctly mean? What do you mean when

you say...

S: Using your endings and speaking out.

Interviewer: And who do you think talks well?

L: Like sometime I think Monica talk well because

everytime I be saying the wrong words, she

always correct me.

Interviewer: What do you mean when you say the wrong word?

L: Like I be saying, 'Monica, I aint' got no,- like

that. She say, "It's not ain't.' She say, 'You

don't have any.-

Although the cited features of dialect differences make ref-

erence to linguistic stereotypes of the standard/vernacular

dichotomy, we must admit the overt evaluation of dialect differ-

ences.

The issue of dialect in the educational context is further

attested in terms of how the classroom participants view language
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accommodation. Both students and teachers overtly perceive a need

to adjust dialect to differing contexts within and without the

school. The first two observations below come from two of the'

classroom teachers in this study and the last one from a student.

T: Everyone has a right to talk the way they want to at home,

but I think they should be introduced to. the type of talk

they should have in school, too.

T: It's okay to use the language where it's appreciated, I

said, but if you go out--I don't want them to get rid of

it, the language, I said--but in some situations it's not

the right place to use it.

H: Like in school, like they correct you and at my house they

correct as, too, but out in the street, you know, that's

where I pick up the habit of saying it, so I say it too,

you know.

Dialect also becomes a variable that is perceived as sen

sitive to interlocutors as well as setting, as attested by the

students and teachers.

H: Well, I'd change the way I talk cause with my friends I

use a lot of street language with my friends, but when I'm

with an adult I use more clear English.

D: But they won't understand, 'cause some teachers are not

hip to this stuff.

Interviewer: Do you think you should talk the same way all

the time?

D: With your friends. With your teacher it's a difference

because she's a grownup. And with your friends, they're

about your same age, and so you just talk like you usually

be talking to somebody in the famly, one of your cousins

or someone like that...
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Interviewer: What about with your friends and Mrs. B, do you

talk differently with Mrs. B than you do with

your friends?

L: Yes.

Interviewer: In what way?

L: Like I have to talk proper to Mrs. B and I don't have to

talk proper to my friends.

The upshot of such comments is that both teachers and stu

dents overtly recognize that dialect enters into the consideration

of teacherstudent relationships in the classroom. The whole

notion of dialect correction is one of the most obvious manifesta

tions of this relationship, and virtually all students and

teachers admit to classroom correction about dialect differences.

Students commonly make the following kinds of observations:

Interviewer: Can you give me an example of how she [i.e., the

teacher) corrects them?

H: Yes, when somebody says, "We is not doing that," and she

say, The word is we are not doing that."

Interviewer: Why do you think she does that?

H: So when they grow up they won't talk like that.

D: Like L.G., she always say ain't, she say, "I ain't got

that," like that.

Interviewet: So then what happens?

D: Mrs. W says, "I don't have that."

P: Like G.P., he starts his own word and Mrs. W corrects him.

And when, like if somebody like when G.P. talk, if he

start a word, Mrs. W'll correct him. But when somebody

say something correct, then she won't have to correct

them.

Teachers also admit to such social occasions of dialect

correction, although they may have different behavioral schemata

for carrying out this event.
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Interviewer: Do you ever correct the children when they

speak?

K Teacher: Sometimes and sometimes no. I find that if I

try to repeat the sentence maybe that will do

more good than to say, "Don't say that, say thus

and so."

4th grade ...we have tc insist that they, you know, put
teacher:

those endings on words, but this program says

not to criticize, but we have to because with

SPP [Student Progress Plan] we have to insist

that they speak the way they should.

6th grade
teacher:

I guess I correct them mostly on endings and

verb forms, but there are a lot of things I feel

I can't correct.

There are other, more subtle dimensions of the behavioral

manifestations of dialect differences that we will discuss later,

but it is sufficient at this point to conclude that dialect is a

factor which enters into teacher-student interactions.
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CRAFTER IV

A. ANALYSIS OF EVENTS WITHIN GRADES

1. The Kindergarten Class

Introduction

In this chapter, the research findings pertaining to the kindergarten

class will be presented. The chapter is divided into three sections. In the

first section, general information about life in this classroom is provided.

This information was gathered during four days of observation, and the write-

up is based on the observation notes compiled by the researchers. In the

second section, an analysis of functional language use and dialect diversity

in this classroom is presented, based Ion a detailed look at videotaped

segments of six different events within the class. The third section consists

of a look at evidence for the teaching and learning of turn-taking strategies

in the classroom.

A. Observation Notes

There were 23 children in the kindergarten class at the time of obser-

vation and data-collection in May of 1981.

The physical plan of the classroom is as follows:
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Diagram of the Kindergarten Classroom

Door to outside

Sandtable

Bathroom

Table
Tableable Shelves

Closet

Painting Table
Closet Board

Table

Table

Shelves and Cubbies Door

Shelves,Play
stove and sink

The Rug Area

Table

This class was observed for a total of 20 hours over 4 days: 25 March

(8:30-3:00), 26 March (8:30 - 3:00), 27 March (8:30-12:00), and 4 May

(8:30-12:00). To get a sense of the sequence of events, note was made of the

different kinds of groups (small vs. large; activity of the group) that were

formed in the classroom during the course of a given day. Presented schemati-

cally, the sequence of events is as follows:

25 March 26 March 27 March 4 May

large group: small groups

"opening of (at "centers")

school"

small groups

large group

small groups

large groups large group

(no "opening") ("opening")

(music class) small groups

large group large groups

swan groups

large group

large group

(no "opening")

(nurse's office)

(rehearsal)

(lunch) recess ( lunch) recess

large group small groups

(resting) (dismissal)

large group

(dismissal)

(lunch) recess (lunch) recess
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"Opening of school" includes the reciting of the pledge of allegiance and

the singing of My Country 'Tis of Thee, and other socalled "patriotic songs."

Most of the children arrived through the outside door, proceeded directly to

the coat closet, and then made their way to "the rug." This is the NE corner

of the room, designated for large group meetings. Before standing up for the

pledge, the children sat in rows on the floor. The child leading the opening

was picked by the child who lead it the preceding day, and the former came to

the front of the group. This child directed the others to stand and to place

their hands over their hearts. They all began to recite the pledge. The

opening of school was followed by a discussion of the day's plans, and divi

sion into small groups. Two things should be noted about the opening of

school:

I. Of the four mornings observed, this formal opening occurred twice.

2. At this point, 7 months into the school year, it is readily apparent

that all class members know how the opening of school is to proceed.

There was no overt reference to "what should happen next." The proce

dure of the previous day's child choosing the child to lead the

opening was clearly familiar to everyone, and the event took place

smoothly.

The opening of school is only one of a number of events in this classroom

that rely upon a shared knowledge of the expected routine or ritual. In this

regard, two issues will be addressed:

I. To the extent that they are apparent from observation, the expected

routines and rituals that are a part of this classroom will be defined

and described;

2. Participants' knowledge and awareness of the routines, rituals and

rules, as revealed by overt verbal reference to them, will be

described.
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The routine of "opening school" has already been discussed. There are a

number of other routines used in this classroom. These routines appear to

have two purposes: (a) They have a major role in the marking and carrying out

of transitions from one activity to the next; (b) They help maintain order

within a given activity.

The most common type of routine observed in this classroom was a short

song.. The songs have been classified here by their first line. Those used

for marking and carrying out transitions between activities include:

"Children"--Essentially one bar, sung with a falling intonation by the

teacher, as a means of getting attention and of signalling a change in

activity:

Children, put your toys away.

Children, come and sit with me.

The "children" part of both of these is identical to the first song, and the

two songs are identical in tune. Again, both are used as attentiongetters,

and as signals to change activity.

Usually these songs were sung only once, and the children did not join in

singing. They did join in on some other songs, used for marking and

accomplishing transitions:

I'm sitting in my rows.

Open, shut them, put them in your lap.

I'm sitting very quietly.

My hands are in my lap, I'm sitting straight and tall.

Each of these short songs is sung typically when the activity or state

described in the song is not being accomplished or is in the process of being

accomplished. In several instances, the teacher would be sitting alone or
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with a small number of children in the large-group corner, singing and waiting

for the others to arrive. Similar to these songs is the Good Morning Song,

teacher-initiated as a way to assemble everyone in the large-group corner to

start the day.

One song was noted within activities, and distinguished itself from the

other conventional songs sung during the four days by requiring the invention

of very context-specific verses by the children:

Happiness is sitting together.

not being naughty.

cleaning together.

helping together.

working together.

putting your toys away.

There were other well-known songs sung by the group, during designated

singing time. The eight songs described above, however, clearly cannot be

considered conventional songs. They are songs that have very specific func-

tional purposes in this kindergarten classroom.

Other routines observed relating to the maintenance of order include:

o The turning on and off of the lights as a signal for a change in acti-

vity or as a request for order

o A gesture to indicate the zipping of the mouth, with an accompanying

- zipping noise

o A procedure whereby a small paper sign with the name of a given

"center" is worn around the neck of a child working at that center,

e.g., sand table, clay, blocks, etc. There was evidence that only a

certain number of children could work at a given center. At one

point, a girl who had been at [the marbles] decided to go to the sand

table. The sand table had its quota, however, and her strategy for

getting to play there was to ask, Who wants to quit playing in the

sand?"
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o Welldefined procedures for lining up to leave the room (Boys and

girls are generally separated and one group is usually directed to

line up before the other.)

There are other routines that relate to activities customary in this

classroom, including:

o Share and Tell. This takes place only on certain days of the week, on

the rug. The children doing the sharing stand at the front of the

group.

o Birthdays. Birthdays are marked and dealt with as part of a large

group meeting on the rug. Several songs are sung, and the birthday

child is given a badge.

The routines and rituals described here accompany the classroom activi

ties, such as small group lessons and activities and large group lessons and

activities, to fora the structure of this classroom. Evidence of the

participants' understanding of this structure came from their overt references

to the routines and rituals. For example, both the teacher and the children

made reference to the turntaking behavior that appears to vary in its

appropriateness according to context:

Tch: I like the way people raised their hands to talk to me.

Tch: Excuse ma, I would like to see some hands.

Child: Wait until she calls you.

Child: Don't raise your hands!

Tch: I am only gonna call on those who raise their hands.

Tch: The rule is...

Other references to rules and rituals include:

o Following a large group meeting after lunch, one child said, "Rest

time!" and turned the lights out. He was not directed to do so by the
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teacher and yet everyone proceeded to do "rest time." His actions

were clearly appropriate.

o As children were gathering on the rug for a large group meeting, the

teacher remarked, "I like the way that some of the children are

sitting" --at once a directive and a reference to the fact that there

is a proper way to sit for this activity.

o At the beginning of a Share and Tell session, the teacher reviewed the

rules for that activity: the need to talk out, the need to know about

what one is sharing, and the need for the others to listen. At one

point, she asks the group

Tch: And you all are the what?

to which the children respond

Children: "Listeners."

Following this response is a.discussion of the fact that another word

for 'listeners' is 'audience.' The activity then begins.

o While getting ready for lunch, the teacher remarks, "I'm not going to

lunch, children, and you know why."

Based on the observations of the sequence of events, and on the rules and

rituals that occur both between and within events, it appears that the struc-

ture and procedures are well-defined in the classroom, and that knowledge of

the structure and procedures is shared by all class participants. There is a

very real sense of what is expected and of what constitutes appropriate beha-

vior.
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B. Functional Language and Dialect Diversity

Six segments were selected for the analysis of functional language use in

kindergarten, as follows:

1. Medium-sized group with teacher, organized activity: The construction

of butterflies.

2. Peer/peer without teacher, 2 girls playing house together.

3. Small group without teacher, free play in the farm corner.

4. Small group without teacher, playing with a jumprope during a transi-

tion tine.

5. Small group without teacher, free play at the sand table.

6. Small group without teacher, free play in the farm corner.

These segments were selected specifically because they provide a look at lan-

guage functions as children interact in small groups and in one-on-one situa-

tions, that is, participant structures that are in contrast with whole group

lessons with the teacher. As we will see in this chapter, the contrast in

participant structures is clearly matched by a contrast in the use of language

functions.
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Segment 01: The Butterfly Project, medium group with teacher

This segment was videotaped on 8 June, 1981, between 9:45 and 10:10 a.m.

It is preceded by the school opening and a lengthy discussion lesson about

planting. All class members participated in both of these activities, and

then divided up into smaller groups for a variety of activities. The target

segment is one of these activities, a butterfly construction project with 13

children and the teacher. What follows is a sample from the transcript of the

segment.

KY:

TCH:

Miss P., I think that's all I'm gonna do today,

All right, dear.

Why don't you put your name on it

Put your name on the back of it.

after you wash your hands.

S: Miss P. Miss P.

TCH: Would you?

CS: (unintelligible) he made some rings.

TCH: Did he? Oh, such interesting butterflies you're makin'. You gave him

an extra pair of wings?

CS: No. He got himself an extra pair of wings.

TCH: Cs--, I don't see what you're doing. You're making a good start but l'd

like to see something that you're doing. You may cut that...cut any

design you want. (unintelligible)

S: Look at my butterfly.

TCH:

KI:

Don't forget (unintelligible)

[

(unintelligible)

Miss P.

you only have to

okay?

KI: Miss P.

TCH: , Ki--. Butterflies have some antennas. Look over there and

look at the little flowers on the, uh, on the board. And you'll see

something stickin' up at the top of him. That's his feelers or anten

nas. He needs them.

CHA: Well, I made some right there.
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TCH: Yeah, well go see where they are. Go over there and look and see where

it is.

E: Boy, What you aessin' up mines for? (picking up his drawing from the

table)

KY: I didn't do it.

STUDENTS: (unintelligible)

TCH: (unintelligible)

S: Miss P. Miss P.

STUDENTS: (unintelligible)

S: Just one more .

TCH: (unintelligible) you can decorate it.

STUDENTS: (unintelligible)

TCH: Add some more colors to yours. (to CRA Add soma more to yours.

S: Che--, get frog here. You're not working over here, Che--.

TCH: I think Che-- wanted to get some, uh, (unintelligible). Chs--? Come

hare, dear. Sara's some more hers in this bag.

CRE: Miss P.

CS: She gonna take all of 'ea.

TCH: Pardon me.

CHE: (unintelligible)

CS: Here, Che--.

[

(hands something to CUE)

CRE: (unintelligible)

TCH: (unintelligible) there, Che--. I mean, uh..,

[

TA: Ta--.

TCH: Ta--.
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Table 1 shows the frequency of participant initiations and responses

across all language functions in the segment.

Table 1

Frequency of Initiations and Responses across All Language Functions,

Segment K-1

Speaker

Initiation Response

Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C. Event

Event
Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C.

Teacher 42 3 64 6(+1) 25 3 3 2

E (22)(2+) 2 2

Ky 12(+1) 1 2 1 4

Chr 3 2 2

1 I(+)

K1 5 1

Ta 1

Cs 6(+1) 1 2 3

Che 1

Na 3 1(+) 1(+) 1

1 2 2

Ds

S 21(3+) 4(3+) 2(1+) 7 3 1

Total 120 10 72 12 47 11 3 3

Children 78 7 8 6 22 8 0 1

NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.
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From Table 1, we see that the large concentration of student talk occurs

in the initiation-event and response event categories. And while the teacher

also produces utterances in the event category, a striking amount of her

language falls in the management procedure category, that is, language used to

keep all of the classroom events proceeding smoothly. In contrast, the

children's management language is fairly evenly divided between event manage-

ment and management procedures.
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Table 2 shows the breakdown of utterances by major function category,
i.e., inform, control, ask/request, give, and modify.

Table 2

Frequency of Utterances by Major Function Category, Segment K-1

Function Spkr

Initiation Response

Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C. Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C.

I. Tch 8 7 1 2 1 I

INFORM E 6 2

Ky 6(+1) 1 2

Chr 2 2 1

F 2 1 1(+)

Ki 1

Ta

Cs 4(1+) 1 1

Che

G

Na 3 I(+) 1(+)

R 1

Da

S 2(1+) 4(3+) 1 2 1

II. Tch 22 3 47 2 13 1 I

CONTROL E 2 1

Ky 1

Chr

F

Ki 2

Ta
Cs 1

Che
G

Na

R

Da

S 3 1(+)

(Table 2 continues on next page)
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V

1

Table 2 (continued)

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Function Spkr Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

III. Tch 7 2 3(1+) 1

ASK/ E 11(1+)
REQUEST Ky 3

Ki 2

Ta

Cs 1

Che 1

G

Na

1

Da

S 13(1+)

IV. Tch 1 1 1

GIVE E 3(1+)

Ky 2 1 1 1

Chr 1

Ki
Ta 1

Cs

Che
G

Na
2

Da

S 1 3 1

V. Tch 1 1 1

MODIFY E 3(1+)

Ky 2 1 1 1

Chr 1

KS

Ta 1

Cs

Che
G

Na

R 2

Da

S 1 3 1
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From Table 2, we see that most student talk occurs in the general func-

tion categories of inform-initiation and ask/request initiation. In sharp

contrast, most of the teacher talk falls into the control-initiation and spe-

cifically, as we noted earlier, in the focus category of management proce-

dures. The children use relatively little control language, and the

occurrence of give and modify functions is also fairly limited. Finally,

there are 14 occurrences of dialect features, distributed across all function

categories except dive.
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Segment 02: CHE and TA, peerpeer interaction.

This segment was also videotaped on 8 June, 1981, between 10:00 a.m. and

10:30 a.m. It takes place during the time designated for a variety of activi

ties to be taking place in the classroom. The segment consists mainly of two

girls playing house, although two other students and the teacher intervene

briefly. A sample of the transcript follows:

TA: Say! (Follows over to CHE and other girl. Grabs object from CHE and

makes other girl smell it. Runs back to her table, giggling.)

(Addressing CHE) You go-ta fix up the car with this thing. Stop! You

gotta pick up the car, dummy. You know what to do. I'll--I'll make the

house.

CHE: Are you trying to say like this, Ta--7 (Holding object in hand)

TA: This is our pork chop.

CHE: Where?

TA: In the pan.

CHE: You put this out--and, I want my, I want my, um, um, hamburger. Here go

my hamburger. Now, you cook it.

TA: I need a fork.

CHE: What's for? (unintelligible) you can find that fork in that thing.

TA: The...

CHE: Here go the baby sock and the big sock.

TA: So what?

CHE: I know how to do these socks. Just like this, like you have 'em in the

drawer or somethin'. Put 'em in the drawer like that.

TA: Your dinner is almost ready.

CHE: I know my dinner's almost ready (unintelligible) You told me.

TA: I did not say that. I just now told you.

CHE: Your mother said that.

TA: (unintelligible) the house, right here. But this, this the house and we

gotta walk all the way from the dining room to come down here to get in

the house.
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CHE: (unintelligible) the house. Now, you have to go over to the mountain to

see these.

TA: (unintelligible) the mountain?

CHE: Unh-unh, Ta--.

TA: This is...

CHE: There go the steak.

TA: We gotta go all the way to California to (unintelligible)

CHE: California?

TA: Yeah, this is my friend's (unintelligible)

CHE: Min.

TA: When are we gonna take the stuff out then, Ta--? We gotta take it with

us 'cause we gonna stay there forever.

CHE: Forever an,' ever? Then we not gonna never come back? Oh, (unintelli-

gible) (Gathers objects into box.)

TA: We not going there (unintelligible).

CHE: I'm fixing the stuff. (unintelligible)

TA: (unintelligible)

CHE: In here.

TA: We (unintelligible) and I'm not gonna change my mind.

CHE: My daddy don't care and I don't care.

TA: Where's the fork? Let me.

CHE: (unintelligible) Ta--. Just (unintelligible) 'em up like that.

TA: (Takes box) This is our house. I s'pposed to be working. You have to

be going to work.

CHE: Oh, girl, I need something to take. Oh, here go. Oh, my work things.

(unintelligible)

TA: (Humming while working)

CHE: (unintelligible)
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Table 3 shows the frequency of participant initiations and responses

across all language functions in the segment:

Table 3

Frequency of Initiations and Responses across All Language Functions,

Segment K-2

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Speaker Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

Che 47(9+) 2 20(2+) 12(1+) 1

Ta 73(17+) 8(3+) 5 15(1+) 2 4

Ki 1

Da 1

Tch 2

S 2

As in Segment 1, we see that most of the student talk occurs in the

initiation-event and response-event category. There is a noticeable increase

in the area of context comments, that is, language concerning other events in

the classroom, unrelated to the focus event. There is also a striking

increase in the occurrence of dialect features, particularly in the event

category. The only instances of management procedure are provided by the

teacher.
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Table 4 shows the breakdown of utterances by major function category.

Table 4

Frequency of Utterances by Major Function Category, Segment K-2

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Function Spkr Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

I. Che 32(7+) 7 6(2+) 3

INFORM Ta 44(13+) 4(2+) 1 4(1+) 1 1

Da

Ki

Tch

S

II. Che 7 2 12 1

CONTROL Ta 20(2+) 4(1+) 2 4

Da

Ki 1

Tch 2

S

III. Che 3 5(1+)

ASK/ Ta 5(2+) 1

REQUEST Da 1

Ki
Tch

S

IV. Che 2 2 4

GIVE Ta 1 1 3 1 3

Da

Ki

Tch

S

V. Che 3(2+)

MODIFY Ta 3 4

Da

Ki

Tch
S
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As in Segment 1, a great deal of the student talk (which is to say, CHE

and TA) occurs in the function categories of informinitiation and

ask/requestinitiation. However, in sharp contrast with Segment 1, there is a

significant amount of control language used by both girls, mainly in the event

and event management focus categories. This control language consists of

directives of all three types (direct, indirect, and inferred), and clearly

has the functioa of structuring and maintaining order in the event. However,

there is a contrast in the use of control language by the two girls. While TA

shows more use of control functions in the event and event management cate

gories, CHE shows more control functions in the context comment category.

There is also a noticeable increase in the occurrence of dialect features

in this segment. In fact, of the six segments examined, this one shows the

highest percentage of dialect features. Again, there is a contrast in the

girl's usage: while TA shows occurrence of dialect features in the inform,

control, and ask function categories, CHE shows such occurrence in the inform,

ask and modify categories. The biggest difference concerns the total

absence of dialect features for CHE in. the control category, leading us to

speculate about a developing awareness in CHE of the relationship between the

social situation and language. That is, the absence of dialect features in

her control language might be due to her perception of the situation in which

one uses control language as relatively more formal than other speech

situations, and therefore as inappropriate for dialect use. This speculation

will be returned to.
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Segment #3: Farm Corner, small group interaction without teacher

This short segment also takes place during the time designated for

various activities, and was videotaped on June 8, 1981, between 10:30-10:45

a.m. The segment involves free play in a part of the room that we have

designated the "farm corner"--a corner equipped with blocks, play farm

buildings, farm animals, and a hand-painted mural of a barnyard on one wall.

The segment has been included in the analysis despite its brevity because it

provides a nice example of small group interaction without the teacher as well

as of spontaneous language usage. It also provides language samples of some

of the children who are reticent in large groups. The transcript of the

segment follows:

TCH:

M:

5 minutes! You only have 5 minutes.

(Camera on TA, NR, and M playing)

Mmm! Boom, boom! (Playing with firetruck) The fire truck go back.

Now, I gonna try that once a. Rom! (Mimics sound of motor) Yeha!

Mmm, doggy!

NR: (Moving truck toward TA) Right through. Ye ha! (Makes a rooster

sound)

TA: What you doing in my farm? (unintelligible) bird. Nobody invite you

in anyway.

TCH: 3 minutes. You've got

NR: Yeah.

TA: You better go before I cook it, boy.

NR: Get out. (to M who knocked over blocks) Stop!

TA: (gets up and twirls around in front of camera) I'm turning into a

(unintelligible) in the wind. (Inaudible) We're going to our house

and I will pull you.

NR: Watch on out.

(TA rides M horseback-style and M...)

TA: Giddy. Hee, hee, hee! Come on. Stop.

NR: Give (unintelligible) us some.
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TA: Get out.

M: That's what we do in with the . Yeah.

Give us some.

TA:

NR:

Stop! I'm gonna tell.

You all the

TCH: Nr--? Would you have your people over here help you get your blocks

together? I think you need to do that now. I'm sorry, dear, but you

have to clean off your table! And Ta , would you please be responsible

for getting all the animals back into the barn? Thank you very much.

TA: (singing)
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Table 5 shows the frequency of participant initiations and responses

across all language functions in the segment.

Table 5

Frequency of Initiations and Responses across All Language Functions,

Segment K-3

Initiation Response
..01/

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Speaker Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

Ta 5(1+) 1 3(1+)

Nr 4 2

M 2

Che

Tch 7

From Table 5, is se* that most of the children's talk is concentrated in the

event-management category, while all of the teacher's talk falls into the cate-

gory of management procedure. There are only tvo instances of dialect, both

produced by the same child.
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In Table 6, we see utterances divided according to major function cate-

gories.

Table 6

Frequency of Utterances by Major Function Category, Segment K -3

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Function Spkr Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

I. Ta I I

INFORM Nr 1

M 2

Che

Tch

II. Ta 3 2 I

CONTROL Nr 4 1

M
C

T 7

III. Ts

ASK/ Nr
REQUEST M

Che
Tch

IV. Ta
GIVE Nr

K 1

Che
Tch

V. Ta 1( +) 1(+)

MODIFY Nr

M

Che
Tch
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The breakdown by major function category is revealing, as we see that

most of the children's language having to do with event management falls into

the control function category, and that all of the teacher's management proce

dure- is in the control category as well. Furthermore, it is interesting to

see that the two instances of dialect occurrence are botl- produced by TA in

the modify function category--one protest and one threat. We will recall that

she had several instances of dialect features with control language in Segment

2, while dialect features do not accompany her control language in Segment 3.

This absence of dialect features in control language may be due to the much

more imposing presence of the teacher in this segment, in whose presence TA

may judge it inappropriate to use dialect. However, the absence may simply

reflect the brevity of the segment. Finally, the noticeable lack of functions

of any kind in the event category should be discussed. This may be due in

part to the fact that the teacher has clearly marked the beginning of the end

of activities, with her utterance "5 minutes--you only have 5 ainuies." That

is, while there may have been more language focussed on the event earlier in

this sequence, the focus may now switch to management as a result of time

constraints and the teacher's directive. The lack of functions in the event

category, however, may also simply reflect the fact that the children are

playing rather independently nere, and that there is no event, as such. The

focus is on keeping others from intruding on otte's own event. NI and M's

attempt to do something together at the end of the segment (NR: "That's what

we're doing - -we're moving the farm." K: "Yeah.") is foiled both by TA's pro

test and by the teacher's management directives. An initial look at the

videotape of this segment, then, might suggest that it is an event with some

kind of unity. A closer look at the language functions reveals little evi

dence of a unified event, and considerable evidence of attempts to maintain

independence.
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Segment 04: R's Jumprope, small group interaction without teacher

This segment was videotaped on June 8, 1982, between 1:00-1:30 p.m., in

the free time period between lunch and maptime. The segment concerns four

girls who are playing with a jumprope that belongs to one of them, and takes

place in the empty kindergarten classroom--everyone else is making trips to

the water fountain and the bathroom, in preparation for the story that prece-

des map time. The girls are technically not supposed to be in the classroom

at this time without the teacher, as witnessed by the opening utterance. The

segment is short but was included in the analysis because of the spontaneous

language usage and the distribution of language functions. A sample from the

transcript follows:

(DA jumping rope. KI joins in.)

S: Miss P. doesn't know you're in here. (unintelligible)

KI: Yes she do.

S: (unintelligible)

KI: Yes she do.

[CRE: Cm'on. Let's jump (unintelligible)

(KI does cartwheel.)

Come on, Ki--. Go. Ow. Ki--. Oh, my goodness!

R: Ya'll got my rope.

KI: jump

CRE: Mmm-mm. Jump. Let us jump one more time and then we'll give it to you.

Okay, you can jump. All right? Come on. (All three try to jump rope

together.) Oh, all three of us can jump.

R: Now wait a minute.

CRE: Let's

S: r Now let's give 11:1-- a go.

CRE: [En m t], [n m td (Makes this sound while turning the rope.)

R & C: (singing) Man in line.

J: (unintelligible)

CRE: Here go somebody.
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J: [It's my turn.

R: Let me jump.

KI: Okay.

J: Let me jump.

CHE: Ki--, this is yours.

J: Let me jump once, too.

CHE: Whose this? (holding something in hand)

J: Let me jump. Come on. (pushes R) Let me jump, Ki--.

KI: (Begins singing jump rope rhyme) Give it up.

CHE & KI: Live it up. And abbo sasso. One, two, three, four, five

S: (unintelligible)

You never jump rope inside.

CHE: Big deal.

S: Ready to go?

CHE: Okay, you can jump with ma. Cm'on.

R: No. (both C and R in position to jump rope together) It's my rope.

(R pulling rope away from C)
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Table 7 shows the frequency of initiations and responses across all lan-

guage functions in the segment.

Table 7

Frequency of Initiations and Responses across All Language Functions,

Segment K-4

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Speaker Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

C 18(1+) 2 1

K 1 1 2(+)

R 3

J 6

S 1 3 1

From this display, we see that most of the children's talk falls into the

event category.

However, there is also a noticeable amount of management procedure lan-

guage used by the children. Only two of the other segments have as much, and

one is the group lesson with the teacher clearly present. In this segment,

utterances such as "Miss P. doesn't know you're in here," and "You never jump

rope inside," reveals some classroom rules that the children are clearly sup-

posed to be aware of and follow. It seems that one such rule is that one can

be in the claasroom unaccompanied only if the teacher is aware of that fact;

the other is obviously that indoor jump-roping is forbidden. One interesting

thing about these examples, particularly the second, is that they almost seem

to be quotations of the rule, repeated as they have been uttered by the
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teacher. That feature of quoting the teacher probably has the function of

legitimizing the speaker's authority, i.e., 'My utterance is legitimate

because we all know what the rules are and I'm merely stating the rule that

you already know.' As mentioned, this segment takes place during a transition

time, a time in which the course of events is by nature somewhat ambiguous.

That ambiguity may explain the use of management procedure language by the

children, i.e., 'It's not quite clear what is going on here, so we will struc-

ture the time by overtly stating the rules.' Also, rules are clearly being

broken, probably by virtue of the ambiguous nature of the transition time, and

there is a need to re-state them.

We see from Table 8 that most of the event talk has a control function,

although there are instances of all the major functions. It is interesting to

notice that there are no examples of utterances in the Event Management cate-

gory, and it should be pointed out that this may be an artifact of coding.

That is, in some segments, it is not difficult to see the difference between

control language in the event and control language in the management of the

event. In Segment 2, for example, an example of the former would be:

Make food right! (Control, Event)

while an example of the latter would be:

You can't play with us, D--. (Control, Event Management)

That is, we can distinguish the control language between participants within

the 'playing house' event, from the control language that relates to the suc-

cessful carrying-out of that event, e.g., who gets to play, what will be

played, etc. In other segments such as this jump-rope sequence, or the group

lesson with the teacher, the distinction between event language and event

management language is much more problematic, because the use of control

language within the event could be said to be the same things as event manage-

ment, that is, to constitute event management. It may turn out that the

event-event management distinction is useful only for certain types of
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Table 8

Frequency of Utterances by Major Function Category, Segment K-4

Tnitiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.
Function Spkr Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

I. Che 2(1+)

INFORM Ki

R
J 1

S

II. Che 11 1

CONTROL Ki 1

R 2 1

J 5

S 1 1

III. Che 3

ASK/ Ki

REQUEST R

i 1

IV. Che 2 1 1

GIVE Ki 1

R 1

J

S 1

V. Che
MODIFY Ki 1 2(+)

R 1 1

J

S
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interaction, ones in which there is essentially an 'event within an event',

the first one usually being a 'pretend' event.

There is a fascinating dynamic at work in this segment which should be

discussed briefly. We noticed in Segment 2 that TA showed more use of control

language in the event and event mi.nagement categories, data which substantiate

the researcher's impression that TA is in fact "running the show," directing

the event. That is, her use of control functions matches her actual control.

In Segment 4, most of the control language is used by CRE, with some instances

from R and J. There is strong evidence, however, that KI is perceived as the

controller, the decision maker--CUE does give unsolicited permission, but in

the instances where permission is sought for a turn to jump, it is sought from

KI. And yet KI uses control language only in an interaction that has nothing

to do with the jump-rope event, and actually says very little during the whole

segment. The irony of the whole situation is that the rope for which per-

mission is being sought belongs not to KI, but to R, who is unsuccessfully

trying to get it back.

Finally, there is very limited occurrence of dialect features in this

segment.
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Segment #5: The Sandtable, small group interaction without teacher

This segment was videotaped on June 9, 1981, between 9:10-9:40 a.m.,

following the opening of school. It takes place during the time designated

for a variety of activities, and involves a number of different children

playing at the sandtable. It should be recalled that there is an overt rule

in this classroom concerning the sandtable. That is only four children are

allowed to play there at once, and one child may not start playing until

another has formally left. The children seem to be particularly aware of this

rule, perhaps because the sandtable is clearly a favorite place to play. The

awareness of the rule comes out in the language of the segment, as seen in the

following sample.

V

R: Y'all. Rey, Eric.

NA: We can still play. We stayin in here until, until the lunchtime. Till

this, they come home.

(DE enters, then CHR and NR.)

R: Y'all! Y'all. Bug, bug off these things we got here (unintelligible).

CHR: Ni--, can I play with you.

R: No! Shut up. No, you can't play.

NR: I can play.

R: No, you can't.]

CHR: Un-un!!!

NR: One, two, three, four, four (pointing to each child).

R: You gotta get out! Move, Nr--.

TCH: What's happening here, Nr--?

CUR: Two people got out and then I came in here and (teacher takes N away)

(inaudible)

R: (unintelligible) You can't (unintelligible). We come. Look, y'all.

L Look. (to K) Gimme the spoon--I need it to make it to take this out.

(Grabs spoon.)

a.. KY: (inaudible) I can make your house.

R: No! (inaudible) No! Stop. One, two, three, four (counting children

plus herself at sandbox)
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TCH: Chr--,

R: Un-hm (inaudible, then begins singing while playing)

G: It's raining today. I mean snowing today.

R: Oh.

G: Snowing today, snowing.

R: (conscious of microphone) Snowing.

DA: Raining and snowing and snowing and I made, I made snow out to this.

G: Hey! That's too much!

R: Ha! (unintelligible) (to S) Let me make some. Let me make some.

Gimme that. (grabs strainer from S) I'll give it back.

(CHR nudges R.)

CHR: (inaudible)

R: Okay. See you later.

G: Now you makin' me spill it.

R: Let me make some! (holding onto strainer)

G: No.

R: I will give it back to you. (R tries to get strainer, then shovel)

(G pulls shovel away from R.)

G: Now you makin' me to spill it and right here (inaudible) you makin' me

to spill it.
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. Table 9 shows the initiations and responses across all functions in the

whole segment.

I

!
1

I
1

,

Table 9

Frequency of Initiations and Responses across All Language Functions,

Segment K-5

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Speaker Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

I

R

DE

42

15

4 26(3+)

2

NA 2 2(1+)

G 22(3+) 1 17(6+)

CHR 1 1

NR 2

TCH 1

a

3

1

1

We see from this table that most of the student talk is concentrated in the

event category and that three participants do most of the talking. While a

total of six children all spend time at the sandtable during the course of the

segment; the three participants who do most of the taD3ng are the three that

are consistently present throughout the segment. The movement to and from the

sandtable during the segment can be diagrammed in six separate stages, as

follows:
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Nm

I C G I I D

I I I

2 1 1 3 1

I I I

I R D 1 1 R

I I Da G I IR GI I R

I I I I

I 4 1
I 5 I

6 I

I I I I 1

DL I R D I I
C D

It is not particularly remarkable chat the children who spend the most time at

the table are the ones who talk the most. However, it is interesting that it

was the distribution of language use that led to an examination of the move-

ment pattern. A closer look at the language shows that there is extensive use

of language either as a means of gaining and maintaining one's own access to

the table or as a means to control others' access to it. As an example of

gaining and maintaining access, DE announces at the beginning of the segment,

"Yes, I can play," and his right to play at the table is not questioned

further. G is at the table from the outset of the segment and at one point

seems to reestablish her right to be there and to question the right of others

by counting the number of children present out loud--"One, two, three,

four"--the allowable limit being four. R openly controls other children's

access to the table by announcing who can or cannot play: CdR requests per-

mission from NA co play and receives a No from R; NR is denied permission

and told, You gotta get out."

The key role of language here is further illustrated in Table 10, the

breakdown of the utterances by major function type:
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Table 10

Frequency of Utterances by Major Function Category, Segment K-5

Initiation

Event Mgt.

Response

Event Mgt.

Function Spkr Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

I. R 11 1 3

INFORM De 9

Na ; 2(1+)

G 14(1+)

Chr 1

Nr 2

Tch 2

3(1+) 1

18 3 5(1+) 2

CONTROL De 2 1

Na

G 3 3(1+)
Chr

Nr

Tch

III. R 6 1

ASK/ De

REQUEST Na

G 1 1

Chr 1

Nr

Tch 1

IV. R 7

GIVE De 2

Na
G

Chr

Nr
Tch

13(1+) 1

1

3

1

V.

MODIFY De

Na

G 3(1+)
Chr

Nr

Tch
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We see from this just how such of R's language is control language.

Specifically, in initiations, she has 18 examples of direct directives (event

and event management), one indirect directive, and two inferred directives.

This breakdown by major functions also shows a striking contrast in the

language use of some speakers in this segment as compared to other segments.

For example, during the group project with the teacher (Segment 1), G and R

contribute practically nothing. However, in this sandtable segment, they do

most of the talking and both of them use functions in all of the function

categories. Furthermore, R has a noticeable number of responses in the give

function category, specifically confirmations, denials, and comments. These

functions occur mainly in the event category. The occurrence of these func-

tions give very solid evidence of R's obvious competence as a participant in

conversation--she is not only using inform, control, or modify functions in

initiations; she is responding to other children's contributions to the

conversation by confirming, commenting or denying. Similarly, G has a noti-

ceable number of modify responses, specifically complaints and protests.

These findings have significance for the assessment of these children's abi-

lity to use language: the conclusions of such an assessment would be radi-

cally different, depending upon which segment was used as a basis. While

Segment 1 shows both girls to be reticent and might lead us to the conclusion

that they are questionable talkers, Segment 5 reveals them both to have

control of a variety of language functions and to be competent conver-

sationalists. This examination of individual speakers wil be returned to

later in this chapter.

Finally, there is relatively limited occurrence of dialect features in

this segment and interestingly, five of the 12 instances occur in complaints

and protests issued by G. This segment has no context comment talk, a fact

that matches its sparse occurrence in other segments already discussed.
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Segment #6: Farm Corner, small group interaction without teacher

This segment was videotaped on June 9, 1981, between 9:30-10:50 a.m.,

1

I

following the opening of school during the time designated for various activi-

ties. The segment involves eight boys playing in the farm corner, and a

sample transcript follows:

I E: Oh-ohl And the lightning, and the lightning can, can go BOOM! BOOM!

(P giggles)

It strike there. a little

CS: Oh-ohl Let's watch, y'all.

CS: Let's take

E: Nol Nol No! Don't take that from him!

CS: Well then they gonna get striked.

E: You use the other one.

PH: No that's the middle thing.

E: [See?

CS: Use what other thing?

E: Use from my box.

CS: Oh, sure. (Goes to box with PH.)

E: Don't, don't use the... (CS and PH return.)

CS: Here's some. It already striked again.

E: Un-un. It ain't stricken yet. Put that like this. Put it right here.

CS: Put somethin' right here. (points to barn)

E: Put somethin' right there.

(E goes to box.)

CS: Hey, E--.

FR: I know a guy who went to a fa:::rm.

CS: E--. I think we are in trouble. I hope you know. They, the, rim, the,

um, rain took the top off in stripes.

E: I don't know. I, I, I'm, I'm puttin' a lock on it.

CS: Well, the wind can break a lock, you know. But maybe not a steel lock.



E: I know. (unintelligible) And then

PH: The wind can't Freak no real lock.

CS: Jell, what if a tornado came? It could break it.

PH: I know! But it ain't no tornado. If it's a hurricane (unintelligible),

but it's no hurricane. (unintelligible)

CS: A hurri- A hurricane. They really the

worst storm. Ain't lt?

(E shakes head 'no', then CS.)
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Table 11 shows the frequency of participant initiations and responses
across all language functions in the segment:

Table 11

Frequency of Initiations and Responses across All Language Functions,
Segment K-6

Speaker

Initiation Response

Event
Event Mgt.
Mgc. Pro. C.C. Event

Event
Hgc.

Hgc.

Pro.

E 62(6+) 36(2+) 31(3+) 2

CS 45(7+) 30(4+) 12 3

PH 19(3+) 11(2+) 10(1+)

DE 32(9+) 9 11

V 2

CHR 3 6 1

KY 2 1 1

S 3 t 1

TCH 1 4

C.C.

From this cable, we see that the children's calk is largely concentrated in

the event and event management categories, and that there is a noticeable

occurrence of dialect features, as compared to some of the ocher segments

discussed.
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Table 12 shows the distribution of utterances by major function category.

Table 12

Frequency of Utterances by Major Function Category, Segment K-6

Function Spkr

Initiation Response

Event

Event Mgt.

Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event

Event
Mgt.

Mgt.
Pro.

I. E 13(3+) 12 11(1+) 1

INFORM CS 22(4+) 11(4+) 5 1

PH 10(3+) 1(+) 5(1+)

DE 19(5+) 3 4

V 1

CHR 1

KY I I

S

TCH I

It. E 32(1+) 19(2+) 4 I I

CONTROL CS 14(2+) 13

PH 4 5

DE 6 2

V

CHR 1 3

KY 1

S 4

ICH I

III. E 4 I(+)

ASK/ CS 6(1+) 3 1

REQUEST PH 5 1

DE 7(4+) 4

V 2(1+)

CUR 5(1+) 1

KY
S

TCH 1 1

IV. E 4 1 13(1+)

GIVE CS 3

PE 1 4

DE 2

V

CHR
KY

S I

TCH 1

V. E 4(2+) 4 2

MODIFY CS 3 1 2

PH 4(1+)

DE 2 3

V

CHR I.

KY 1

S 1

TCH
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From this table, we see that utterances occur in all of the major func-

tl,n categories, with most of the activity being in the inform, control, and

ask categories. This breakdown provides clear insight into the nature of the

interaction between the participants in this segment. For example, a look at

the videotape and the transcript of this segment suggests that two par-

ticipants, E and CS, are directing the flow of events. Evidence for this

comes from exchanges such as:

CS: We have to put that big boy out o'here, Ph--.

E: Yeah. Put it in here.

CS: We have to keep this thing outside.

E: Yeah.

OR

E: Why don't you all leave (pause)...every, every, everybody ain't

playing with us. Everybody ain't playing with us.

S: Yeah.

E: So that means V-- has to leave.

OR

CS: And guess what? You could be in charge of the floor? And if

everybody, if you hear something down on the floor, then you have

to go, and then you have to go and get 'im. Okay? 'Kay, like

I'm in charge of this, I'm in charge of this, and you in charge

of the floor; E--, you come (unintelligible) and Ph--'s in charge

of this. And E ,...

KY: No, Cs--. I'm not playin.

CSi (to KY) You in charge of the floor.

E: Uhn-uhn. I'm in charge of the floor.

CS: No, he's in charge of this.

E: Now I'm in charge of the barnhouse.

CS: Uhn-Uhn! I'm in charge of that 'cause I had it first. And I,

but I'm not in charge of the, uh, ani mals.

E: Animals.

I'm in charge of them.
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The ocher participants in the segment have varying status, PH having the

most, and CHR, DE, and V having respectively less. In the overall social

structure of the classroom, KY is certainly as strong as CS and E, all three

of them emerging from this investigation as classroom leaders. KY's apparent

lack of strength in this segment is simply due co his sporadic presence.

If we return co the breakdown of utterances by major function category,

we see chat E and CS make the most contributions both in the Inform and the

Control categories. Based on the contributions in the Control category, E

seems to have the most power in determining the course of events. However,

the utterances by the ocher children in the Inform category also seem to have

the function of shaping the course of events. In this category, we find

examples of he Define/Establish function, e.g.,

E: The horses have to go in one place.

*

DE: This the barnyard.

as well as numerous examples of the report function, e.g.,

CS: I'm getting my colt. I'm gonna get my horses.

*

PH: I put this one, I put this one right here.

*

DE: I'm gonna cake farm over this way over here.

As we mentioned, this segment cakes place during the time designated for a

variety of activities, and the boys are playing freely in the farm corner.

Any structure to the event is generated by the participants, and not imposed

by the teacher or by the nature of the event, as might be the case, for

example, in a whole group lesson. That is, the boys themselves are clearly

providing the structure and they are doing so largely through language. They

are defining what they are doing by talking about what they are doing. There

is a very real sense in which, in this segment that consists largely of pre-
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tend events, saying is doing. Moreover, this performative convention is

clearly and easily accepted by all participants. Language here has a very

special and vital function in constituting reality, and the participants are

skilled at using language for that function. It should be noted that we find

a similar situation in Segment 2, in which CHE and TA are playing house. In

fact, Segment 2 has the highest occurrences of the Define/Establish function.

The difference in use of Inform and Control functions reveals differences

in the children's relative status in the groups. That is, E seems to have the

highest status and the most power, as revealed by his greater use of Control

functions, while the other participants direct the event through Inform func

tions. Furthermore, DE provides evidence for his relatively low status

through use of a strategy that is clearly familiar to the ocher chldren but

which they do not use until DE joins that group: that is, an appeal to the

teacher's authority, otherwise known as tattling.

Finally, there is a noticeably greater occurrence of dialect features in

this segment. Table 13 shows the occurrence of dialect by major function

category, across all the kindergarten segments that have been discussed.
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Table 13

Occurrence of Dialect Features across All Kindergarten Segments,
by Major Function Category

(percent of total number of utterances in segment)

Initiation Response

Seg- Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

ment Function Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

1 Inform 1.1 1.5 1.3 1.3

Control 1.3

Ask 2.7 1.3

Give

Modify 2.7

2 Inform 10.3 1.0 1.0 0.5

Control 1.0 0.5

Ask 1.0 0.5

Give
Modify 1.0

3 Inform

Control

Ask
Give

Modify 4.0 4.0

4 Inform 2.3

Control
Ask
Give

Modify 4.6

5 Inform 0.7 0.7 0.7

Control 1.4

Ask
Give 0.7

Modify 1.4 2.8

6 Inform 4.3 1.4 0.5

Control 0.8 0.5 0.2

Ask 2.0

Give 0.2

Modify 0.5 0.2
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We see from this that the occurrence of dialect features is not very

remarkable in any of the segments. However, the occurrence in Segments 2 and

6 stands out from the other four segments, particularly in the Inform function

category. The greater occurrence of dialect features in these two segments

seems to be directly related to the nature of the events in the segments.

What distinguishes these two segments is that they consist largely of pretend

events--playing house or running a barnyard--events that are clearly

understood by the participants to be ideally taking place in some place other

than a kindergarten classroom. It follows that the language used would be

that considered appropriate for settings outside the classroom, hence the

greater occurrence of dialect features. What is remarkable is the apparent

sensitivity in these young children as to which language forms are appropriate

for which settings. It is clearly a developing sensitivity, as we see that

there is some occurrence of dialect features in the presence of the teacher.

We will find this to be in sharp contrast with the 4th grade data, for

example, which reveal categorical absence of dialect features in the presence

of the teacher.

It is also interesting to note that a number of dialect features occur in

the Modify function category. Examples include utterances such as:

or

G: Now you makin' me to spill it!

R: It ain't dirt--it's sand!

What is striking about these and the other examples is the element of protest

and of emotional involvement of the speaker. We may want to speculate that in

a setting in which dialect usage is understood by the participants to be

inappropriate, it is acceptable if it accompanies language functions con-

cerning protest about or modification of an unacceptable state of affairs.
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Table 14 provides a picture of language usage in all six kindergarten

segments, by major function category.

Table 14

Comparison of All Kindergarten Segments,
by Major Function Categories

(percent of function type by focus over total functions in segment)

Seg-
ment Function

Initiation Response

Event
Event
Mgt.

Mgt.
Pro. C.C. Event

Event
Mgt.

Mgt.
Pro. C.C.

1 Inform 13.7 1.9 3.9 1.9 3.1 1.9 0 0

Control 12.1 1.1 18.8 1.1 5.0 .3 .3 0

Ask 15.6 .3 1.1 1.1 .3 0 0 0

Give 2.7 0 1.9 .7 7.4 0 .7 .7

Modify 2.7 .3 1.1 0 2.3 1.5 0 0

2 Inform 39.1 2.0 0 3.6 4.1 .5 0 .5

Control 13.9 3.0 1.0 7.2 2.5 .5 0 0

Ask 4.1 .5 0 .5 2.5 0 0 0

Give 1.5 0 0 1.5 3.6 .5 0 1.5

Modify 3.0 0 0 0 2.0 0 0 0

Inform 8.0 4.0 0 4.0 0 4.0 0 0

Control 0 28.0 28.0 0 0 12.0 0 0

Ask 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Give 0 0 0 0 0 4.0 0 0

Modify 0 4.0 0 0 0 4.0 0 0

4 Inform 9.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Control 41.8 0 2.3 2.3 4.6 0 0 2.3

Ask 9.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Give 4.6 0 2.3 0 6.9 0 2.3 0

Modify 2.3 0 2.3 0 4.6 0 4.6 0

5 Inform 23.7 4.1 2.0 0 4.1 0 .6 0

Control 16.0 2.0 0 0 6.2 1.3 0 0

Ask 6.9, .6 .6 0 1.3 0 0 0

Give 6.2 0 0 0 11.8 1.3 0 0

Modify 2.0 0 0 0 7.6 0 0 0

6 Inform 20.3 8.6 0 .2 7.2 .8 0 0

Control 16.4 13.2 0 0 1.7 .5 0 0

Ask 8.3 2.6 0 0 .8 .2 0 0

Give 2.0 .5 0 0 7.2 .2 0 0

Modify 1.1 3.7 0 0 1.7 1.1 .2 0
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From this table, we can see the overall trends in functional language

usage for the six segments discussed. In the event with the teacher, while

there are utterances in all function categories, most of the activity. is In

the Inform, Control, and Ask categories, in Event Initiation. Furthermore,

most of the Control language in the segment is produced by the teacher. This

is in contrast to the segments without the teacher, in which management

language appears to be a function of the nature of the event and the specific

configuration of participants. For example, in the two segments that consist

of an event within an event--the two girls playing house (02) and the boys in

the farm corner (06)--there is both Event and Event Management control

language. This is also the case in the sandtable segment (#5). While it

doesn't involve an "event within an event" (that is, a separate, makebelieve

activity), and while most of the control language is in the Event category,

there is some in the Event Management category. By contrast, the control

language in the jumprope segment (#4) occurs only in the Event category. In

the short farm corner segment (#3), control language occurs only in the Event

Management category. The situation may be summarized as follows: When the

children are at least partially responsible for defining the nature of the

event at hand, we see control language in bochthe Event and the Event

Management categories. When the nature of the event is clearly defined, such

as in the jumprope sequence, there is no need for event management, and the

control language occurs accordingly only in the Event category. Finally, when

the nature of the event and the roles of participants are relatively unclear,

control language is concentrated in the Event Management category.

We notice increases in the Inform and Control functions in segments where

the teacher is not present, as well as a decrease in the Ask function in the

same segments. With the exception of the short farm corner segment, we see

instances of all the major functions in all segments. And while the children

clearly use management language, they do not use language for management pro

cedure, that is, the management of the classroom at large. It would appear

that management procedure is clearly perceived as the domain of the teacher.

Finally, we notice that there is relatively little talk in any of the

segments in the Context Comment category, and that most of the children's
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contributions consist of initiations. Most of the responses fall into the

Event category.

We have noted that there is more occurrence of dialect features in some

segments than in others, leading to the speculation that the children have a

developing awareness of what kind of language is appropriate for different

settings. This speculation is further supported by an examination of the

language usage of individual speakers in different segments. Unfortunately,

while there is a great deal of overlap in participation between the butterfly

project with the teacher, and the various small groups without the teacher,

most of the children's contributions with the teacher were simply not substan-

tial enough for comparison. Such a comparison is possible, however, for two

speakers, E and CS, children who clearly emerged as classroom leaders. Table

15 contrasts their language usage in the butterfly project (#1) with language

usage in the farm corner segment (#6).

Table 15

Contrast of Language Usage of Individual Speakers, by Segment

Segment I (Butterfly) Segment 6 (Farm Corner)

with teacher without teacher

Spkr Function Initiation Response Initiation Response

E Inform 22.2 7.4 22.9 9.1 (1+)

Control 11.1 0 38.9 (3+) 3.8

Ask 40.7 (1+) 0 3.0 .7 (1+)

Give 0 7.4 3.8 10.0 (1+)

Modify 11.1 (1+) 0 6.1 (2+) 1.5

Dialect 2/27 7% Dialect 8/131 16.3%

CS Inform 41.6 (1+) 8.3 36.6 (8+) 6.6

Control 8.3 0 30.0 (2+) 0

Ask 8.3 0 10.0 (1+) 1.1

Give 16.6 16.6 3.3 5.5

Modify 0 0 3.3 3.3

Dialect 1/12 8.3% Dialect 11/90 12.2%
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Several interesting trends emerge from this table. In E's case, while we

don't see a significant increase in the Inform category, there is a noticeable

increase in control functions in the farm corner, and a decrease in Ask func-

tions. He shows a slight increase in overall dialect usage in the farm

corner, and dialect features occur in the Inform and Control function cate-

gories in the farm corner segment, but are absent in the same function cate-

gories in the butterfly project with the teacher. The same pattern occurs for

CS, with a maintenance of utterances in Inform, and increase in Control, and a

decrease in Ask. CS shows a sharper increase in overall occurrences of

dialect features, and he also uses dialect features in the farm corner with

functions that occur without dialect features in the butterfly project. The

one point of contrast between the two children is in response behavior: while

E shows an increase in response behavior in the farm corner, CS shows a

decrease. This may reflect E's relatively higher statue, his responses being

a way of directing the flow of events.

As mentioned in the discussion of Segment S, the elimination of indivi-

dual speakers also reveals same very straightforward facts about the sheer

volume of children's language production that has important implications for

assessment of children's language competence. Table 16 provides data on the

language production of three speakers in two different settings, the butterfly

project with the teacher, and in peer/peer settings or small group interac-

tion.
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Table 16

Comparison of Three individual Speakers in Events
With and Without Teacher

(2 of given function out of child's total functions in the event)

Spkr Function

Segment 1 (lutterfly)
with teacher

Segment 2 (Peer/Peer)
without teacher

Initiation Response Initiation Response

CHE Inform 0 0 46.3 (9+) 3.6

Control 0 0 25.6 1.2

Ask 100 0 3.6 6.0 (1+)

Give 0 0 4.4 4.4

Modify 0 0 3.6 (2+) 0

TA Inform 0 0 45.7 (15+) 5.6 (14)

Control 0 0 24.2 (3+) 3.7

Ask 0 0 5.6 (2+) 0

Give 0 0 1.8 6.5

Modify 0 100 2.8 3.7

I Inform 20.0 0 16.9 4.2

Control 0 0 29.5 5.6 (l+)

Ask 20.0 0 8.4 1.4

Give 0 0 9.8 18.3 (1+)

Modify 20.0 40.0 0 5.6 (1+)

IOC
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While CHE, TA, and R are all consistently present during the butterfly

project, their contributions to the conversation are limited or nonexistent.

The contrast between their linguistic contributions in a group with the

teacher and in one-on-one or small group interaction is dramatic. In the

latter, all three girls reveal competence in all function categories and the

ability to use language functionally. There is also the occurrence of dialect

features which may reveal a developing awareness of language appropriateness.

Were the language competence of these girls to be evaluated based solely on

their interaction with the teacher or with an external evaluator, the

resulting picture would be strikingly different from an evaluation based on

their interaction with peers.

This discussion is of course reminiscent of Labov's work on the effect of

the interview setting on children's language production. In his 1972 study,

he pointed out that "...the power relationships in a one-to-one confrontation

between adult and child are too asymmetrical. This does not mean that some

Black children will not talk a great deal when alone with an adult, or that an

adult cannot get close to any child.. It means that the social situation is

the most.powerful determinant of verbal behavior and that an adult must enter

into the right social relation with a child if he wants co find out what a

child can do." (1972:212) Entering into the right social relation with a

child as a key for valid assessment was also a central concern for a

pioneering study in children's functional language, undertaken at the Center

for Applied Linguistics (Griffin and Shuy, 1978). The data base for this

study included videotapes of naturally-occurring classroom eve7rs and videota-

pes of corpus extension interviews, that is, interviews conducted by the

researchers with individual children to elicit instances of language functions

including directives, praise solicitation, convincing, and explaining. These

interviews were very carefully constructed to accommodate and incorporate the

details of each individual's real life situation. The successful use of the

corpus extension technique suggests the feasibility of contextualizing the

assessment of children's functional language ability.

The present study, specifically the data from individual speakers,

further illustrates the central role of the interactional setting upon which



the assessment of children's language competence is based. Given the implica-

tions that this assessment typically has for a child's entire educational

career, it seems imperative that such assessment be based on a variety of

interactional settings, and take into account children's clear linguistic sen-

sitivity to the difference in participant structures and social settings.

.In summary, we can say that this investigation of six events within the

kindergarten have revealed the following trends in functional language use:

* In a teacher-directed event, the teacher is chiefly responsible for

management language.

* Children's contributions are largely Initiations, with Responses being

mostly in the Event category.

* There is relatively little talk devoted to the context unrelated to

the event at hand.

* Children use Event Management/Control language in segments in which

the nature of the event and the roles of participants are unclear.

* Childrea use both Event Management/Control and Event/Control language

when they are partially responsible for defining the nature of the

event.

* Childrea use no Event Management/Control language when the nature of

the event is clear.

* Children as a group display clear competence in all the major function

categories.

* Children display an awareness of the appropriateness of certain

language forms in certain interactional settings.

* The volume of the children's contributions varies as a function of

teacher presence.
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C. The Teaching and Learning of TurnTaking Strategies

The following piece of conversation is from the kindergarten corpus. Ic

is part cf a wholegroup discussion during the opening of school. The

discussion concerns the activities scheduled for the day and how many children

will be allowed co participate in each activity.

TCH: Now over in the mach center, everybody wants co get co the rice and

the measuring today but what would happen if we all went over there?

S: I know.

S: Everybody

S: Everybody would

S: Everybody would spill

S: Everybody would

S: Everybody, everybody...

**S: Stop calking, ya'll. At the same time.

S: Every...some people might get. hurt.

S: 4c)!

S: Somebody might knock over the whole box of sand.

and you all

**TCH: I like the way E-- and R--...R--, would you cell us what would

happen if we all went over there co the mach center today?

(E and R have hands up)

The utterances chat are of particular interest here are the ones marked with

**
, one spoken by a child and one by the teacher. These utterances are of

interest because they constitute overt references co the turn caking system.

The student's uccerance is a comment on the fact chat the system seems co have

temporarily broken down. Ic is also an attempt co repair the system or co

restore order by issuing a directive for silence. The teacher's uccerance

provides positive feedback for chose who have raised their hands as opposed ca

chose who have simply called out.
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Recent work in the area of classroom discourse has contrasted the turn-

taking system of everyday conversation with those of classroom discourse.

Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson describe the turn -caking mechanism for everyday

conversation whereby (1) one party speaks at a time, (2) speaker change

recurs, and (3) conversation is accomplished with precise timing--"no gap, no

overlap." -Turn-allocation techniques are described whereby a current speaker

may select a next speaker (as when he addresses a question to another party);

or parties may self-selected in starting to talk" (1974:700-701). In earlier

writings, Sacks (1972) discusses complaints chat speakers make with reference

to various features of the conversational system. Speaker complaints may have

to do with being interrupted, with difficulty in making a contribution to the

conversation, or with not getting an answer to a question (as cited in Griffin

and Humphrey, 1978). In comparing these characteristics of everyday conver-

sation to those of classroom discourse, Mehan points out that "everyday" con-

versation does not share many of the features associated with classroom

conversation, such as the invitation to bid and invitation to reply proce-

dures. Conversely, the options available in everyday conversation for speaker

allocation are not used

in equivalent ways during classroom lessons. Turn allocation...is

almost exclusively of the 'current speaker selects next speaker' type.

In fact, the individual nomination, invitation to bid, and invitation

to reply procedures can be seen as specific practices by which the

teacher, as current speaker, selects the students as next speaker....

Speakers in lessons cannot take the floor at the end of every turn as

they can in everyday conversation. (1979:191-192)

Mehan aptly characterizes the turn-taking situation in classroom lessons as a

situation in which "turn-taking options are transformed into turn-allocation

procedures" (Ibid., p. 191).

Earlier in his discussion of classroom turn-taking rules (and with refer-

ence to the work of Garfinkel, 1967, and Cicourel, 1973), Mehan observes that

"classroom turn-taking rules, like other normative rules, are tacit. They are
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seldom formulated, listed, or stated in so many words" (Ibid., p. 102).

Similarly, Griffin and Humphrey (1978) refer to teachers' mini-lessons on bids

and to their sanctions on the occasions of violations as "overt teaching" of

turn-taking rules, but add that such overt teaching is rare. This observation

brings to mind Gumperz' observations concerning the -automatic types of beha-

vior that are not ordinarily commented on, but which nevertheless guide

interactions of students performance- (1981:6). He points out that successful

access to llarning is dependent upon a knowledge of the behavioral strategies

"required co gain the teacher's attention or to obtain entry into a place of

study and secure cooperation of the peer group- (Ibid., p. 7), which certainly

include turn-taking strategies.

Let us now turn our attention to the piece of conversation presented at

the beginning of this section and to the kindergarten corpus of which it is a

part. This corpus turned out to be very interesting in terms of turn-taking

mechanisms. Classroom turn-taking strategies are clearly being used, but

there are also many examples of "next speaker self-selects" and of speaker

taking the floor at the end of a turn,. as well as several examples of overt

reference to the turn-taking system made by the children and the teacher.

There would seem to be contrasts, then, with Mehan's observations about

classroom turn-taking. It is important to note that Mehan's study rocuses on

a combined first, second and third grade classroom, while we are looking at a

kindergarten classroom. In view of this difference in focus and of the preli-

minary observations of turn-taking in the kindergarten, several questions

emerge that will structure the discussion:

1. If there is indeed a difference between the mechanism of everyday

conversation and the mechanism of classroom conversation, wouldn't we

expect to see evidence of children learning to use the latter?

2. If there is such evidence of learning, is it restricted to overt

references to turn-taking rules (be they references to breaches or

successes), or is there evidence of learning in the use of the mecha-

nism as well?
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3. In light of the overt references to turn-taking, can we indeed say

that it can be described as an automatic type of behavior, tacitly

learned?

These are the questions that we will consider in this chapter. The

discussion will focus on four separate segments of conversation, as follows:

1. 9:00 a.m., 8 June. School opening and whole-group discussion about

seeds, berries, and planting.

2. 11:15-11:28 a.m., 8 June. Whole group before lunch, reading and

discussion of a story about a caterpillar.

3. 1:15 p.m., 8 June. Whole group, reading and discussion of a story

(The Good Neighbor) before nap -time.

4. 9:00-9:10 a.m., 9 June. School opening and whole-group discussion

about the day's activities.

In all these segments, three basic strategies for getting a turn at talk

were identified: (1) the raising of hands, (2) the use of the teacher's name,

i.e., "Miss PI" and (3) simply talking. This third strategy corresponds to

the "next speaker self-selects" strategy described by Sachs et al. It also

amounts to a child successfully taking the floor, usually at an appropriate

juncture. These three strategies also occur in combination with each other,

i.e., hand upand teacher's name, hand up and talk, either with a very brief

lapse or simultaneously, and teacher's name and talk.
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Table 17 shows the frequency with which the various strategies occurred
in Segment 1. The different points in the discourse were:

. following a teacher's question,

. following the teacher's nomination of specific child,

. at the junction of either the teacher's contribution or a student's
contribution, and

. during the teacher's or student's turn, i.e., overlap.

Table 17

Frequency of TurnTaking Strategies in Segment 1

Point in Discourse

Strategy
Following

Teacher
Question

Following

Teacher
Nomination

At

Teacher
Junction

During

Teacher
Turn

At

Student
Junction

During

Student
Turn

Hand up

"Miss P"

Talk

Hand & "Miss P"

Band & talk

"Miss P" & talk

13

1

19

1

1

2

1

15

4

3

4

1

2

3

1

5

1

4

1

1

1

8

3
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We see from this display that the most frequently used strategy is hands

a) followed closely by talking. We notice that hands 12. occurs

overwhelmingly, and not surprisingly, as a response to a question from the

teacher, or at what has been designated as a teacherjunction, that is, the

end of a teacher's contribution that is not an elicitation. It is interesting

to note that talk does not occur by itself at such junctures, but is

restricted largely to the turn following a teacher's question. While the

children raise their hands during each ocher's turns, they do not speak unless

it is to use a turntaking strategy by itself (e.g., "Miss P"). Similarly,

except for three instances, talk during the teacher's turn is accomplished by

a hand up or by "Miss P." Segment 1, which, as we recall, consists of a

school opening and a wholegroup discussion, is in fairly sharp contrast with

Segment 2, the reading and discussion of a story. Tables 18a and 18b show the

distribution of strategies for that segment.

Table 18a

Frequency of TurnTaking Strategies during Story, Segment 2

Point in Discourse

Following Following At During At During

Strategy Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher Student Student Total

Question Nomination Junction Turn Junction Turn

Hand up

"Miss P7

Talk 8 13 4 10 1 36

Hand and
"Miss P"

Hand Es talk 1

"Miss P"

and talk
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Table 18b

Frequency of Turn-Tiking Strategies during Discussion

Following Following At During At During

IStrategy Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher Student Student Total

Question nomination Junction Turn Junction Turn

IHand up 1 1 2 4

"Miss P" 1 3 2 1 7

Talk 11 2 13 7 3 6 39

Hand and
"Miss P" 1 1

Hand & talk 1 1

"Miss P"

and talk 3 1 1 1 6

of Story, Segment 2

Point in Discourse

It should be noted chat the actual reading of the story was preceded by a

very brief introduction by the teacher, accompanied by comments from the

children. Turn-taking strategies used during the reading of the story were

considered separately from those used during the discussion. This separation

was motivated by the teacher's own verbal separation of the events: when she

finished reading the story, she opened the discussion of it with the question,

"What do you like about this story?" The separation also seems to be

justified, as the only strategy used during the reading of the story is talk,

while the whole range of strategies occurs during the discussion.

In comparison to the school opening and discussion of Segment 1, we see

that the most frequently occurring strategy both during the story and during

the discussion of Segment 2 is talk. During the discussion, talk may be

accompanied by hands up or by use of the teacher's name. The contrast between

the frequency of hands tse. in Segment I and the mere four occurrences in

Segment 2 is also striking.
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A similar pattern is found in Segment 3, the reading and discussion of a

story later in the same day. In this segment, the reading of the story is

preceded by a fairly long discussion of the meaning of "good neighbor..." As

seen in Table 19a, while talk alone is still the most commonly used strategy,

some others do occur.

Table 19a

Frequency of Turn-Taking Strategies Before Story, Segment 3

Strategy

Point in Discourse

Following Following At

Teacher Teacher Teacher

Question Nomination Junction

During At

Teacher Student

Turn Junction

During

Student

Turn

Total

Hand up

"Miss P"

Talk

Hand and
"Miss P"

Hand & talk

"Miss P"

and talk

2

1

10

1

1

1

5

2

1

4

7 17

1

2

1

5

6

11

36

1

2

During the reading of the story, the only strategy used is talk. There

are 29 instances of children's contributions during the reading, 21 of which

occur at an apropriate juncture or following a teacher question. The eight

remaining contributions occur during the teacher's turn. And talk is almost

exclusively the only strategy occurring after the reading of the story. Here

again, the end of the story and the beginning of the discussion is a tran-

sition clearly marked by the teacher with "I like that story. Do you like

that?" Hence, the separation consideration of turn-taking strategies is

justified.
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Figure 19b shows the distribution of strategies in this discussion.

Table 19b

Frequency of TurnTaking Strategies during Discussion

of Story, Segment 3

Point in Discourse

Following Following At During At During

Strategy Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher Student Student Total

Question Nomination Junction Turn Junction Turn

Hand up

"Miss P" 1

Talk 5 1 3 1 10

Hand and
"Miss P"

Hand b talk

"Miss P"

and talk 1 1 2

Segment 4 consist& of a school opening and a discussion of the day's

activities. Since both Segment 1 and Segment 4 are wholegroup discussions

(as opposed to the reading and discussion of stories), one might expect them

to have a similar distribution of turntaking strategies. However, the

segments are remarkably dissimilar. Segment 4 was divided into two sections,

the division again motivated by the teacher's behavior. While the whole

segment takes place at the opening of the day, the first section takes place

before the "formal opening," and consists of the singing of two songs, and

general whole group conversation about a play recently performed by the class.

The "formal opening" is marked by the end of a song and by the teacher saying,

"Thank you, children. You may take your seats," and Who was opening school

for us today?" Once the answer to that question has been determined (E), the

children proceed with the pledge of allegiance, the singing of "My Country

'Tis of Thee," and a discussion of the day's activities.



Tables 20a and 20b show the distribution of turn-taking strategies for both

sections.

Table 20a

Frequency of Turn-Taking Strategies Before Formal Opening, Segment 4

Strategy

Point in Discourse

Following

Teacher

Question

Following

Teacher

Nomination

At

Teacher

Junction

During

Teacher

Turn

At

Student

Junction

During

Student

Turn

Total

Hand up

"Miss P"

Talk

Baud and
Miss P"

Hand 4 talk

"Miss P"
and talk

1

9 2

1

2

19

3

12

2

30

1

5

1

2

5

77

4

Table 20b

Frequency of Turn-Taking Strategies Following Formal Opening, Segment 4

Strategy

Point in Discourse

Following

Teacher

Question

Following

Teacher

Nomination

At

Teacher

Junction

During

Teacher

Turn

At

Student

Junction

During

Student

Turn

Total

Hand up 3 1 1 2 7

"Miss P" 1 4 5

Talk 8 2 28 15 9 1 64

Hand and
Miss P"

Hand & talk 2 2 1 2 3

"Miss P"
and talk 1 1
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Despite the division, the two sections are similar In terms of strategy

distribution. The most commonly used strategy in both is talk alone or talk

in combination with hands or the teacher's nese. A striking contrast Iles in

the low incidence of hands a in Segaent 4 (total nine), as opposed to 40

instances in Segment 1. Also notable in Segment 4 is the high incidence of

talk d'uslag the teacher's turn--31 instances, as opposed to eight in

Segment 1.

Given the description of strategy distribution in each segment, questions

naturally arise as to how to account for the differences in strategy distribu-

tion among the four segos:Its.

We have examined two instances of story reading with accompanying

discussion, and two instances of school opening*. A story reading with

discussion and a school opening are clearly two different types of event.

This difference must be perceived by the participants in the events as well,

as the turn-taking strategies are different. However, the major difference

lies between Segment 1 and the other three segments. We have seen that

Segment 1 is marked by a high incidence of hands-up. while the moat predomi-

nant strategy in the other three is simply talk. It is not difficult to

understand why story reading and discussion might be perceived as a *peis/

event during which the turn-taking rules for other whole group events say not

necessarily hold. Segments I and 4, however, are both school openings. How

can we account for the strong contrast between the two in turn-taking

strategies?

The answer seems to relate to the difference in the topic of the whole

group discussion. In Segment 1, while still school opening. the discussion

does not focus on procedural setters or on the organization of the day.

Rather, the discussion centers around berries, seeds and planting, with the

gradual building of a body of information. The focus of the discussion is

clearly academic. Segment 4, on the other hand, centers around management, on

what activities are available and how many children can participate in each

activity. The difference in the topic or focus of the whole group discussion

seems to be reflected in the turn-takng strategies used. What is striking is

the strong effect of the academic discussion on the use of hands 22,.. The
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children clearly perceive this to be a different kind of event, with different

turn-taking rules to be followed.

Uhile Segment I is perceived as one in which more rigid turn-taking rules

are to be used, there seems to be a growing awareness that hand-raising sight

be appropriate in other kinds of group discussions as well, evict, though the

content is not acadesic. Evidence for this wareness cone* fro. the overt

references to breaches or successes in turn-taking. Interestingly, in Segment

I, only the teacher makes overt references to probiess with the *Wino e.g.,

l think salmon, else vents to share with us.

- this l saw Na--'e hand. She vents to share sosething with us.

- Excuse se, she wants to talk with me. Excuse me.

- l's sorry, I as not going to call on you until you stop yelling out.

Bowyer, In Segments 2, 3, and 4, overt reference. are made both by the

teacher and by the children. The example that introduced the discussion is

one such reference. Other exasples inthat 'assent (4) include:

ICH: Soso people did rains their hands and some didn't. Yee, son. (E

had hand up; lowers it and speaks)

E: You...because, the reason why we can't, can't go over there at the

sass time, we, we'd be pushing and shoving and fighting and yelling

at each other.

TN: Oh.

C: And vs won't, and vs won't have to... (raises hand at end of turn)

ICH: But you did not raise your hand.
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Later in the same segment, this example occurs:

TCH: Of course you wouldn't have fun.

C: And you'll be, and...

TCH: Excuse me.

E: Miss P is talking.

Following a particularly noisy sequence in the discussion of the caterpillar

story, one child remarks:

E: Miss P wants to talk.

I. Finally, an example of experimentation with turntaking that precedes

reading of The Good Neighbor:

the

CHILDREN: Miss Pi Miss Pi Miss P1'

TEACHER: My name is not Miss P, not for a few minutes, not

this story.

'til after

S: Miss P!
P

TEACHER: No Miss P. "Good Neighbors."
a

S: Miss Teacher!

.

The latter example is highly reminiscent of an instance noted by Florio

wherein the teacher reacted to a similar situation by saying, No no, no.

I'm gonna change my name" (1978:125). All of the examples cited are evidence

for both the teaching and learning of turntaking strategies. The teacher's

comments seem to focus on the connection between a strategy appropriately used

and a contribution to the conversation. .When a child speaks without raising

his/her hand, the teacher is essentially saying that the result is an invalid
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contribution. The children's comments seem to focus oa 'one speaker talks at

a time' ("Stop talkin', ya'il. At the same time.") and on the difference in

turn-taking prerogatives between the teacher and the children. The teacher

does not seem to have to rise her hand--she can speak when she wishes, and

that is a turn-taking fact that needs to be recognized. Furthermore, it is

clearly inappropriate to talk during a teacher's turn. What is interesting

here is not so much that these are turn-taking realities--rather, overt

reference to them seems to indicate that they are facts in the process of

being learned by the children. The last example ("Miss .Teacher!") shows the

learning is half-done: the child clearly recognizes the function of Miss P!

as a turn-taking device, but fails to see that what the teacher objects to is

not the lexical item but indeed the function of the utterance as a request for

a turn.

Another kind of evidence for the teaching and learning of turn-taking

came from looking specifically at teacher elicitations and children's respon-

ses to them. That is, some teacher questions result in talk only, while some

result in talk and hands u2. There are also elicitation. that result in hands

la only. The question arises as to What it is about the teacher's questions

that elicit different turn-taking strategies from the children. Figure 20c

shows the breakdown of teacher elicitations and turn-taking strategies for

Segment 1 (whole group, academic):



a.

Figure 20c

Breakdown of Teacher Elicitations and Turn-taking Strategies, Segment 1

Child response: Hands up Hands and talk Only talk

Get hands up only when
question addressed to
individual children at
top of lesson.

Children, tell me
about your week-
end--what did you
do?

Have you, has any-
body seen straw-
berries grow?

Has anyone in here
ever gone to pick

blackberries?

Because what time
of year is it now?

What do you sup-
pose is inside of
a seed? Anybody
has any idca?

What do you sup-
pose a plant needs
in order, or the
seed needs in

order...?

What do you sup-

pose happens?

117

Do you know what black-
berries are?

Children, did you hear? N--

said that she is going to a
country named what?

Today's date is--what did we

say the month was?

And today is...what, children?

And then what's coming down?

But what's coming out of
here, children?

S: The plant?

Yeah, but what is this part?

Kind of like the...

S: The stems!

And what will come out from
there?

S: The flower.

Well, before it gets to
flower...

S: The plant! Excuse me.

What else? Anybody have any

idea?

What about the leaf? What

about the leaf of a plant?

What do you think has to hap-

pen for it to grow?

Now you know the sun shines

how?

What else comes up?



First of all, we notice that the hands only strategy occurs only in the

environment of what Mehan (1979) and others have referred to as individual

nomination. That is, the teacher opens the lesson by saying, "Children, tell

me about your weekendwhat did you do?" (which elicits both hands and talk)

and then proceeds to nominate individual children ("What did you do when you

were home? That did you do, J--?"). The children appear to understand that

only one person will speak at a time and only when called on, and that the

only functional strategy, given the teacher's elicitation, is to raise one's

hand. The children do not call out or talk during this segment. Soon,

however, the teacher's elicitation form changes. The questions that occur in

the talk only column must be viewed by the children as invitations to reply,

as opposed to invitations to bid for a turn. This must be, by virtue of the

fact that the only response to these questions is talk--no hands are raised.

The questions in the hands and talk column, on the other hand, must be heard

both as invitations to bid and as invitations to reply, by virtue.of the fact

that both hands and talk occur. Now all of this may not seem so remarkable

until once notices that thin clean distinction in the children's response to

invitation to reply vs. invitation to bid and/or reply is clearly reflected

in the language forms of the teacher's elicitations. In the cases of hands

and talk, we see three instances of use of an indefinite pronoun ("Has

anybody..."; "Has anyone... "; "Anybody has an idea?") and three instances of

what seems to be an almost formulaic utterance: "What do you suppose..."

Furthermore, the elicitations in the hands and talk column are for very

general, non-specific informationanyone could have picked blackberries, any

number of things could be inside a seed. (It should be noted that a raised

hand could be taken as an answer to a question such as Has anybody seen

strawberries grow?") Such a question clearly functions both as an invitation

to reply and as an invitation to bid. On the other hand, in the talk only

column, it is largely the case that one single, specific answer is required.

In several instances, the teacher seems to provide as much context as she can

without providing the answer, even casting her elicitation in a quasi-

declarative form ("Today's date is..."; And today is what?"). In the one

extended section about what is coming out of the plant, the teacher seems to
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get progressively more specific in hopes of getting the answer she wants,

i.e., the leaf. The questions here are not general questions that anybody can

answer with a variety of answers. These are not invitations to bid; the floor

is open to anyone who can reply. The goal is the assembly of specific lesson

content, and this goal is reflected both in the teacher's language and in the

cbldren's turn-taking strategies. The children clearly respond to different

kinds of teacher talk with different strategies.

The example in the hands and talk column provide the most interesting

evidence for learning in process, as one question elicits very different

responses. It should be noted that the teacher does not negatively sanction

either kind of response. Additional support for the idea of the dual resopnse

being evidence of learning will come from the 4th and 6th grade data. For now

it is hypothesized that the function of the elicitation will have been more

fully learned by the older children, so that the teacher's elicitation will

not get so many dual responses.

The relationship between teacher elicitation and child response seen in

Segment 1 is also found in the other three segments, such that the following

general pattern can be described:

Kind of Information Solicited Turn-taking Strategy

General Hands up; talk

Specific; yes/no Talk

Three exceptions occur during the discussion of The Good Neighbor, general

elicitations that usually resulted in both hands and talk, but that were

responded to here with talk alone. This may be due to the story-reading con-

text.

While we do not have data for the turn-taking strategies that the

children have learned and bring with them to school, it seems reasonable to

suppose that these strategies differ somewhat from those appropriate for

classroom use, and that some learning of new strategies will occur. This is

based on the special nature and function of classroom discourse. We have

looked at the distribution of turn-taking strategies within four separate kin-
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dergarten whole-group events. We have discussed overt references to turn-

taking, and have examined different responses to teacher elicitations. Based

on these observations, we can conclude that there is evidence of teaching and

learning of turn-taking strategies, and that such evidence comes both from

overt reference to the turn-taking system and from its use. The preponderance

of talk alone suggests interactions between classroom discourse and everyday

discourse, in the favor of, everyday discourse. Additional evidence for this

comes from Segment 1. For every turn obtained in this segment, note was made

of the strategy used by the child who got the turn and of the strategies used

by those who were competing for the same turn but did not get it. That is,

successful strategies were compared with unsuccessful ones, and a record was

made of all the combinations that occurred, e.g., when talk alone got the turn

and raised hands did not; when Miss P and a raised hand got the turn and talk

alone did not. The result was that talk alone was by far the most successful

strategy, followed by raised hands. The next two in order of success were

being selected by the teacher to speak, and the teacher's name followed Lime,-

diately by talk. The fact that talk alone was the most successful strategy

may simply reflect an awareness in thi children that the teacher's elicitation

need not be followed by any other turn-taking tool, that it is sufficient in

itself as the giving of a turn. On the other hand, talk alone as the most

successful strategy may reflect the 'next speaker may self-select' convention

in everyday conversation that the children being with them to school. The

fact that both talk alone and talk either with hands raised or with the

teacher's mime may reflect some intermediate stage in the learning of turn-

taking strategies specifically appropriate to school settings.

In conclusion, then, it would appear that turn-taking is not among the

'automatic types of behavior' tacitly learned. Rather, we seem to have evi-

dence of what Florio might call 'children showing how they learn to go to

school.' In her investigation of the acquisition of communicative competence

in a kindergarten /1st grade classroom, Florio states that

Managing to participate in classroom interaction is critically impor-

tant for children. Since even children who have never been in
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classrooms before are fully and actively engaged on the first day of

school, they must discover quickly, and with relatively little expli-

cit help, the rules or norms which provide for meaningful behavior in

the classroom....Children must begin to discover how to interpret the

teacher's talk and actions in order to respond appropriately. (1978)

This chapter has provided evidence not only for the teaching and learning

of turn-taking strategies, but also for children's knowledge and effective use

of a wide range of language functions. An examination of language functions

provides insight into children's awareness of social setting in language use

and into the interactional dynamics of the classroom--who are the leaders, who

are the followers, what are the rules and conventions, and so forth. These

insights would be lost were the study to focus solely on language forms. From

this examination we begin to get a picture not only of what language is being

used, but of how children are using language to accomplish classroom tasks.
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2. The Fourth Grade Class

Introduction

In this section, the research findings pertaining to the fourth grade

class will be presented. The section has two parts. In the first part,

general information about life in this classroom is provided. This infor-

mation was gathered during four days of observation, and the write-up is based

on the observation notes compiled by the researchers. The second part con-

sists of an analysis of functional language use and dialect diversity in this

classroom, based on a detailed look at videotaped segments of five different

events within the class.

A. Observation Notes

There were 25 children in the fourth grade class, although several of the

children divided their time between thisi fourth grade class and a third grade

classroom. The physical plan of the classroom is as follows:

D7r Lockers

Desk for Desk for
2 3

Desk for
4

Desk for 9

T desk

Desk for 6

Reading Table Desk for 4

Blackboard
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The fourth grade class was observed for a total of 23 hours over four

days: 1, 2 and 3 April, 1981 (8:30-3:00), and 8 May, 1981 (8:30-12:00). To

get a sense of the sequence of events, note was made of the different kinds of

groups (small vs. large; activity of the group) that were formed in the class-

. room during the course of a given day. Presented schematically, the sequence

of events is as follows:

1 April 2 April 3 April 8 May

whole group, whole group, whole group, whole group,

school opening school opening school opening school opening
p

a

whole group,

vocabulary project

whole group whole group, share and tell

vocabulary project

composition writing small groups with exercise break test

and without teacher

exercise break

whole group, com-

position writing

and correction

exercise break whole group

small groups with

and without teacher

Mother's Day

project

lunch & recess lunch & recess lunch & recess lunch & recess

small groups free conversation

(library) (basketball game)

whole group small groups without

teacher, all working

on same project
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As can be seen from this outline, most of the activities in this

classroom took place in whole groups or originated as a whole group activity

that as then continued in smaller groups. Events in the classroom were

highly structured, and there was clearly a shared awareness of this structure.

For example, the children were met every morning with the day's plan on the

blackboard, such as the one below:

Our Plan

Good morning! R.P. will open school.

Today is a day.

We will

- Rave share and tell.

- Write in the Date 4/ /81.

- Review syllable of words.

- Review measuring, addin(, subtracting, multiplying and

two, three, four digit numerals.

- Identify words in Phonics/Spelling.

- Construct Composition on

- Locate and classify items in Study Skills.

- Paint flowers for Spring.

dividing one

This plan was read out loud and discussed at the beginning of the day.

Furthermore, the following general plan for the structure of the day was per-

manently displayed in a prominent place:

9:00-9:15

9:15-9:30

9:30-9:50

9:50-10:10

10:10-10:30

10:30-10:45

Opening

Six pupils go Mrs. G. for special program. T.R. goes co

Mrs. H.

Group C work with Book C Tues. Thurs. Fri other days.

The success is Reading & Writing

High Roads (reader)

(Tues) Science for Garden Club (or) Book E

Lavatory and exercises
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10:45-11:15

11:15-11:45

11:45-12:00

12:00-1:00

1:00-1:30

1:30-2:00

2:00-2:35

2:35-3:00

3:00

Phonics/Spelling or Math

Composition

Preparation for Lunch

Lunch/Recess

Study Skills (Tuesday Music) or Math

Recreational Reading

Social Studies (or) Art (P.E.)

Preparation for dismissal

Dismiss

This general plan varied considerably both during the days of observation

and the days of videotaping. Despite the variation, an important part of life

in this classroom included the overt structuring of time and the attention

called to that structuring.

The structuring of time vas accompanied by a shared set of rules and con-

ventions concerning appropriate classroom behavior. Overt reference is made

to these rules and conventions and while they are not written anywhere, they

have clearly been taught and learned 'during the course of the school year.

Some examples of the rules and conventions are as follows:

* rules concerning talking and silence. The general rule during a whole

group activity is silence, i.e. no private conversations. If things get

out of hand, a flip of the light switch is used as a means of obtaining

quiet. In one such instance, the teacher remarked 'Some people are

ignoring the light.' Counting to 10 or to 100 is also used as a means of

obtaining quiet. Silence is also required during the filing cf papers- -

each student had a personal file in which in-class assignments and

homework were stored upon completion. The rule vas 'file by alphabetical

order, in silence.' In one instance when the filing of papers became

noisy, the teacher remarked, 'I shouldn't have to say anythng for this

one and the result vas silence.
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* a convention concerning independent work within a whole group activity.

This convention is marked by a gesture representing "putting one's

thinking cap on which the teacher initiates and the children imitate.

* a convention concerning the completion of work in class which is rewarded

by a "happy face" stamp on the student's paper.

R. Funiaional Language and Dialect Diversi

The five specific segments selected to be analyzed for this presentation

were videotaped activities within fourth grade that can be classified as

follows:

1. Whole group lesson, teacher directed

Topic: Health, personal hygiene /academic

2. Small reading group, teacher directed

Topic: Biographies, Mark Twain/academic, 8 children

3. Small group, without teacher

Topic: Social Studies/academic, 6 children

4. Small reading group, without teacher

Topic: Discussion of basal story: Red Man/academic, 6 children

5. Peer/Peer, without teacher

Topic: Adjectives/academic/nonacademic, 3 children
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Segment SI: Academic Whole Group Lesson/Teacher Directed

Topic: Health, Personal Hygiene

This whole group lesson takes place quite early in the morning. The

children had just finished reading compositions and after a short transition

period their teacher (Mrs. W.) introduced the topic of personal hygiene. The

interaction following the completion of assigned tasks is sampled below:

TCH: Okay. Would you help us out...Uh... (points to K) by looking up personal

and hygiene. Okay? Uhm. When you get up in the mornings...remember last

week we talked about...health, okay? Thus we said we were writing some

things that we should use to help us take of our what?

[Body] okay? Nov, uh, what...

S: Llody

TCn: ...were seas of the things that you said you would do?

SS: Exercise.

TCH: You said you would exercise. Okay, what else?

S: Keep yourselves clean.

TCH: Keep yourtelvei clean. What else? i can't hear you, darling.

SS: brush your teeth

TCH: Speak up... Get a proper amount of rest,

ST: Get a proper amount of rest

TCH: brush your teeth. Anything else? 1 can't hear you.

Get a good breakfast.

TCH: (cups her ear)

R: Get a good breakfast.

TCH: Okay. Anything else? Yes? (points to 1)

1: When you get up in the morning and wash your face.

TCH: Okay. Anything else? Those are all things that are centered around per-

sonal hygiene. This leads...okay...go ahead K-- and let us know what it

is saying in the dictionary.

K: (reads) Of a person, individual; private: a personal letter, a personal

matter...go on?

TCH: Yes.
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Table 21 shows the frequency of participant initiations and responses

across all language functions for this segment.

Table 21

Frequency of Response across Functions, Segment 4-1

Speaker

Initiation Response

Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C. Event

Event Mgt.

Mgt. Pea. C.C.

Teacher 72(+3) 44 11 2 23 15 2 3

I 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0

Group 0 0 0 0 20 2 0

C 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0

V 0 0 0 **0 3 0 0 0

C 0 0 0 0 C. 0 0 0

/e. 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0

S 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

40Tt: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.

Here is is revealed that the large concentration of student talk le found in

the event response category, the major function observed being informing.

This concentration Is'a direct match to the most abundant teacher category

which falls under Event Initiations in the ask/request new and old information

category. Most of the teacher and student talk, then, is topic/content

related.

Table 21 shows 48 teacher initiations in the Event Management category,

and we should point out that the majority of these instances comprised tran-

sition markers, invitations to bid, and individual nominations.
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Table 22

Frequency of Utterances by Major Functions Category, Segment 4-1

Function Spkr

Initiation Response

Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C. Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C.

I. Tch 13 4 8 11 6 1 -

INFORM I I - - - 8 - - -

Group - - 20 1. - -
C.. - 3 -

V ow 3 - - -

G - - - 2 - -

K ow 1 2

S ela - -

II. Tch 21 38 1 1 3 1 -

CONTROL I- ..

Group
- - - WO

C- .. -
V - -G- - - - - _ - -

K -S -R- - - - - - - -

III. Tch 36(+3)* 5 2 1 2 6 - -

ASK/ I 1 - - - - 1 - -

REQUEST Group - - - - - 1 -

C -

V - - - - _ - -

G m Mb Mb

1
Mb

S Mb Mb 1 - -

IV. Tch - - - 10 - - 3

GIVE - - - - - Mb

Group
C

Mb

V

-
K

S

(Table 22 continued on next page)
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Table 22 (contlf..._ .3)

Initiation

Event Mgt.

Function Spkr Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

Response

Event Mgt.
Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

V. Tch
MODIFY

Group
C
V

S

R

GM
MD

MD

GM MD MD

Mr MD

NOTE: + indicates nuaber of functions occurring with dialect features.
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In this particular lesson, frequencies show that there are only a total

of three student initiations. Those three initiations cover only two function

categories, Informing and Requesting Information.

The pattern of children's talk in the response category covers three

function areas, informing, controlling, and regulating information. The evi-

dence clearly shows that children are most often responding to teacher

questions.

Only teacher talk occurs in the Give category, primarily evaluation.

Neither teacher or students make use of those functional categories related to

modifying behavior/information in the whole-group situation.

Notice that the instances of functions accompanied by dialect features

are almost nonexistent. The dialect features that do occur are based in

teacher talk generated in Ask/Request speech functions.

Segment #2: Academic Small Reading Group Lesson/Teacher Directed

Topic: Mark Twain/Biographies

In this segment, a teacher-directed small-group activity, a similar pat-

tern to that of the previous event emerges. Let us first, however, turn our

attention to the contextual frame surrounding this event. The small reading

group (six members) assembles after assignments had been recorded for the

social studies lesson prior to the call for reading groups.

Mrs. W., the teacher, begins the lesson by reiterating the purpose of the

lesson, asking questions about previous readings, and explaining the homework

assignment for the lesson.

TCH: All right, how did the story inspire you, what did it make you want to

do?

R: It made me wanna, uhm, when I grow up become like...uhn...be a story

teller or something.
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TCH: Oh, you probably want to be a story teller, that's good. Okay. (coughs)

You wanna write a book. What do you wanna write your

book about?

5: {. About...my life.

TCH: Oh, you...you say you wanna write your autobiography. Okay. Were you

inspired, M--?

M: (shakes her head) No.

TCH: You, V--? It didn't inspire you. Okay, but we're going on with the

story and find out, maybe there will be some things in...two on un like

uh...ve got down to page 15 and we talked about something that was in a

part of the...a home and, and I said I wanted you to go'home...home and

mention it to your parents and find out if they had ever heard of one.

What wee that?

G: Bric-a-brac.

TCH: Okay, have your parents ever heard of a bric-a-brac? Okay.

S: It was a shelf that had some ornaments

TCH: Okay, what did she say it was?

R: hard

TCH: Right.

S: Like something with sea shells on it (pointing)

TCH: Was...

It was a shelf-thing in a corner, lust like

TCR: Right j

S: just like that something, like that with shelves.

TCR: Right
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TCH: {Yeah] Botha, right.

S:

S:

TCH: Hm ha, right. Yeah. That's right. What I remember about it...the one

that I remember was one that fits in a corner. But there are different

kinds--the one at our house used to fit in a corner and you could put

those you, you have one?

J: ...

TCH: Do

J: ...shelves lots of...through

S: ...

J: it is sort

Put the..

TCH:

a like

in

right

a...it's about that long you put it in the wall.

TCH: Oh.

R: [Miss W , I got one but it's...

My grandpa has one...has little holes in it...

R:

(does not get the turn and talks on to S)

[TCH: Yours is a big

R: the top and you got one in the middle and

TCH: Uh -huh you got one...

th ee parts. You just put some on
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Table 23

Frequency of Initiations and Responses across All Language Functions,

Segment 4-2

Speaker

Initiation Response

Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C. Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C.

Teacher 63 23 0 0 34 0 2 1(+1)

S 4 0 0 0 7 0 0 0

R 12 0 0 0 14 0 0 0

J 1 0 0 0 9(+1) 0 0 0

M 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0

V 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0

Group 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

K 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0

NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect'festures.

The figures across functions support the fact that the segment is predo-

minately a teacher-directed event with relatively little student initiation.

There is, however, an increase in student initiations when compared to the

whole-group lesson teacher-directed event. We purposefully selected the more

interactional section of the transcript as a sample for comparison here. No

such interaction occurred in the whole-group lesson.

Within language functions (Table 24), we again see three dominant cate-

gories in Use, Inform, Respond, Control, and Ask/Request.
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Table 24

Frequency of Utterances by Major ?unction Category, Segaent 4-2

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Function Spkr Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

I. Tch 23 7 1

INFORM/ S 4 - - - 7 -

RESPOND R 8 - - 13 -
J 1 - - - 9(+1.) -

6 -

3

K 2 -

Group 1

II. Tch 6 22 - - 4 - - -

CONTROL S - - - - - - -A- - - - - -

J - - - - - - - -M- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -

K - - - - - -

Group - - - - -

III. Tch 32 -
.

- - 6 - - 1(+1)

ASK/ S - - - - -

REQUEST R 4 - - - 1 - - -

OLD 1, H 1 - - - - - -
NEW INFO J - - - -

- -

K - - - -

Group -

01.

IV. Tch - 1 - - 17

GIVE S - -

R -

M - - -
S - -

J -

- -

K -

Group

V. Tch
MODIFY

S

J

V
K
Group
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In both teacher-directed events, teacher talk dominates the lesson and

dialect features rarely occur. Notice also that most of the talk is event

bound, that is topic/content related rather than management bound, and for the

most part student initiations are relatively depressed.

Segment '3: Academic Small Group/Without Teacher

Topic: Social Studies

Products of the "Great Plains" region of the U.S. was the subject of

this videotaped social studies period. Learning to locate and interpret maps

appeared to be a major component of the activity. Children were divided into

approximately six groupings (their regular seating arrangements) and each

individual table (grouping) was given a unique assignment by the teacher. The

teacher then attended to a small reading group located at the front of the

classroom. At no time after the assignment was given did teacher input occur.

Children were generally cooperative, they delegated responsibilities, and in

each group a leader emerged.

The sample transcript below, however, portrays a group leader's attempt

to refocus and control breaches in group functioning.

G: (looks threatening at L) What we lookin' for, L.

L: We...whatever that thing rim.

S: LA11 this talkin' 'bout the United States.

G: (puts piece of paper on the table) I'm a put it (the assignment) right

here. Anybody can't read, too bad.

S: (complains) All they talkie' bout the United States.

Look in the Bread Basket of America, everybody. Everybody Bread. (co S)

I said Bread Basket.
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S: of America

S: Which page,

S: What what

G: I'm ao' pop you in your mouth. Just, just turn to the great...

S: I 'on't know. (pulls up shoulders)

C: Stop aakin' hia mad

L: I bet your better quit openin' your mouth (to S)

G: (to S, angrily) twenty-two! I'm tellin' you... (Exasperated)

CH: Man we ain't found nothin' yet ... and vs the only duabies she

give us the hard stuff.

L: (starts to raid from book) How to use the book. You don't need a...or a

book. You have to do it like this (closes book and starts looking in the

back.

C: We've been lookin' the whole day long.

C: corn found corn. C--, get corn

it's on page thirty-five

C: Where? (looks for the page) thirty-five-thirty-five

thirty-five-thirty-five

C: And don't nobody else get it.

C: 'I got it

G: I told C--

S: Thirty-five?

L: I got it Corn 1 Who

C: L--, you take Barley [eke Barley

r
L: Who's a Bartley two hundred

G: L Barley, page two hundred

D--, I'm gon' fin' oats for you I'm helpin'

L: And what's you gon do?

G: Oh ah S-- it don't play like that (laughs)1

S: I'm helpin' Everybody fin' oats
J

L: Boy do you see somethins whatever you say on this page?

G: Two hundred, that's what it say, barley.
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Table 25

Frequency of Initiations and Responses across All Language Functions,

Segment 4-3

Speaker

Initiation Response

Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C. Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C.

S 2 3(+1) 0 1 4(41) 12(+2) 1 0

C 1 11(43) 2 12 3(+1) 8(+2) 4(41) 5

G 18(41) 40(45) 13 2 6(44) 19(+4) 9(43) 4(+2)

1 0 1 0 0 0 0

L 3(+3) 6(43) 1 8(+3) 3(+1) 6(+2) 2 4(+1)

D 0 0 1 0 0 0

,NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.

The first thing we notice across functions, as revealed in Table 25, is

the broadened use of event categories within initiations and responses.

Whereas in teacher-directed events communication was event-bound

(topic/content bound), children in this segment are utilizing language func-

tionally across Event, Event Management, Management Procedure and Contextual

Comment categories.

Also outstanding is the significant increase in use of dialect features.

A total of five instances of dialect use occurred in teacher-directed events.

In this segment alone, forty-two instances of various dialect features accom-

pany the use of particular functions.

A look at these data within function (see Table 26) demonstrates an

extension in the use of functional language categories, as compared to

teacher-directed events. Whereas teacher-directed events were restricted to

three major language functions, and their sk:bcategories, children make use of

all major categories in this non-teacher-directed event. To be more specific,

out of the possible thirty-eight to forty coded language functions, within the

five major categories, 14 were used in teacher-directed segment. Children

made use of 28 functions in this non-directed social studies lesson. Use of

functions such as confirming, correcting, complaining, offering, and warning

emerge here and are not made use of in teacher-directed events.
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Table 26

Frequency of Utterances by Major Function Category, Segment 4-3

Function Spkr

Initiation Response

Event
Event
Mgt.

Mgt.
Pro. C.C. Event

Event
Mgt.

Mgt.
Pro. C.C.

I. S 0 2(+1) 0 1 2 3(+1) 0 0

INFORM C 0 7(+3) 1 8 2(+1) 3 1 0

&

RESPOND
G

IS

6(+1)
0

16(+4)
1

3

0

2

0

3(+1)

0

7(+2)
0

2(+1)
0

1(+1)
0

L 2(+2) 4(+2) 0 6(+1) 1(+1) 1 0 2

D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

II. S 1 0 0 0 1(+1) 0 0 0

CONTROL C 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1

G S 21(+1) 11 0 0 3 4 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

D 0 0 1 0 6 0 0 0

III. S 0 1 0 0 0 9(+1) 1 0

ASK/ C 0 2 0 0 0 3(+1) 2(+1) 1

REQUEST G 5 3 0 0 0 1 0 1(+1)

OLD/NEW 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

INFO L 1(+1) 1(+1) 0 0 0 0 0 0

D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

IV. S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GIVE C 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0

G 2 0 0 0 0 6(+1) 1 1

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L 0 0 0 1(+1) 0 1(+1) 0 0

D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

V. S 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

MODIFY - C 1 0 2 0 1(+1) 1 3

G 0 0 0 0 3(+3) 2(+1) 1(+2) 3

B 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L 0 0 0 1(+1) 1 4 0 1(+1)

D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

a, NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.

a
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Segment '4: Academic Small Reading Group Without Teacher

Topic: Discussion of Red Hen

This taping took place around 10:30 a.m. when the children had just

completed writing a composition entitled, -What Did Grace Do On a Rainy Day?'

The compositions were read and then turned in to the teacher. During tran-

sition time, order was assigned for pencil sharpening and children were busily

switching tables in preparation for organizing reading groups. Votes were

taken electing R.G. (Reading Group) captain for the day. lostructiot begins:

C:

I:

C:

Alright, close your

(unintelligible)

(unintelligible)

books.

Alright,

Sure

Close it.

I's a ass y'all some questions

C: What's the hen's name? (hands are raised)

S: What is it?

C: D
D: (hands are raised) Red Hen

C: Allright, I gotta go back to the book.

L: You gotta to look for spelling word.

I: No, he don't.

S: I spelled (unintelligible) He don't have to

S: unless...tell him to.

C: Where did he...live]

L: How you spell Red Hjn, Red Hen

L: Yoil can't do that!

D: In a old barn In a old red barn.

I: (to S--) You can't do that!

L: You can't do that lookin in that book. You can't be lookin in that book.

S: I can find some short a words. That is

L: How is we gon...you

B: Go on C--
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C:

D:

Hey yelI I don't know if these words

paper.

(?) Row aany chicks did he have?

Ten

are right ya'Il got down on y'all

(hands are raised)

8: He gotta call your name

L: (unintelligible protest)

C: (unintelligible) chicks his chicks name I mean his name, I.

I: ?tepee

S: (to C) (unintelligible)

C: What did he eat (hands are raised) L-- (laughter) Yeah.

L: Uha, Oats.

I: (waves her hand) Ooh -ooh -ooh (attempt to get turn)

L: Corn

1: 1--.

I: Who as?

C: (unintelligible) What, what what what try to eat the chicks

S: Huh?

C: What try to eat his chicks? (hands raised) I.

I: Hawk.

C: (What wee (unintelligible) ordeal) What, what was sharp on it, I.

D: What?

I: Claws. (laughter)

C: Claws. The claws (unintelligible)

[
D: (unintelligible)

C: Okydok. (papers are handed in)

3: Here Ch--, you gotta take down words

L: (getting up) 1 know. I's gonna go get some paper so he can give us some

words to study. (Camera shifts focus)

C: There you go.

a

a
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Table 27

Frequency of Initiations and Responses across All Language Functions,

Segsent 4-4

Speaker

Initiation Response

Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C. Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C.

I 0 2 0 2 1 3( +1) 0

C 17(+4) 37(+4) 11(+1) 0 3(+I) 16(43) 3(+1) 0

I 4(+3) 7(+2; 1( +1) 2 3 4(41) 2

L 2(+2) 3(+2) 3 0 2 I0(+6) 2(411 If+1)

S I 1 0 6 5 2(41) 0

D 0 1(+1) 0 0 6 2(41) 0,

MOTE: + indicates nusber of functions occurring with dialect features.

We see in TabIe.27 that talk across functions in
higher incidence of student talk in general, a higher

initiations in particular and a considerable increase

features.
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Small group lessons, without teacher, provide evidence to support the

hypothesis that use of dialect features is indeed driven by the

organization/composition of participant structures. In both of these events,

dialect increases significantly when compared to teacher-directed events.

Another point to be made (see Table 28) is that th is a more balanced

frequency of a variety of functions across Event, Event Management, Management

Procedure and Context Comments in peer events. A partial explanation for this

could be the difficulty children experience in maintaining purely

topic/content related talk if a clear authority figure is not present to pre-

side over the activity. Although Speaker C and Speaker G (Table 27 and 28)

have assumed the teacher role, management techniques are used more often by

all participants. This phenomenon is in contrast to the pattern found in

teacher-directed events. It becomes necessary for children to call upon a

variety of functional language strategies to accomplish social and'academic

tasks in concernt. Getting the job done becomes a group responsibility. In

the last transcript presented we noticed many chldren monitoring, clarifying,

correcting, threatening, offering, initiating, and organizing the language and

activity of themselves and others. In teacher-directed activity, the student

perception of where the responsibility for the orchestration of activity lies

appears to be somewhat restricted.

In looking at dialect use across functions in Segments 3 and 4 (see Table

29), it is interesting to find that a greater degree of dialect usage across

participants occurs in the management domain rather than in lesson or topic

content. The higher percentage of dialect can be of course in part be attri-

buted to more talk in general. Another plausible explanation we are drawn to

is that while a wide range of both phonological and syntactic dialect features

occur, children may feel that it is more acceptable to restrict their use when

communication concerns academic issues. Our next peer triad segment lends

credence to this argument.
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Table 28

Frequency of Utterances by Major Function Category, Segment 4

Initiation Response

Function Spkr Event

Event
Mgt.

Mgt.
Pro. C.C. Event

Event
Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C.

I. I - - - 1 -

INFORM/ C - 5(+1) 1(+1) 1 3(+1) 1 -

RESPOND B - 1(+1) 1 2 1 1

L - 2 - 2 1(+1) - 1

S - - - 1 1(+1)D- - - 3 - - -

II. I - 1 - - 1

CONTROL C 3

a 1(+1)

26 6 - 7(+2) -

L 1 3 6(+4) - 1

S - - 1 -

D - - - - 1 1(+1) - -

III. I - - - 1 1 - - -

ASK/ C 19(+4) 5(+3) - - -

REQUEST B - 1
. 1

NEW 6, L 1(+1) 2(+2) - - -

OLD INFO S 1 - - 4 1 -

D - 2(+1) - - 2 1 -

IV. I - - - - 1

GIVE C 1 1 - - 1 6 1

a I I - I -
L - - 1

s - - -D- - - - -

V. I - 1 - 1 - 1 2

MODIFY C 4 - 1 - 1(+1) - 1(+1) -

B 2 - 1(+i) - - 3(+1) 1

L - - 2(+1) 2(+1) 1(+1)

S 1 - - - -

D - - -

NOTE: + indicates number of function& occurring with dialect features.

Table 29

Dialect Features across Functions, Segments 3 and 4

Initiation Response

Segment Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C..

3 (+4) (+12) (+3) (+7) (+10) (+4) (+3)

4 (+6) (+9) (+2) (+1) (+13) (+2) (+1)
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Segment #5: Academic /NonAcademic Peer Triad

Topic: Adjectives

The initial assignment given during this segment required that each child

select a book and discuss it with his/her group. The children were seater', in

their regular seating pattern. They were not in reading or math groups.

Three chldren were targeted for this segment, two boys and one girl.

Students were either selected by the teacher to start the discussion,

they volunteered, or negotiated with the group for a turn. A larger piece of

the assignment was to search for compound words and adjectives within the

book's passages. After recognizing and repeating the descriptive words,

children were expected to write a list of appropriate words that had been

identified.

Prior to the interaction in the transcript, P and G are discussing the

assignment. P suddenly begins interpreting her book. E abruptly interrupts

by saying, "Let me talk about mine (Blackula)." E begins discussing

creatures. G interrupts and soon they are off on a side discussion about

"real" vs. "fake" creatures. P interrupts in an attempt to lure the boys back

on task by reminding them of their quest for a list of descriptive words. At

this point the sample transcript picks up. The bulk of the remainder of the

segment is spent discussing G's book in a way that is unrelated to the assign

ment at hand.

G: Awright...Look for the leather, leather back turtle. Wood turtle.

Forest.

P: You know the Forest Turtle--is that right?

G: Yeah

Yeah

G: Look for the um Sof' Shell

I: Sof' Shell

P: (points to book) sof' shell sof' shell,

sof' shell

G: Wrong. Up here! that it. I got one that's gon fool you
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I:

G:

Show me

Here it is Wait a minute Walt

[ Where

a minute (CAMERA SHIFTS FOCUS)

G: Hmm hm. Look for the snapping turtle. Wrong. There it is,

snapping turtle (laughs)

[

Yeah.

ow man, that's how it look

P: They cute ain't they

G: Now you know what the snapping turtle looks like. HIs head is go like a

foot. You see when they got a head goin' up like a foot

(CAMERA BACK AT EVENT) Giant tortoise (to Pam)

P: (points to book) and the soft turtle

Those things But how you get um back

G: (P-- points to book) Nope. Righ' here. Giant Tortoise. Uh Rain Turtle

Rain Turtle

P: What? (points correctly)

G: Huh. One last time. You go first (to Irvin) I give you

G: This snake also has a triangular head. Yep. Let me turn.

P: Look for it? (points to book)

P: Don't do that.

G: As a real one. What's that? (to P-- who's trying to get his attention)

P: Ain't supposed to be talkin' we...he 'posed to be describin'

G: Oh wait a minute. Irvin's turn. Uhm, which one's the reptile.

reptile...

There's the reptile, right there, reptile right there

P: That one's so easy. You see the way his neck shaped

G: You mean t'e lines

(unintelligible)

P: Yeah.

G: You see it's back here with the lines. The linin'. It tells you by the

P:

linin' See, there it is

You know what I think

When you find that linin'
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G: Like that, that's a reptile (pronounced "reptile")

(G sees Ms. W coming and starts looking for something in his desk. P and I turn

around to look at Ms. W)

P: S-- can I have some paper please? (leans back) J--, that describes

something don't it?

G: Yeah.

I: (whispers to C)

P: Is that (unintelligible) the bottom of the page

I: (to P, points to book) the bottom of the page

P: Useable (unintelligible)

Ugh, look at his head

I: You vanna see Young Frankenstein?

G: Yeah.

I: There he is, Young Frankenstein.

G: Ain't nothin'

P: (W asks for lists, she ignores P's response) I left my book home, Ms. W.

The point that was made earlier regaring the high incidence of dialect

use in non-teacher-directed events occurring with management utterances as

opposed to content utterances may appear to be in contradiction with the data

provided in Segment 5, the peer/peer event (see Table 30). Notice, first,

that management and topically unrelated talk drops off drastically.

Initiations and responses are clearly dominated by topic/content rather than

by management. Also more detailed data (not shown here) provide evidence that

28 of the 38-40 functions coded across function categories were used by these

children. The high incidence of function (+) plus dialect features in the

Event category, we think, can be explained by the curious nature of this

segment. At first glance of the transcript one would conclude that these

interactions would be placed in an academic category. What is interesting is



that these children were assigned a language arts task which involved making

lists of adjectives found while reading passages in books of their choice. It

is apparent from the transcript provided that these children are off task. It

is a plausible explanation, then, that the perceptions of the participants may

be that they are involved in a non-academic task. As seen in other group

transcripts without the teacher present, children appear to have a tendency to

put great emphasis on staying on task. The academic nature of the assignment

seems to pressure children to keep each other in line" and doing the "right"

things. However, when the academic nature of the tasks falls out, for some

reason or another, staying within both arbitrary and assumed lesson bounds is

no longer perceived as relevant. Segment 5 seems to be a case where children

are staying on topic because of their own interest in the topic and the con-

text they have created for interaction. There are no lesson "bounds" dic-

tating what is acceptable to discuss and what is not. Shaping each other's

behavior according to an imposed task is not functional in a context such as

the one these children have developed.

Table 30

Frequency of Initiations and Responses across All Language Functions,

Segment 4-5

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Speaker Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

P 20(+5) 3(+1) 4(+2) 4 40(+9) 1 0 0

C 69(+13) 16 0 0 50(+20) 1 0 0

I 7(+1) 0 0 0 27(+4) 1 0 0

NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.
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Table 31 reveals for Segment S the highest use of dialect features across

functions when compared to all other segments. One could argue that the

greater use of dialect could be a factor related particular individuals and

their level of dialect use. In other words these children could fall into the

"heavy" dialect user category and consistently speak dialect more often than

other children. We attempted to build in overlap of children across events to

deal with this issue. It proved to be a difficult task given the many

changing group configurations in the 4th grade classroom. However, two of the

three children in Segment 5 can be located in other segments. Their use of

V language functions and dialect features varies across all segments. We will

give this topic further consideration in greater detail in our overall sum

a

Table 31

Frequency of Utterances by Major Function Category, Segment 4-5

Function S

I. P 8 7 1

INFORM G 6 2

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

kr Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event M t. Pro. C.C.

2 1 1

I

II. P 22 3 47 2 13 1 1

CONTROL G 2 1

I

III. P 7 2 3(1+) 1

ASK/ G 11(1+)

REQUEST I 3

IV. P 1 1 1

GIVE G 3(1+)

I

V. P 1 1 1

MODIFY G 3(1+)

I

NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.
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When we turn our attention to an examination of the actual functions +

dialect found across all events (see Table 32), a more comprehensive picture

emerges. Two questions should be asked in light of these data: a) Are there

clear patterns revealing how functions may be controlled by events; b) Do

dialect features systematically accompany specific functions more often than

others. Segments 1 (whole group) and 2 (small group with teacher) will not be

helpful in answering the second question above due to the absence of dialect

features. But what is revealing about these segments is that predominantly

three major functions are utilized in communication: informing, controlling,

and asking. In Segment 1, there are a mere two instances of student ini-

tiations. The smaller group, Segment 2, allows for more student

initiations--l3 instances.

Non-teacher-directed segments show a more balanced use of language across

the five functional categories in contrast to the three used in teacher-

directed events. A close examination of those segments which arenot teacher-

directed (3, 4, and 5) show the expected increase in participant elicitation

and response. What is striking is that all three segments indicated a nih !

occurrence of initiations in the inf&ming, controlling, and requesting cate-

gories, yet dialect features appear with low frequency with language which, in

particular, controls information or behavior, a finding that requires more

attention in further analysis. As mentioned earlier, speech across initiation

functions in non-teacher events shifts from event categories to management,

categories. An exception is the peer/peer segment (5) where speech is predo-

minantly content- and topic-related. In contrast, responding moves appear to

accommodate use of dialect features across speech functions. That is, it can

be shown that for both segments involving small groups without teacher,

greater use of dialect features is restricted to responding moves. This is

also the case for the peer/peer segment.

In summary, we will review the major points that have been reported.

Table 32 broadly summarizes information by segment. We have found that in

teacher-directed events (Segments 1 and 2), teacher talk dominates the lesson;

this teacher talk is predominantly event (topic related) rather than
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management bound. Teacher-directed events also demonstrate an unbalanced use

of language functions across participants. The rare occurrences of student

talk are found in the response category and directly reflect the functional

category indicated by the teacher. Teacher and student utterances are almost

never accompanied by dialect. Dialect is virtually absent in teacher-directed

events.

In non-teacher-directed events (Segments 3 and 4), the frequency of

language use across functions is more balanced, encompassing more functions.

Since the children themselves are managing the event, it appears that topic-

related talk (Event category) is more difficult to maintain. Utterances vs.

non-teacher-directed events predominate in the Event Management rather than

Event categories. Along with the shift in talk, dialect increases overall and

in the Event Management category in particular.
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Table 32

Frequency of Initiations and Responses across All Language

Functions, by Tape Segment

Tape
Segment Spkr

Initiation Response

Event
Event
Mgt.

Mgt.
Pro. C.C. Event

Event
Mgt.

Mgt.
Pro. C.C.

1 Tch 72(+3) 48 11 2 22 15 2 3

Whole G 0 0 0 0 20 2 2 e

group: 1 2 0 0 0 8 1 0 0

Academic K 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0

v 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0

C 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0

S 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

G 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0

2 Tch 63 23 0 0 34 0 2 1(4.1)

Small 1 1 0 0 0 9(+1) 0 0 0

group R 12 0 0 0 14 0 0 0

with H 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 0

teacher: S 4 0 0 0 7 0 0 0

Reading K 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0

academic V 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

G 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

5 r 20(+5) 3(+1) 4(+2) 4 40(+9) 1 0 0

Peer/Peer G 69(+13) 16 0 0 50(+20) 1 0 0

with I

teacher:

7(+1) 0 0 0 27(+4) 1 0 0

Nonacademic

4 I 0 2 0 2 1 3(+1) 4 0

Small C 17(+4) 37(+4) 8(+1) 0 3(+1) 16(+3) 3(+1) 0

group B 4(+1) 7(+2) 1(+1) 2 3 4(+1) 2 1

without L 2(+1) 3(+2) 3 0 2 10(46) 2(+1) 3(+1)

teacher: S 1 1 0 0 5 2(+1) 0 0

Reading D 0 1(41) 0 0 6 2(+1) 0 0

3 S 2 3(+1) 0 1 4(+1) 12(+2) 1 0

Small C I 11(+3) 2 12 3(+1) 8(+2) 4(+1) 5

group G 18(+1) 40(+5) 13 2 6(+4) 19(+4) 9(+3) 4(+2)

with B 0 1 0 0 0 0

teacher: L 3(+3) 6(+3) 1 8(+3) 3(+1) 6(+2) 2 4(+1)

Reading D

academic

0 0 1 0 0 0

NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.
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Table 33 includes a breakdown of dialect use across function by segment.

The percentage of dialect use dramatically increases. Table 34 shows the

breakdown of calk by event focus and dialect percentages by event focus are

provided. A greater percentage of dialect occurs in the functional categories

responding vs. initiating events.

Findings in peer/peer events demonstrate a dramatic drop in event manage-

ment and management procedure (topically unrelated talk). We find a higher

incidence of dialect use both in initiating and responding events. The high

use of dialect in the event category is not unrelated to the greater number of

utterances in this category.

When viewing non-teacher-directed events altogether (Segments 3, 4, and

5), most of the students' speech functions fail in the informing, controlling,

requesting and modifying focus categories.

Overall we can say the following about functional language use and its

relationship to dialect use in this fourth grade classroom:

a) Language functions do vary according to conversational context.

b) Most of the interaciiive talk occurs in the initiating category rather

than responding. This picture shifts when teacher vs. student talk is the

focus or when participation structures (small group, whole group, teacher-

directed, non-teacher-directed) is the variable in question.

c) A higher incidence of dialect use occurs in non-teacher-directed

events. This greater percentage of dialect features in small group events

without teacher presence emerges in the Event Management category. The

peer/peer event is an exception in that dialect features predominate in the

Event category (topic related talk).

d) A low incidence of dialect use occurs in the function category of

Control.
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Table 33

Dialect Features across Language Functions

Initiation Response

Segment Event Mgt. Event Mgt.
Number Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

TEACHER-DIRECTED EVENTS: WHOLE GROUP/SMALL GROUP (ACADEMIC)

1 - (+3) - - - - - -

2 - - - - (+1) - - (+1)

Totals 3 1 1

TOTAL 5

NON-TEACHER-DIRECTED

3

3

Totals

TOTAL 77

EVENTS: SMALL GROUP (ACADEMIC)

(+4)

a.mr

Initiations 19

(+12) (+3)

.

(+7)

..

Responses 24

(+10) (+4)

...

(+3)

(+6)

Initiations 17

(+9) (+2) (+1)

Responses 17

(+13) (+2) (+1)
-------

(+10) (+21) (+2) (+3) (+8) (+23) (+6) (+4)

NON-TEACHER-DIRECTED EVENTS: PEER/PEER GROUP (NON-ACADEMIC)

5

TOTAL 55

Initiations 22 Responses 33

(+19) +1) (+2) (+33)
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Table 34

Total Talk by Focus across Segments

Initiation Response

Segment Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Number Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

1

2

Total

Initiations 219 Responses 131

72 48 11 2 S2

63 23 76

135 71 11 2 128

2 dialect .04

- 2 I

- - -

- 2 1

.008 .1

Initiations 163 Responses. 132

4 23 51 12 4 20 37 11 4

3 24 61 17 23 16 45 16 13

Total 48 111 29 27 36 82 27 17

2 dialect .21 .19 .07 .11 .22 .28 .22 .24

Initiations 206 Responses 120

5 96 38 4 4 117 3

2 dialect .20 .3 .50 .28
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Table 35

Segment Utterance Totals by Major Function, Fourth Grade

INITIATION

Event

INFORM CONTROL ASK/REQUEST GIVE MODIFY

FUNCTION FUNCTION FUNCTION FUNCTION FUNCTION

Utter-
ancea

Percent
Dialect

Utter-
ancea

Percent
Dialect

Utter-
snces

Percent

Dialect

Utter-
slices

Percent
Dialect

Utter-
ancea

Percent
Dialect

TEACHER-
DIRECTED:

Seg. 1

Seg. 2

Total

26

37

0%

61

30

0%

46

37

6X

0

1

0%

0

0

0 0%
63 91 83 1

NON-TEACHER-
DIRECTED:

Small Group:
Seg. 3 59 44 13 6 4

Seg. 4 9 46 21 5 10

Total 68 25% 90 3% 34 41% 11 9% 14 14%

Peer/Peer:

Seg. 5 57 35% 36 5% 25 0% 5 0% 3 33X

Total 125 30% 123 4% 59 24% 16 13% 17 18%
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Table 35 (continued)

RESPONSE

1.... ..-4111/ ...In-.. Es at

Event

INFORM CONTROL ASK/REQUEST GIVE MODIFY

FUNCTION FUNCTION FUNCTION FUNCTION FUNCTION

Utter- Percent Utter- Percent Utter- Percent Utter- Percent Utter- Percent

ancea Dialect emcee Dialect anew; Dialect ancea Dialect anew; Dialect

TEACHER-

DIRECTED:

Seg. 1 58 4 11 13 0

Seg. 2 49 4 7 17 0

Total 107 .9X 8 0% 18 OX 30 OX 0 OX

NON-TEACHER-

DIRECTED:

Small Croup:

Seg. 3 28 11 21 10 21

Seg. 4 19 16 9 9 14

Total 47 23% 27 30X 30 17X 19 11% 35 40X

Peer/Peer:
Seg. 5 44 36% 2 50% 16 38X 38 13% 19 32%

Total 91 30% 29 31X 46 24% 57 12% 54 37%
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3.

Introduction

The Sixth Grade Class

This section of the final report comprised an analysis of the

classroom selected for this linguistic study. The analysis covers three ma)

areas: (1) the classroom life and the rituals therein as reconstructed from

observational notes collected over a fourday period before the actual

language data collection began, (2) an analysis of functional language use and

dialect diversity based on videotaped segments of four different

situational contextual events within the class, (1) the final component of the

analysis includes a detailed look at teacher language in relation to

correcting strategies used to modify dialect use by the students in the sixth

grade classroom.

sixth grade

Or

A. Observation Notes

Thirtytwo students were a part of the sixth grade class observed in this

study. The physical layout of the classroom is diagrammed below.

or
CLOSETS AND LOCKERS

row of desks

row of desks

row of desks

Table
Blackboard
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The sixth grade classroom was observed for 20 hours over a four-day

period, 7 April (8:30-3:00), 8 April (8:30-3:00), 9 April (8:30-12:00), and

20 May (8:30-12:00). A major focus for these preliminary observations was on

class groupings and routines formed and executed during regular classroom

events. A fundamental sequence of events in sixth grade during the initial

observational phase follows schematically.

7 April 8 April 9 April 20 May

large group large group large group large group

(opening) (opening) (opening) (opening)

small group

/arse group

recess/lunch recess/lunch recess/lunch recess/lunch

small group large group

large group small group

Upon entering the classroom, students generally meandered around in small

groups clustering around the pencil sharpener. Many students found seats and

immediately began seat activities.

The first major routine that should be noted was the class coverage of the

days schedule which was consistently on the blackboard before the children

entered the classroom in the mornings. The teacher, in chorus with students,

recited the day's schedule of events, making corrections where needed.

What was referred to as the school opening followed the recognition of the

day's schedule of events. An "officer of the day" was pre-selected, through a

recognized rule system, to lead in the school opening. The officer of the day

(a different student is chosen daily) has several responsibilities:

(1) organize the school opening, (2) secure name cards, (3) control selection

of activities and nomination of peers, and (4) close the event. Sometimes the

selection is made on the spot by the teacher:

T: Whose turn is it to open school, David? (a true nomination

rather than a request for information)
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The opening could be described as a well-defined ritual replete with

participants' shared knowledge of rules and limitations operating within the

ritual. The officer of the day instructed participants to

0: Please stand. Place your hand over your heart. Begin.

These statements signalled the recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance to the

Flag. After the Pledge of Allegiance, the officer of the day requests

suggestions for the singing, either a patriotic song, a spiritual song, a fun

song, or a poetry recitation. Several songs of each type, as well as poetry

selections, are collectively sung and recited by the group. Only the

classroom teacher ever overruled a suggestion and offered a replacement.

The other classroom routines and rituals include those that seem to be

regulatory or for the purpose of control and maintaining order and those

related to customary organizing of classroom activities. A description of

both categories of rituals follows:

1. Routines/Rituals to Control/Maintain Order

Forming Lines: A well-defined procedure for lining up. Lines are formed

for all trips out of the room--to the bathroom, recess, lunch, etc. Ladies or

men's week is designated and referred to all week. Before each line-up,

statements like

T: Okay, Boys and Girls lines.

-T: Whose week is it--Girls or Boys?

are made by the teacher.

Posting Initials: Anyone leaving the room (during a classroom event) for

any reason which does not require the direct permission of the teacher

(bathroom break, drink of water, nurse's office) must post their initials on

the blackboard. It is expected that the initials be erased upon return.
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Verbal Strategies: These represent phrases or statements consistently

used by this sixth grade classroom teacher to maintain control. Students were

clearly aware of the appropriate verbal and behaviOral to be made.

T: Step out into the hall.

T: Excuse me.

T: Are we talking?

T: We are supposed to do what?

T: He has his hand up, what is the rule?

Move It Back: The convention of moving one's desk to the back or to the

side of the room when one too many reprimands have been issued. Virtually a

look and a gesture (backward wave of the hand) elicits the appropriate

response from students.

2. Routines/Rituals Related to Customary Classroom Activities

Playground/Recess: It is customary for the girls and boys "to split up for

separate activities.

Conversation Breaks: Usually allowed for right before transition periods

between lessons or activities. Usually students were allowed 3-5 minutes to

chat about whatever they wanted. Many times the teacher would participate

in small group discussions related to community issues (i.e., gangs, stealing,

upcoming events, families).

Language Correction: Correction of dialect by the classroom teacher would

occur during large-group, small-group, and individual activities across

classroom events. Student repetition of the corrected form or part of speech

was always expected.

S: ...the way you done it.

T: Did it! (with mock menacing look)

S: Did it. (in lowered voice)
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S: I ain't get to do mine!

T: Didn't.

S: I didn't get to do mine.

T: Somebody is still putting the "s" on "means."

Some of the words are unclear.

Say those words!

S: Here's me and P--'s. You ain't give us the homework sheet.

T: I didn't. (with pained look)

S: You didn't. (with look of recognition)

The major purposes of these routines and rituals seem to be to (a) smooth

transition periods, (b) maintain order, and (c) reinforce academic conven-

tions.

B. Functional Language and Dialect Diversity

Five segments were selected for analysis. All segments were videotaped

activities within the sixth grade and can be described as follows:

1. Whole group lesson, teacher-directed.

Topic: Parts of Speech

2. Small group with teacher, academic.

Topic: Responsibility

3. Small group with teacher, nonacademic.

Topic: Sleeping Habits

4. Peer/peer (three children) without teacher, nonacademic.

Topic: Stagefright

5. Small reading group, teacher-directed academic.

Topic: Food Chains
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1

Segment #1: Academic Whole Group Lesson/Teacher Directed

just before

the sixth grade

the lesson by

to cover some of

Topic: Health, Personal Hygiene

This whole group segment was videotaped in the late morning

lunch and recess. After a short transition period Ms. B,

teacher, introduced the English lesson for the day. She opens

making reference to a previous lesson where they had begun

the material scheduled for the day's lesson.

TCH: Now. What are the words that you talk about a noun. The two parts of

speech we talked about'in class before...to talk about a noun. What is
V

the word that describes a noun?

G: Pronoun...pronoun.

TCH: That's the word that takes the place of a noun.

S: Adjective.

TCH: Adjective. What is a word that describes a noun? Adjective.

G: Adjective.

TCH: Who can give ma an adjective for the word boy? Something that describes

the word...

Si: Thin.

S2: Strong.

TCH: Strong boy, good.

D: (waving her hand) The boy ran.

TCH: The boy ran....skinny boy....quiet boy.

K: Shy.

D: Tall.

TCH: Tall boy.

S: Skinny.

TCH: Skinny boy.

S: Fat.

TCH: Quiet boy.

S: (unintelligible) boy.

a
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TCH: Okay, any word that describes. Now some people, why it's just got con-

fused between a ronoun and an adjective. What is the word that takes

the place of a noun?

S: A pronoun.

TCH: Pronoun. Who can give as an example of some pronouns?

S: He ran.

TCH: He. Pronoun for you.

S: It. (some laugh)

TCH: A pronoun for you.

Si Him.

S2: Him.

TCH: No. I'm asking...L--?

L: Yourself.

S: I know

TCH: Put your hand down, L--. What is a pronoun for yourself?

S: His-him.

TCH: You wouldn't say...call yourself. him. What would you call yourself?

C: Me-me.

TCH: So that's a pronoun. Another pronoun for yourself would be what?

C: I.

TCH: I. What is the pronoun for a book?

S: I.

SOME: It.

TCH: It. What is the pronoun for all of us?

Si: We.

S2: They.

S3: Us.

TCH: Any word that takes the place of a noun is a what? Pronoun.

SS: Pronoun.

TCH: What is an adjective?

SOME: A word that (unintelligible)

S: A word that describes a noun.

TCH: A word that describes a noun. So now we have, we usually, we have
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articles that come before...to indicate a noun is coming up. 'Member we

said an, an article was a noun-indicator. Who could name the articles

for me?

S: The.

TCH: Put your hand up please.

Table 36

Frequency of Initiations and Responses Across Functions, Segment 6-1

S *akar

Initiation Response

Event

Event Mgt.

M t. Pro. C.C. Event

Event Mgt.

N t. Pro. C.C.

Teacher 75 le 4

..

Croup 42

S 1 6

D 4

K 1 1

2 2

2(+1)

3

NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.

It is clear from the data presented in Table 36 that in the whole group

setting in sixth grade talk is even more restricted in terms of situation and

function than the fourth grade whole group. Teacher talk is predominantly in

one category--that of the event. The teacher talk it very event-specific

(topic/content related); virtually no management or procedural talk is pre-

sent. It has been observed that the more structured the lesson in this class,

the more specific the questioning the less managing talk is required. This

teacher has expressed concerns in the area of student control and has employed
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specific strategies to tighten control especially during large group lessons.

Likewise, student talk is restricted to topic/content related responses.

Student initiations are virtually nonexistent.

Table 37 gives a further breakdown by functional categories. Teaches

talk occurs primarily in the Inform and Ask/request category. As one would

expect--student talk is restricted to Inform/respond category. No student

talk occurs in the Control, Ask/request or Modify categories, which suggests

almost no initiation to new topics or issues to the discussion. Again, st,a-

dent talk also does not vary situationally or functionally. The same is true

of the fourth grade data however the control category (directives, invitation

to bid, nominations, etc.) was utilized as was a large concentration of

teacher talk in the Event Management category. This difference across grade

may be due only to the selection of segments. It is our opinion based upon

extensive observation that generally speaking, much more control and manage-

ment talk would most likely occur more prevalently in most situations than is

evidenced here.

A complete 'parallel with the fourth grade data is revealed where atten-

tion is turned to dialect usage. It is virtually nonexistent. Only one

instance of dialect use occurs from a student. No use of dialect was evi-

denced in the fourth grade data. Issues of dialect in the sixth grade will

not be treated comprehensively in the segment analyses. The section on

correction is intended to more adequately cover the dialect trends in this

classroom. A careful look at the sample transcript for Segment 1 reveals that

student responses are primarily phrases or one-word answers rather than

complete sentences. The students respond only to the westion at hand and do

not elaborate or extend the interaction either by introducing new information

or extending old information. Teacher questioning techniques, here, demand

performative responses. The questioning strategies demand one-word answers.

Most teacher questions occur in the request new information-choice/product

categories. Few process or .netaprocess questions are raised. These questions

would require more than yes/no or single correct product resopnses.
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Table 37

Frequency of Utterances by Major Functions Category, Segment 6-1

Initiation ResEonse

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Function Spkr Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mst. Pro. C.:;.

I. Tch 45 9 2

INFORM 4 Group 7 35

RESPOND S 1 4

D 1 3

K 1 1

L 1 2

L 1 1

L

1 1 2

II. Tch 14 1 1

CONTROL

III. Tch 45

ASK/ .1 1

RE UEST

IV. Tch 1 2

GIVE S 2

V. Tch 1 4 3

MODIFY

NOTE: 4- indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.
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Segment 112: Academic Small Groups with Teacher

Topic: Community Responsibility

This segment takes place around 2:00 in the afternoon. The situation

occurs after a "milling around" transition period. Small groups of children

are talking, some are reading, others are writing at the blackboard. The

teacher is out of the room for part of the time. After her return she spends

a fair amount of time getting the group under control. Many management direc-

tives are shouted to the group, after which time a general conversation begins

about stealing. It begins to take on lesson characteristics or attributes

when the sixth grade teacher begins to structure the conversation.

A sample transcript follows:

TCH: But a lot of big kids get away with that. They put a little kid up to

stealin'. The little kid goes through the store and steals: And then

the big kid outside helps eat...the little kid eat the candy. Is that

equally to blame?

S: No.

SS: Yeah.

TCH: Yeah.

S: Yeah.

TCH: And the big kid's even more to blame. How many people influence their

brothers and sisters that way?

SS: (laughter)

S: (laughing and waving hand to say "no") Un-un, I wouldn't do it. Un-un,

un-un.

TCH: Would you think of doing that, Je--?

JE: Huh?

TCH: Would you think of doing that all?

JE: No. I wouldn't do that.

S: Yeah.

JO: (unintelligible) (pointing to JE)

TCH: Jo--, would you think of that?
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JE: Jo-- walked out of Kreske's with his hands in his pocket.

JO: No, but the boy down at the drugstore, Jo-- walked out

SS: (laughing)

TCH: Hey, Jo--, whatcha do?

JO: (inaudible)

TCH: (inaudible) Did you ever do that, Jo--?

S: Yeah.

S: He stole some candy.

S: He stole two candy bars.

JO: (inaudible) time.

TCH: Wait a minute. Listen to Jo--. Jo--, what do you do sometimes?

JE: He stole.

SS: (unintelligible)

TCH: Wait a minute.

JE: Two.

TCH: I'm listenin' to Jo--. Jo--, whets you doin' sometimes?

JO: (inaudible)

TCH: Jo--? Jo--?

JO: Huh?

TCH: Whets you do sometimes?

S: Somethin' silly.

TCH: (shouting) I'm listening to Jo - -!

S: Stole some shoes.

JO: (shrugs shoulders) I don't know.

TCH: You said I do sometimes.

JE: COry did it, coo.

JO: Billy do too.

S: You do too.

TCH: You know what does the word too mean? Aren't you admitting you do it

yourself when you use the word too?
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Table 38

Frequency of Initiations and Responses Across Functions, Segment 6-2

Speaker

Initiation Response

Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C. Event

Event Mgt.

Mgt. Pro. C.C.

Teacher 42 7 4 1

Group 2 5 3

L 1 7

3 6 11

J 2 8

NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.

Most notable in Table 38 is the fact that in this small group setting

with teacher present, teacher talk dominates the topic at hand. This "lesson"

is quite different from the formal, structured academic whole group lesson in

that it became labelled academic because of the nature of the interaction

rather than the structure. It became more than a discussion--a clear purpose

and message was to be learned. As the discussion progressed, teacher

questioning strategies and student responses began to look more "lesson like."

As was the case in the whole group lesson, teacher and student talk is

content/topic related. Student talk continues to dominate the response cate-

gory, yet more student initiation does occur--one student is primarily respon-

sible for the rise in student initiations.

In the small group setting we see more management talk used by the

teacher. A look at Table 39 shows us that most of the management talk falls

in the functional category of control. Teacher talk again predominates in the

Informing and Requesting Information functional categories. However, the

variety of teacher talk increases, five functions in the Inform category are

used, five functions in the Control category are used, as well as six func-

tions in the Requesting category. Student talk is also more varied, albeit in

smaller quantities, spanning four of the five functional categories. In the

whole group lesson, student talk was restricted to only two functional cate-

gories.
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Table 39

Frequency of Utterances by Major Functions Category, Segment 6-2

Function Spkr

Initiation Response

Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro. C.C. Event

Event Mgt.

Mgt. Pro. C.C.

I. Tch 20 9 2

INFORM Eg Group 1 2 3

RESPOND L 1 6(+1)

J 4 5

J 1 4(+2)

Tch 8 7 4

CONTROL

III. Tch 14

ASK/ J 2 6(+1)

REQUEST J 1

IV. J 2

GIVE L 1

V. Tch 1

MODIFY J 2( +4)

NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.
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Segaent '3: Nonacademic Small Group with Teacher

Topic: Sleeping Habits

This short segment takes place after a reading group session commencing

at about 10:40 in the late morning. The teacher suggests that the class take

a fiveminute break. A short discussion ensues surrounding what possible

activities might take place during the break and whether or not the class will

be going outside later. One of the students who had not participated in the

formal reading group was found sleeping at her desk and the sixth grade

teacher, Ms. B, called attention to the sleeping student. A general

discussion begins about when various students in the class wake up in the

morning. The sample transcript follows:

TCH: Anyhow, let's take a five minute break. Then by that time, if we have

time we can play.

S: Okay. Can we...

TCH: D--, go down, look out the window and just see who's out there. Now

sometime today we have to write a note about Jamestown. K--7

S: She's reading.

TCH: E--7 Can't get up at seven o'.clock? Make yourself one of these if you

have time.

S: No. My mom be mad if I stay up all night long.

TCH: You know the way we usually do it in this room. Everybody gives me

their telephone number for my book. Then I call...I call everybody's

telephone and get them out of bed. Only one year somebody went back to

bed.

S: Bet I wouldnta. (other comments) I'll call you.

TCH: Oh, that would be very nice. I'd appreciate that. Thank you. (pause)

Because, because every kid has worked well.

S: I go to sleep early. I worked until 6 o'clock. I worked until 6

o'clock and I went back home to sleep and I sleep.

TCH: Oh, let me try that.

S: I'm going to bed at 11 o'clock. if I go to bed early I'll get up late.
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TCH: How many people in this room get up before 6 o'clock in the morning?

(show of hands)

S: I do.

S: I get up at seven o'clock.

S: I get up at 8 o'clock and then go back to sleep.

TCH: What time do you get up, M--?

Table 40 reveals the dominance of teacher talk evert in very small group

nonacademic contexts. Certainly, relatively more student initiations occur in

this small group setting, however the numbers are so small that it is not

feasible to draw any conclusions in this area.

Table 40

Frequency

Speaker

of Initiations and Responses Across Functions, Segmint 6-3

Initiation Response

Event

Event

Mgt.

Mgt.

Pro.

Event Mgt.

C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

Teacher 12 7 2

S 2 2

D 1 2

L 3 3

K 1 2
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Table 41

Frequency of Utterances by Major Functions Category, Segment 6-3

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Function Spkr Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

I. Tch 5

INFORM & S 2

RESPOND D 1

L 3

K 1 1

Tch 4 2 2

CONTROL

III. Tch 4

ASK/

REQUEST D

L 2

IV. Tch 4

GIVE

V. Tch

MODIFY L 1

K 1

1 8
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Segment #4: Peer/Peer Group without Teacher

Topic: Stagefright

This segment occurs around midday after a lengthy period of composition

recitations that students wrote and read to the entire class about what their

lives would be like in the year 2,000. During the segment three boys have a

discussion/argument about one boy's case of stagefright which allows him to be

excused from a school play that everyone has been practicing and putting much

energy into.

A sample transcript follows:

S: You stagefright? (question directed toward J)

J: Yeah, I'm stagefright.

S: Now you ain't. Ms. B! Ms. B!

(class gets noisy; L making faces at J who is standing; others make comments)

S: You say something?

J: I am stagefright.

(D approaches J)

D: You was talkin'. (They start an argument.)

J: Where?

D: At our student council, that's where, and you was talkin'.

J: I had to say it, I had to say it.

D: So, just like you have to be in the play.

J: No I don't.

D: Why don't you do something about your stagefright?

J: (to P) Don't give nobody my lunch.

D: Student Council. Don't say nothin' about Student Council.

TCH: (in another conversation) Who would like to be an actress? Why would

you give up your part?

D: Who?

J: (unintelligible)

D: (unintelligible)
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J: I was scared, man. Look, ass (ask) Kenny, ass Kenny. It was a whole

lot of people at Hines Jr. High School. Wasn't chat true and didn't I

make some mistakes in my talk? Ass K--, man.

K: But you was talkin' then!

D: Are you gonna die doin'is walkin' across the stage? That's all you

gotta do.

J: I'm stagefright.

D: You ain't gonna be talkin'

J: Huh?

D: All you gotta do is hold the gun. It's all you gonna do is hold a gun.

I mean that's all you gonna do!

J: I'm nut a cop.

D: That's all you you would'a done is hold up the gun.

J: So, no I...I would& walk across the stage calkin'.

D: Ain't that right? Wouldn't he?

K: I'm gonna go, you should too James.

D: He's gonna keep doin' this.

J: Ain't we sussposed to be walkin' across the stage talkin'?

K: Yeah, we sussposed to be police. We sussposed to be police.

TCH: What's the matter here?

D: I was talkin' about his stagefright.

TCH: What?

D: I was talking about his stagefright.

TCH: What were you saying about it?

D: Uhm...Uhm. (points to J) I was asking him about the Student Council

talk.

TCH: That's what gave him the stagefright in the first place.

D: But that's all he gon' be doing is walking across the stage.

TCH: That's all right. J--'s stagefright is his problem.

D: ???

TCH: That's why...it's a fear. It's a real fear. I can sympathize with

that He has to work it out himself.

S: Ms. B
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TCH: There's nothing to laugh at.

S: Ms. 8, one time...

TCH: (interrupts) I suffered from scuff like that, too. I hated to go out on

a stage. That same thing that happened to me, happens to him. He got

out there and he didn't have the full realization of what it was gonna

be like. It happened to a godchld of mine.

S: What happened?

TCH: She wanted to perform on the stage on a bicycle and I told her it was a

dangerous thing to do and she did. She was out there on the bicycle and

she almost went over, and now she won't go on a stage for anything.

She has a real fear.

D: (unintelligible)

TCH: It's like her attitude.

This segment is the single example of peer/peer interaction without

teacher presented here. One observation should be made before presenting more

detailed information, chat is, throughout all segments in the sixth grade most

discussions are very content- and topic- oriented. In this peer/peer interac-

tion in particular all student talk is confined to the event/topic related

area. This is very different from the fourth grade data where students pick

up cues for the teacher and try to manage, each other through a topic--one stu-

dent consistently sought to assume the teacher role. In the sixth grade there

seems to be less of a need to manage other's talk. The older students get,

the less they seem to get off the track--they stick directly to the issue at

hand.

Table 42 clearly displays the continuity of topic during this segment.

Very little new information is introduced. Most of the communication/inter-

action extends, elaborates, explains, etc., information already set forth.

Each communication chain among the three speakers is directly related to the

previous response. Clearly, the amount of student talk in this setting

increases dramatically over other segments discussed thus far. Also signifi-

cant is the fact that student talk is broader and more evenly balanced over

all five functional categories. Almost every related function under each of



the five major functional categories is used by each of the participants.

Students in the peer/peer interactional setting begin to display skills in

evaluating, confirming, offering, thanking, challenging and warning, and all

Request categories were used. Curious again is the absence of talk in the

Control category. Again, it seems that what is of more importance is dealing

with the issue at hand rather than following the conventional rules of how

information should be shared (management talk, i.e., raise your hand, you

talked last, you got a turn, etc.). This behavior is more prevalent in the

younger classroom settings. In the sixth grade setting among students, it

seems that speech is monitored more by peers than behavior.

Table 42

Frequency of Initiations and Responses Across Functions, Segment 6-4

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Speaker Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

D 22 34

K 6 7

J 16 25

NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.
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Table 43 reveals the use of all major functional categories except, as

mentioned before, the Control category. We also see a marked increase in

dialect usage in both initiation and response categories. This increase in

dialect use, both in peer/peer and in small groups without teacher present,

was also manifested in the fourth grade data.

Table 43

Frequency of Utterances by Major Functions Category, Segment 6-4

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Function Spkr Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.

I. K 2(+2) 4

INFORM 6 J 3 6(+2)

RESPOND D 8(+3) 16(+4)

II. K

CONTROL J

D 1

III. K 3 1

ASK/ J 8(+4) 2

REQUEST D 9 6(+2)

IV. K 2

GIVE J 4 5(+1)

D 2 6(+2)

V. K 2

MODIFY .1 1 3

D 3(+1) 8(+2)

NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.
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Segment #5: Academic Group Reading Lesson

Topic: Food Chains

This segment occurs in the early morning after the opening of school.

The class has been instructed by the teacher to break off into their regular

reading groups. The teacher then proceeds to help organize groups that will

be working on their own. After those groups have settled down, she joins the

group she intends to work with. The group includes a group of 10 children.

Much of the interaction takes place while various children ere at the black-

board. They attempt to point out and writs down pertinent points in their

discussion. A sample transcript follows:

S:

TCH: What are the types of relationship you said, La--?

LA: Mutualism.

TCH: All right, write "mutualism" and ask somebody what it is. Anybody know

how to spell the root, "mutual"? How do you spell mutual?

GRP: M-U-T-U-A-L.

TCH: Didn't hear you?

GRP: M-U-T-U-A-L.

TCH: Put that down, IC, please. I asked you not to use that for a fan

yesterday. That's your dictionary cover. No, mutual-ism. Spell it

again for her. She left a letter out. La--.

LA: M-U-T-U-A-L.

TCH: Mutual...what? What is the ending? Mutual-ism.

LA: I-St

TCH: Where is your "M"?

LA: (points to student)

S: A relationship where both partners benefit.

TCH: Very good. What are...I'm gonna go around now...What is...Say it again,

La--.

LA: Mutualism is a partnership where both partners benefit.

TCg: Okay. It's a relationship where both partners benefit. What is

mutualism,
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D: Mutualism is a partnership where both partners benefit.

TCH: Is a relationship where both partners benefit. irr.at is it K--?

K: A relationship...

TCH: I wanna hecr what we're talking about.

(: Mutualism is a relationship...

TCH: Is a partnership, a relationship, I'm s

K: Where both partners benefit.

TCH: Okay, Le--. What is it?

LE: Mutualism is a relationship where both

TCH: Okay, V--, what is it?

V: MutuAlism is a relationship where both

TCH:

S:

0TH:

TCH:

K:

TCH:

K:

TCH:

GRP:

TCH:

What are we talking about?

orry.

partners benefit.

partners benefit.

Can you think of an example, V--7

(unintelligible)

Doh! Doh!

Being married.

Hm?

When they get married.

She's saying partners in marriage. Is that mutualism?

Yes.

Yes. Okay. So would you give me an example of that, partners :a

marriage. Partners. Awright what is mutualism, Ns--?

NS: Mutualism is a relationship where both partners benefit.

TCH: Da--!

DA: Mutualism is a relationship where both partners benefit.

TCH: Very good. Uh, how about you, ah, Nc - -?

NC: Mutualism is a relationship...

S:

TCH: (to S) You could have called (unintelligible) for that yesterday.

NC: ...both partners benefit.

TCH: Very unkind of you. Go on, K--?

K: Mutualism is a re...par...relationship where both partners benefit.

TCH: All right, Di--, tell us another relationship.

DI: Para...parasit...
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TCH: Parasitism. Good. What is parasitism, Di--? Can you cell me what

parasitism is?

DI: Oaf partner is harmed.

TCH: A relationship where...?

DI: Oae partner is harmed.

TCH: Good. And will get hurt. One partner is harmed. Very good. Can you

give me an example of that, Di--?

DI: A tick on a dog's back.

TCH: Very good. A tick on a dog's back. What can happen to the dog?

DI: The dog get bit by the tick.

TCH: And what happens? What does the tick introduce into the dog?

DI: Tries to suck his blood.

TCH: Good. Did she spell parasitism right? I can't see. How'd you spell

it? (to LA)

LA: P-A-R-S...

TCH: Para--Para sitism. What is the root of the word parasitism?

S: Para...Parasite.

TCH: Parasite.

GRP: Parasite.

LA: You want me to write parasite?

TCH: No, parasitism. That's the relationship. Who can spell that for her,

parasitism. I know you brought your notes home, but...Does anybody have

their notes with them?

S: I do.

S: I have.

TCH: Awright, could you spell parasitism for her?

S: P-A-R-A-S-I-T-I-S-M.

TCH: Okay. One partner then is...one partner is what? In parasitism. Not

benefit but is what? That was very good, Di--. Can you give me a defi-

nition of parasitism, Mo--? A relationship where...

MO: One partner is harmed.

TCH: Okay, what is parasitism, Ma--?

MA: A relationship where one partner is harmed.

TCH: Very good. P .

P: A relationship where one partner is harmed.
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occur. In direct relation to the "product" questioning technique we find that

most of the student responses, logically, are product bound.

Table 45

Frequency of Utterances by Major Functions Category, Segment 6-5

Function Spkr

Initiation Response

Event

Event Mgt.

Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event

Event Mgt.

Mgt. Pro. C.C.

I. Tch 8 1 16 3

INFORM 6 V 2

RESPOND C 1

K 6

D 18(+2)

Group 19

L 12 1

S 6 3

Tch 4 30 4 2

CONTROL

III. Tch 38 8 1

ASK/ S 1
1

REQUEST D 1

Group 1

IV. Tch 1 10

GIVE S 1

D 3

V. Tch 1 1
1

MODIFY 1

NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.

The dramatic increase of evidence--when compared co other segments--of

teacher control was primarily induced by increased teacher use of the teacher

nomination. There were few verbal student requests for turns and few teacher
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occur. In direct relation to the "product" questioning technique we find that

most of the student responses, logically, are product bound.

Table 45

Frequency of Utterances by Major Functions Category, Segment 6-5

Initiation Response

Event Mgt. Event Mgt.

Function Spkr Event Mgt. Pro. C.C. Event Mgt. Pro. C.C.
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Group I

IV. Tch 1 10

GIVE S 1

D 3

V. Tch 1 1 1

MODIFY 1

NOTE: + indicates number of functions occurring with dialect features.

The dramatic increase of evidence--when compared to ocher segments - -of

teacher control was primarily induced by increased teacher use of the teacher

nomination. There were few verbal student requests for turns and few teacher
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initiations to bid, but there was a great deal of hand raising. Teacher and

student talk occurs across all five functional categories. There is an

increase of teacher attention to evaluatory responses to student responses

that has not been found in previous segments.

Within the response category an overwhelming number of responses in the
1

informing functional category are repetitions. The sample transcript reveals

the nature of the teacher's questioning patterns and her method of involving

students in participation. Notice that each student in the reading group is

asked to repeat the correct response to teacher questions. Oftentimes the

teacher herself again repeats the response the student has repeated.

Repetition obviously is a major strategy employed by this teacher in the

teaching-learning process. Only two instances of dialect occurs in this

segment and both are contained in statements by the same child.

What appears to be happening in large and small group academic settings

with the teacher present is a very limited restricted range of questioning

styles which allow for specific resonses from students. A predetermined spe-

cific right answer is to be supplied in the correct "blank." No interaction

in these participatory structures occurs between students and interaction

occurs between teacher and student only in the question/response mode. There

are surprisingly few student questions in any of the academic settings with

teacher present. This is in stark contrast to the peer/peer setting where
1.

students question and challenge each other consistently. Again, in academic

teacher - present settings fewer functional categories of talk are used, while

in teacher-absent settings a broader range of functions even within the func-

tional categories is used by students with each other. The only student-to-

student interaction occuring in academic/teacher-present segments are

instances when students are calling on each other to answer a teacher-directed

question.
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Sixth Grade Summary

In summary, the major points reported will be discussed according to par-

ticipant structures. We have discovered that in academic teacher - directed

events (Segments 1, 2 and 5), teacher talk is clustered primarily in the

requesting functional categories followed by the informing categories and it

is essentially event bound in whole group settings. In smaller group settings

there is a more even balance of talk in both event and event management cate-

gories. Student talk is severely limited in teacher-directed settings. The

talk is clustered in the responding functional category in response to basic-

ally product and choice type questions. Almost no student initiations occur

and dialect use is virtually nonexistent.

In teacher-present nonacademic events (Segment 3), surprisingly little

change is evidenced. The teacher continues to dominate the verbal activity,

asking questions and issuing directives. There is a very slight increase in

student initiations but no major change in the teacher question/student

response interactional pattern. Little, student -to- student interaction occurs

and expanded use of functional categories is not in evidence, either for

teacher or students. Dialect use in a classroom where most students have been

defined as dialect speakers is minimal, comparable to use in whole group set-

tings.

In peer/peer events (Segment 4) a dramatic contrast is observed. The

increase in student initiations and student-to-student interaction is

striking. Verbal interaction in all five functional categories is displayed,

as is a wider variety of event situations. Use of dialect increases dramatic-

ally. A more balanced use of the initiation and response mode is obvious.

Overall, we can say the following about functional language use and its

relationship to dialect use in this sixth grade classroom:

- Teacher calk dominates in both large and small groupings, both academic

and nonacademic in nature. The calk is limited primarily to the

Inform, Request, and Evaluate functional categories.
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i

- Dialect use is virtually nonexistent in teacher-directed/-present set-

tings. Little student talk occurs other than in direct resonse to

teacher questions. Functional categories like elaboration, extending,

explaining modifying, etc. do not occur at the student level.

- In peer/peer interactions, a wider variety of talk consistently occurs

across functional categories and event. Real interaction and exchange

takes place. Dialect usage increases dramatically, especially in the

management control domains.
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C. Noticing and Correcting Variation in the Classroom

The goal of this section is to shed some light on another

aspect of dialect diversity in educational settings, that is, how

the occurrence of dialect features is dealt with in the classroom.

This section compares occurrences of dialect features which are

noticed and corrected by the teacher with "potentially

correctables," that is, occurrences of dialect features that are

clearly heard by the teacher, but not corrected. Three questions

are addressed:

1) Which features seem to merit correction and which do not- -

is there some discernible pattern?

2) Which features do speakers refer to as being "correctable"

or "corrected"?

3) What are the strategies' for correction--are there prin

ciples that unite the correction events?

Examples of occurrences of dialect features are taken from video

tapes made in the sixthgrade classroom. An example of the

occurrence of a dialect feature that is noticed and corrected by

the teacher was documented in the following segment of a whole

group discussion concerning the upcoming class trip to Jamestown

and the issue of how much money should be taken for souvenirs and

lunch:

T: What do you get for an allowance each week, L--?

Si: I don't get no allowance.

T: I don't get no allowance?
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S2: (laughter)

T: What was that?

Si: I don't get...I don't get any allowance.

T: You don't get any allowance?

S1: Nope. My grandmother get my money.

This example is in contrast to an occurrence of dialect

features clearly heard by the teacher but not corrected, as is

the case in a rather heated discussion about whether or not one

should keep or return the belongings of others that one has found:

Si: Billy do, too.

S2: You do, too.

T: You know, what does the word too mean?

S3: Willy do.

T: What does the word too mean? When he said, "You do, too."

Aren't you admitting you do it yourself? When you s...

Si: No.

T and Others: Yeah.

T: Yeah! So that means I did do it and so clic! you.

S1: I don't...

T: So you just gave a confession. I did too.

S1: He do. I don't.

T: I do too.

S: Uh uh!

The present analysis is based on a total of 45 such examples

extracted from the videotapes. The corpus includes five examples

of corrected phonological features, eleven examples of uncorrected

phonological features, eight examples of corrected syntactic

features, and 21 examples of uncorrected syntactic features.

This brings us to the first question, i.e., which features

seem to merit correction and which do not. Let us turn first to
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the phonological features. As we see from Figure A, attention is

given to unstressed syllable reduction (as in the pronunciation of

a student's name, Karen: KARn - KeRIn), to "t" deletion (At

School Close), to variant pronunciation of the indefinite article

(a athlete), and in one instance, to consonant cluster simplifica-

tion (2alhouse) .

Figure 13

Corrected vs. Uncorrected Phonological Features

No. of No. of

Corrected instances Uncorrected instances

[KARnt) v. [KARtnt) 1

[KARn) v. [Min] 1

t deletion 1

a/an

cc simplification 1 cc simplification 6

t deletion

8 4. f; 8 +0 1 ea.

vocalized L 1

"I 'on know" 1

There are many more uncorrected occurrences of consonant cluster

simplification, as well as deletion of intervocalic t (Saturday);

f (fifteenth); 8 4- if (sixth); vocalized £ (April); and the

almost formulaic "I 'on know," involving initial d- and final -t

deletion.

Figure 13 shows the breakdown of corrected and uncorrected syn-

tactic items.
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Figure 14

Corrected vs. Uncorrected Syntactic Features

Corrected

No. of

instances

No. of

Uncorrected instances

No/Era; anything/nothing 4 Anahlu/nothin& 2

Irregular past tense 2 Irregular past tense 1

Ain't/didn't 3 Ain't/didn't 1

3rd pers. sing. -s 7

Iterative be 3

Copula deletion 2

Locative/existential It 3

Ain't as Aux. (haven't;
isn't/aren't) . I

Plural -s 1

We see that correction is concentrated on negative concord or

multiple negation, on the use of ain't as an auxiliary in place of

didn't, and on irregular past tense forms. It is perhaps striking

to notice how many different dialect features occur without

correction, including:

1. The use of ain't as an auxiliary for haven't and isn't:

We ain't goin' to P.E.?

2. Third person singular present -s absence:

A person who come from Vietnam...

3. Iterative be:

In the year 2000, if I be livin'...



4. Copula deletion:

TheiLJE nuisance.

5. -s plural absence:

Both partner benefit.

6. The locative/existential It's construction:

It was $10 in it.

This breakdown leads to the question "Does the same feature

sometimes get corrected and sometimes not get corrected?" In this

regard, the only area of what we might call overlap between

corrected and uncorrected phonological features is with consonant

cluster reduction, the single. corrected penthouse example being in

contrast to finished and kapt. There is more such overlap with

the syntactic features, where ain't for didn't, negative concord

with the indefinite pothint, and irregular verb forms occur both

with and without correction. Following the simple classification

and description of the phonological and syntactic features that do

or do not receive correction, the next step is the attempt to

explain why certain features get attention and others do not, and

to account for the overlap areas.

We have said that the videotaped activities could be divided

into different kinds of events. Ftgure 15 shows the breakdown of

corrected and uncorrected features by type of event. We see from

this that most of the correction takes place in whole group

lessons, and that relatively little correction takes place in

small groups or in one-on-one situations. Furthermore, while an

almost equal number of uncorrected and corrected features occur in

whole groups, the largest number of uncorrected features occur in

what have been designated as special events: the reading of com-

positions, acting out scenes, the spelling bee, and so forth.
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Figure 15

Corrected and Uncorrected Features by Event Type

alSiS"c
Corrected Uncorrected

whole 4 10

small 1 -

one-on-one 3 2

special

Phonolo ical

10

Corrected Uncorrected

whole 3 1

small

one-on-one

mecial 2 10

OW .11.

Syntactic 1 Phonological

Corrected Uncorrected

whole 7 11

small 1 -

one-on-one 3 2

special 2 20

The information from Figure 15 leads us to wonder exactly what

the uncorrected features in special events are, and whether they

differ noticeably from uncorrected features in whole group

lessons. For this, we turn to Figure 16. Here we find that whole

groups and special events seem to differ in the occurrence of

whole groups, and special events seem to differ in the occurrence

of uncorrected syntactic features, the only overlap between the

two events being the use of ain't as an auxiliary and third person

singular present -s absence. Thi' difference in the occurrence of

uncorrected syntactic features between whole groups and special

events can be accounted for fairly easily: the range of features
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Figure 16

Corrected and Uncorrected Features in
Whole Groups and Special Events

Uncorrected Uncorrected Corrected Corrected

Syntactic Phonological Syntactic Phonological

WHOLE GROUPS

ain't/didn't "I 'on know" no /an L (RARN)-(KeRINI

ain't as Aux nothing/anything (MeNT]-(KARNTI

copula deletion ain't/didn't t deletion

3rd pers sg s done/did

It's...

anything/nothing

SPECIAL EVENTS

iterative be cc reduction a/an

2nd pers sg s t deletion cc reduction

ain't as Aux 8 + f; 8 + 0

plural -s

irregular
past tense

vocalized L

represented in both events is no doubt an artifact of the small

corpus, and a larger sample would probably show the occurrence of

all features in both types of events. However, the high frequency

of non-correction in special events can probably be accounted for

by the nature of the events. In comparison to whole group

lessons, special events are relatively formal events that include

a presentation of some kind, be it a performance or a reading.

Special events have invisible boundaries that the teacher seems
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reluctant to cross in order to effect a. correction. That is, once

a child's performance or presentation is underway, the teacher

will not interrupt it for the purpose of correcting the child's

speech. Furthermore, there appears to be a general awareness of

the special nature of these events in the participants, since

there is no overlap of features between uncorrected-special event

and corrected-whole group. We can suggest that there is a style-

shifting taking place in special events, defined in part by an

avoidance of features that regularly get corrected' in other

domains, such as negative concord with indefinites, irregular verb

principal parts, and ain't for didn't substitution.

There may indeed be style-shifting taking place between dif-

ferent types of events, but we must still account for the limited

overlap within events. That is, how do we account for the fact

that only a handful of features, both syntactic and phonological,

get corrected, while many others occur uncorrected. Furthermore,

how do we account for the fact that the same feature sometimes

gets corrected and sometimes does not? To arrive at answers to

these questions, we turn to two sources. One is the work of

Wolfram and Fasold on the relative stigmatization of dialect

features. They remark that "...nonstandard grammar is more likely

than nonstandard pronunciation to arrest attention of speakers of

the standard dialects and thus lead to negative reactions on their

part" (1974:149). This observation that syntactic features are

more highly stigmatized than phonological features has been made

by other sociolinguists (e.g. Shuy 1972). It is also supported.by

the reflections of the teacher and the students in this study on

language usage in general and on correction in particular. It

will be recalled that the second research question in this study

is "which features do speakers refer to as being "correctable" or

"corrected "? As part of the data collection, the sixth-graders in

this study were interviewed in self-selected groups of three or

four, and were asked, among other things, about the nature of lan-
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guage correction in the classroom. Six different items were men-

tioned as being targets for correction, as can be seen in Figure

17. We see that ain't as an auxiliary (e.g. I ain't got no more)

and negative concord with indefinites head the list, followed by

correction of a politeness marker, and specific lexical items (e.g.

the use of "what not" as a lexical item, e.g. "I went to the score

for milk and eggs and what not..."), some of which cannot be said

to be dialect-related. We see that this corresponds to the actual

frequency of correction observed in the classroom. Furthermore,

we notice that no mention is made of phonological features by the

students. In her interview, the teacher mentioned "verb forms and

endings" as targets for correction.

Figure 17

Frequency of Mentioning Dialect Features in Interviews

Feature Number of Times Mentioned

ain't as Aux (haven't; isn't/aren't) 6

indefinites 5

(negative concord)

huh v. pardon me 2

"what not" 1

"bad words" 1

It would appear, then, that while a wide range of both phono-

logical and syntactic dialect features occur, only certain ones

are candidates for correction. This does not necessarily mean

that some uncorrected dialect features are not noticed by the

teacher, who remarked that there are some features chat one can't

correct, because they are "reinforced in speech at home." There

seems to be another principle at work here concerning the

linguistic nature of the corrected features as opposed to the

uncorrected ones. Recall that the uncorrected features include
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third person singular present -s, iterative be, copula deletion,

plural -s, ain't as an auxiliary, and locative/existential It's.

All of these are what we might want to call "active" features in

that they are general features that can apply to a ve.y wide range

of items in the language: the -s plural can be variably deleted

from any noun that takes an -s plural; it can be used as an

existential is an enormously wide range of linguistic environ-

ments; similarly, third person singular present -s can be variably

deleted on a very large number of present-tense verbs. The point

is that what unites these features is that they are all rules

which apply to large classes of items. The items to which such

rules apply are not easily isolable, precisely because of the

broad or general mature of the rules. This is in contrast to the

features that do get corrected, such as ain't/didn't substitution,

or negative concord with indefinites. Here the class of items to

which the rule applies is noticeably smaller and may be limited, as

in the case of ain't/didn't, to one item. It is easy to single

the item out, and the item itself seems to take on the charac-

teristic of a fixed lexical item as opposed to the object of a

general syntactic or phonological rule. Indeed, the isolability

and relative singularity of the corrected features may be useful

in understanding how certain features become socially stigmatized

in the first glace.

Also emerging from this discussion is the issue of teachers'

awareness of the nature of dialect diversity. The question is not

whether a teacher should or should not correct dialect features.

The question is whether a teacher is aware of and can articulate

awareness of general rules for using features such as third person

singular -s, -s plural, iterative be, and so forth. And, clearly,

what would be the effect of that awareness on the correction of

dialect features?
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We have asked why it is that the same feature sometimes gets

corrected and sometimes does not. We .have a contrast, for

example, between Examples 8a and 8b:

8a. T: How old's your sister, R--?

S: I ain't [unintelligible]

T: Somebody signed your name.

S: I know I ain't sign.

T: I didn't, I didn't, I didn't.

8b. S: I ain't get no reward. I be finding money...

T: Yeah, but you kept the money. Why should you get

the reward?

One explanation may have to do simply with the dynamics of the

classroom and the teacher's necessarily divided attention. An

irregular verb produced orally got corrected, for example

(buyed-bought), while another one, written on the board and

noticed by the teacher, did not (The man has ran out the door).

There is another posoible explanation, which at this point can

only be speculative, given the limited size of the corpus. This

explanation concerns the teacher's perception and expectations of

the child's language usage and language ability, and of whether or

not it is "worth it" to attempt correction. While we should

stress that the number of examples is limited, it is interesting

to note that the uncorrected instances of ain't as an auxiliary

and of negative concord with indefinites are produced by the same

child. Similarly, two of four examples of corrected negative con-

cord are from one child. Furthermore, as observed from the group

interviews and in-class language usage, the child who gets

corrected displays sharp awareness of the implications of dialect

usage particularly in later adult life. A closer analysis of this

child's speech would probably reveal her to be more of a
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-mixedcode" speaker than the child whose speech is uncorrected

and reveals a higher frequency of dialect features. While

recognizing its speculative nature, a useful hypothesis for

further research might be that more correction is given to those

children perceived to be more on the standard end of a dialect

diversity continuum and that a teacher's decision whether or not

to correct may be partly based on her perception of the child's

language ability and of what we might call "standard language

potential." This hypothesis is supported by the teacher's com

ments about home language usage mentioned earlier. Note that

there are four children whose dialect features are both corrected

and uncorrected, and the presence or absence of correction can

also be explained in terms of the nature of the event, as men

tioned earlier. A key issue, however, and the issue underlying

the proposed hypothesis, is whether the presence or absence of

correction of dialect features may have to do with the linguistic

nature of the features in question, with stigmatization, and with

tangible instances of language usage; however, it may have as much

to do with the less tangible, more elusive and complex nature of

social interaction in the classroom and with the intricate dynamic

between individual teachers and individual students.

Finally, a word about the strategies used for correction.

Four separate strategies seem to be in use in this classroom, as

follows:

1) Question incorporating the dialect feature:

Re buyed a car?

2) Question incorporating the correction:

You didn't write anything?

You don't have any paper?
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3) Modeling:

I didn't, I didn't, I didn't

He did it.

4) Overt comment or question:

And don't let me hear "I didn't write nothing."

What is it supposed to be?

As they are listed, the strategies seem to be ordered in terms of

level of indirectness. In Strategy 1, by repeating the child's

utterance, the teacher's question doubles as a request for clari-

fication or elaboration. It is up to the child to single out

which function is intended, and to amend the utterance as

necessary. Strategy 2 is clearly more direct than 1, since the

teacher provides the standard version of the dialect feature.

Still embedded in a question, however, the strategy provides

indirectness and the benefit of the doubt. Strategy 3 gets more

direct, as the teacher singles out the item and repeats the stan-

dard form, while Strategy 4 combines an exact repetition of the

dialect feature, and a direct, overt comment on what is seen as

appropriate. Interestingly, the most common strategies are those

that provide the standard form, that is, Strategies 2 and 3. It

may be that Strategy 1 runs the risk of getting misunderstood as a

request for clarification or elaboration and that the correcting

function may get lost; similarly, Strategies 2 and 3 accomplish

the correcting and modeling function by avoiding the explicitness

of Strategy 4. The correcting function is taken care of while

maintaining a degree of conversational distance and decorum.
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B. ANALYSIS OF EVENTS ACROSS GRADES

1. Openings

It was decided early on that some type of analysis should be performed on

what are referred to here as school openings. From our observations we have

come to define a school openings as a signal indicating that "it's time to 'do'

school." Three factors prompted the decision: 1) all three classrooms across

grade levels participated in the "school opening" activity; 2) all classrooms,

regardless of grade level, participated in the activity in a very similar

fashion; 3) the significance or treatment of the activity seemed to shift over

time.

The difficulty in determining the type of analysis came from attempting

to avoid a straight functional linguistic analysis. In the case of this

activity, the purpose of its enactment seemed to be more important than the

language in which it was accomplished, since the language was almost identical

in the kindergarten, fourth grade and. sixth grade classrooms. The activity

itself could be described as extremely ritualistic. The rules are crystal

clear, the structure and control surrounding the activity unquestionable.

Four areas will help focus the analysis and discussion of school opening

activities: 1) a look at the activities and practices that occur directly

before and after school openings which help to define the activity for the

participants; 2) a discussion of the activity as a ritualwhat behaviors,

practices, rules are being transmitted and learned; 3) the developmental

aspects of the activity--how it differs from age 5 to 9 to 12 years; 4) the

components of the activity --what parts does it consist of.

Two segments of school openings were analyzed from each grade level. A

sample transcript from grades K, 4 and 6 follow:

TCH: Thank you, children. You may take your seats.

S: All right! (inaudible)

S: Miss F, I Miss P, What are those... I

TCH: My,
I I enjoyed your voices. j Oh, we'll just talk about those.
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S: Talk about what?

TCH: Thank you very much.

D: Sit down!

TCH: Thank you. Who was opening school for us today?

S: G--.

S: T--.

K: I picked E--.

S: T--.

S: UnhUnh.

C: Yes I picked...I picked E-- 'cause he...

S: [(inaudible)]

S: T.
E: May you please stand?

TCH: I'm sorry, C--, they're not ready yet.

S: C--!

TCH: Our friend, uh, E--, our friends are not ready. Let's just, let's just

get ourselves together. I'm sure we know how to do it.

S: (inaudible)

S: Move over some.

S: Move over some.

S: Can't sit dawn because K--...

S: Move over.

TCH: My darling P--. We do not wish to have to take you to the bathroom.

S: Miss P, I...

TCH: That's all right.

E: May you please stand. [Beginning of formal opening) Place your right

hand on your heart.

STUDENTS AND TEACHER: I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of

America and to the republic for which it stands, one nation under Cod,

indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.

(singing:)

My country 'tis of thee, sweet land of liberty, of thee I sing.

Land where my fathers died, land of the pilgrim's pride

From every mountainside let freedom ring.
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Our father God to thee, author of liberty, to thee we sing.

Long may our land be bright with freedom's holy light

Protect us by thy might, great God our king.

E: You may be seated.

S: Ooh, ah.

E: I'm gonna tell. I've chosen J--.

TCH: All right. J--, you remember that you'll open school tomorrow.

Oh, C--, give yourself space to sit down. Thank you very much.

Uh, this morning, children...now children...we have activities to do

today. And I know that you want to get into doing those things today.

Nevertheless, we have to decide where we're going to work today so that

you will be able to enjoy yourself and work with yourfriends and Miss P

will not have to disturb you. I want you to have fun today. So Ult need

to plan as to what were going to do.

Now, I'll tell you the activities that we will have. We haie today...

the sand table will be open today. Think about that. That's only one

activity. All right. The children...there are some children that want

to work in groups working in the black area working with farm animals,

the barn, and so forth. You might work with that. Think about that.

How many activities?

The "opening" for this kindergarten classroom takes place after children

have been in the room for about 20 minutes. The morning begins with "singing"

right after the first bell rings. All songs are teacher-selected (see pages

53-54 for a discussion of kindergarten songs). The class sang approximately

five songs before beginning the "opening" ritual. We refer to it as a ritual

because it is practiced daily, the participants are fully aware of the ex-

pected and appropriate rules of behavior, and all participants anticipate the

temporal/locational aspects of the event. As mentioned earlier, this activity

appears to be a strong marker for indicating that it is the appropriate time

to really "do" school. Taking the roll, singing songs, and chatting have

taken place prior to this activity. Directly following the activity, the
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teacher clarifies the day's agenda--what is to be accomplished in school on

this particular day.

Not only do students learn when to "do" school from this event--they

also learn "how" to "do" school within this event:

- Children are taught how to select/nominate other students for the task

of leadership.

- Children learn how to be selected for leadership tasks:

1) Sit quietly.

2) Raise your hand.

3) Do not speak out of turn.

4) Speak "politely"/"May you please stand."

5) Hake appropriate /proper responses to teacher/student initiations.

- Children learn recognition of American values/national pride:

1) Recite Pledge.

2) Sing My Country Tis of Thee.

- Children learn to plan to think about and organize a day's activities

at the beginning of the day.

The kindergarten openings are full of student and teacher interruptions

of the "opening' activity to reinforce the rules of the interaction. Students

correct other students (" didn't pick her because..."). The teacher corrects

students ("We just are not ready yet, why do you suppose we are not ready?").

Sample Transcript: School Opening, Fourth Grade

(Bell rings. The teacher is writing the plan for the day on the board.)

S: Would you please stand?

(All stand.)

S: Who can tell me what's today?
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S: Today is Thursday, June the third.

C: Raise your right hand and place it over your heart.

(All students recite the Pledge of Allegiance, sing "My Country Tis of Thee"

and recite Our Flag" poem.)

C: (Selection of those tables (groups of children] who are ready to be

seated: R's table, J and K's table, L's table.)

C: Who would like to sing a song? R--.

R: Army life.

(All sing 'Army Life.")

C: Who would like to say a poem? M--.

M: Fishy fish in the brook.

(All recite poem.)

C: Who would like to sing a fun song?

(All sing "Don Cato.")

C: Who would like to sing another song? D--?

(AlI sing "Count Up Pros Zero.')

C: Who would like to recite a poem? V--.

V: Mother to Son (by Langston Hughes].

(All recite "Mother to Son.')

C :. Who would like to sing another song? Please be seated.

TCH: Children, all the jackets should be taken off. I think it's too warm

inside. (Students take jackets off. Hands go up.)

C: L--. (L goes to board to write. C takes pointer to go over 'plans.")

S: Our Plans. Good Morning.

(All children read in unison the plans for the day. Next, teacher takes roll.

Next, students are allowed, table by table, to go to the pencil sharpener.)

The fourth grade "opening' begins promptly after the bell rings, first

thing in the morning. Students are selected for conducting the opening by the

teacher the previous day. In the fourth grade class the singing aspect of

beginning the day in the kindergarten class has become incorporated into the

formal opening. After the recitation of the Pledge and the singing of My
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Country Tis of Thee, students are instructed to quietly sit down (table by

table--selections by student leader). At this time students are asked to

suggest songs they would like to sing. The fourth grade class is enthusiastic

and has 1002 participation in the 'opening school' activity.

Students control the activity completely while the teacher is busy

completing other tasks (putting plans on the board, taking roll, helping late

students to get organised). At no time does she interrupt the activity or

usurp power or authority from the leader of the day.

Sample Transcript: School Openings, Sixth Grade

TCH: (writes on board 'Library books are due.') Everybody see what it says?

S: Ye*.

TCH: All of your books are due today and you're not gonna be able to take out

any sore for the rest of the year.

K: A know.

M: I know, but I'm just telling you...

TCH: Okay, who is the leader for today?

K: L--. (L goes to front of class.)

L: Please stand. Raise your right hand. Place it over your heart.

(Class recites Pledge of Allegiance.)

L: Does anyone have a suggestion for a patriotic song?

C: The Back National, Anthem. (All sing "Lift Every Voice and Sing.")

TCH: (interrupts, class continues to sing) Put some life into it.

L: Does anyone have a suggestion for a spiritual song? Does anyone have a

suggestion for another patriotic song?

S: God Bless America.

TCH: (class beings to sing) Could somebody else please volunteer.

L: Does anyone have a suggestion for a fun song?

R: Touch the Ulna. (All sing reluctantly.)

TCH: Why don't you sing songs you learned in music class? (Students are not

participating to teacher's satisfaction.)

(Class sings 'Morning Has Broken,' You Light Up My Life,' Old West."

Class beings to read the Plans for the Day listed on the blackboard.)
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The sixth grade class treats 'opening school' as a dreaded activity to be

tolerated at best and ignored at worst. Recitations and song singing coemande

about a SO% participation level. Student leaders are selected daily, but the

classrooa teacher consistently assumes this role during the opening activity

as evidenced in the simple transcript. ly sixth grade the duration of the

activity is at maximum 10-1.5 minutes and the teacher acts as the prompter to

keep the activity alive.

2. WILolsatalt

The focus of the following discussion is a comparison of the functional

language in whole group lessons across the three grades. One whole group

lesson ws selected from each grade and transcribed. The analysis includes a

comparison of the major function types in each lassos, a description and com-

parison of the student-teacher exchange types in each lesson, and a brief

discussion of the occurrence of dialect features in whole group lessons.

The whole group lesson selected for the kindergarten is knows as the

'rice lesson.' This lesson took place on June 8, 1981 and began at 2:1$ p.m.,

following naptime and exercises. All of the children were gathered with the

teacher around a small worktable upon which were placed a container of rice

and plastic scales. The object of the lesson was to explain the basic

workings of scales. That follows is an excerpt from the transcript of this

lesson:

[1.T: What are these things? What are these instruments of measurseent?

K: lnstrueents of measuring things

Measure of a measure. Like, like it's a, like this is, this is, us,

heavier than the other one.

1: Well, how do you suppose we're gonna get

[

it to

K: 'Cause it
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[T: to balance out?

K: if you No, it don't go. You don't supposed to

put this in there. You put these, you put these in that one.

T: (taking weights out of P's hand) Uh, very good. May I have

them from you now? I think all the other children want to

see. And, if you'd sit down, I'll talk to you about what we

have. Just sit right down, children. Just sit down. Thank

you, D--. D--? Thank you,.juat sit right down for a minute.

S:

T:

Stop it.

I know that you're interested in this. And I want you to be.

I really do because someone said just a moment ago we are

measuring things. Well, there's another word for that, too.

S: Measuring.

T:

S:

T:

When you go to the store and buy things with

cially go to the grocery store, and mommy

buy bananas, or buys potatoes

mommy, espe

uh,

Measuring

The 4th grade whole group lesson is called Body Parts. This

lesson took place at 9:20 a.m. on June 3, 1981, following the

opening of the day. All of the children were seated at their

desks, and the object of the lesson was to identify and describe

the different systems within the human body (digestive, nervous,

etc.). The teacher made a list of the systems and the parts of

the systems as the children named them. The lesson also served as
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the introduction to a class assignment for which the children

looked through the daily newspaper, the Weekly Reader, and health

textbooks for words pertaining to body systems. An excerpt from

the transcript follows:

T: That's, that's just what I'm getting ready to explain to you

about. The things that you just finished talking about hap

pen to be parts of our body. But they go together to help to

develop what we cell the body system. That means the body is

made up of different systems that help the body to function.

One of those systems will be what we call our nervous, your

nervous system. And what part do you think would help to

affect your nervous system? Help to keep it going.

S: Skin.

T: Your what, darlin'?

S: Your skin.

T: Your skin? Yeah, I guess, your skin.

S: Your heart. Your heart.

T: Your heart. Okay. What else?

S: Your brain.

T: Okay, the heart, the brain. But those are just some ideas of

some of the things that would go under your nervous sytem. If

it goes out, if anything goes wrong, then it won't function

as well. What other system do you think we would have in the

body?
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S: The veins.

T: The what?

S: Veins.

T: Veins? Okay, now the veins is included in the system. Okay,

the skin also. Okay, uh,

S: Another part of your body? The ribs.

T: Yeah, we said the ribs. But I'm just saying that it, we have

systems to help to make your body run, okay? So, we talked

about the nervous system. We have another type that keep the

blood floating. And that's called your what?

S: The blood.

T: Okay, we have digestive system. The digestive system. And

what do you think the digestive system would compose of?

(hands up) It, it does have to do with eating.

Okay.

[S: Your stomach.

[T: Your stomach. Row do you eat? It does into you what?

S: Mouth.

Mouth.

[T: It comes down to your what?

S: throat
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T: Okay, all those are parts of that digestive. system. Okay,

then you have what we call a circulation system and that is

where the blood floats through your body. Okay? You have

the muscular system. Okay? And that's where all your

muscles, your muscles are involved. Okay? So we have system

that help to, the parts of our body to function. So, now

what we are going to do today, we are going to look for words

that have to do with the body system. Okay? You're gonna

look in the Weekly Reader and in the newspaper and see if you

can find' any words that have to do with the body system. I

just gave you some examples. So I will erase everything I

have put on the board away and take this down so you'll have

an idea of What we're talkie about and what we're going to

look for today.' Okay. Now, the body--I just told you what

the body systems wereokaysome idea what they are. And

the examples were, uh, your nervous sytem, the digestive

system, circulation, okay? Systems. And if you can find any

words that are pertaining to those thingsand what did I do

with my Weekly leaders?

S: Right here.

T: Would you give them out, R ? Get your health books out

also. If you want a magazine to help you out they will be

right here. Okay? So you can use your health book, Weekly

Reader and a magazine. A newspaper, if you want one. You

have 10 minutes.

For the 6th grade, the whole group lesson, selected is

referred to as Legally Responsible. The lesson took place on

June 5, 1981, at 1:00 p.m., following lunch and recess. All of

the children were seated at their desks and the teacher was at the

front of the room. The children had been given a series of
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questions concerning the concept of legal responsibility. Each

question consisted of brief description of background situation

and 2-3 questions concerning appropriate behavior in the

situation. One child was chosen to read each background

situation, and the discussion centered on the correct answer to

the questions. An excerpt of the transcript follows:

J: Johnny left his roller skates on the front porch step. Ken

was not watching where he was goin', stepped on the skates

and broke his leg.

T: What is the question? The underlined words are what?

[

D: (unintelligible)

T: I didn't ask you I asked him.

J: Legally responsible.

T: All right, what does legally responsible mean. (goes to

board)

L: I know what it is.

T: What is...L--!

J: Who is really responsible.

T: I wanna know what the words mean. (writes on the board)

What's the word. Is that right?

SS: No.
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T: (looks at what she's written and corrects)

J: Legally.

T: Right. What does legal mean. By what?

S: By law

T: By law Okay. Legally responsible. What does responsible

mean?

J: Uhm.

T: What does to be responsible mean. How 'bour somebody from

Miss Weatherburn's room. J--, what does responsible mean.

(walks to him)

J: (unintelligible) Because you got to

T: Pardon me.

J: (unintelligible) because you got to.

A T: Because you got to? Anybody else has an idea what respon-

sible means. D-..

D: Take care of something

T: To take care of. What does it mean (points to someone in the

back)

L: To take care of something.
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S: (Teacher has pointed to him) It means to watch out for your

own stuff in case you lose it.

T: Okay. To be responsible means to be...? (cups her ear)

S: In charge.

T: You're responsible to who (unintelligible)

S: Yourself.

T: For yourself. So if you are responsible for yourself, then

who's in charge of you?

S: Yourself. .

T: Your teacher?

S: No.

T: Your, WI, principal?

S: No.

T: When you come to school who you're responsible for?

IT

S: Yourself

T: Yourself for and to yourself.

Each of the three lessons was coded for language functions in

the same way that all other segments were coded, and note was made

of the occurrence of dialect features. Figure 18 provides a
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I

comparison of major function types used in the whole group lessons

by teachers and students in the three grades.

From this figure, we can see that, in the kindergarten class,

most teacher functions are control-initiations, in Event and Event

Management, with inform-event and request-event second. In fourth

grade, there is a decrease for the teacher in control language,

and an increase in inform. There is a noticeable increase in

Give- response, which reflects an increase in the use of evaluation

during a lesson. Request in Event and Event Management is similar

for K and 4th grade. The 6th grade teacher shows a decrease in

control language as well as a decrease in inform initiations.

There is an increase in inform responses, as well as a noticeable

increase in request-event. Students in the kindergarten class

show most activity inIgirs-nse:Ilmlaha, the next category

being informrinitiation. In initiations, however, the kindergar-

ten students show some activity in each major function category.

This is in striking contrast to the 4th and 6th grade students

whose language in whole group lessons is restricted to responses,

mainly in the inform -event category. in the 4th and 6th grade

whole group lessons, students do not initiate turns at talk.

This comparison of major language functions suggests some trends

in teacher-student interaction in the progress from kindergarten

to 6th grade. When children are first learning about the rules of

interaction appropriate for a school setting, the teacher clearly

needs more control language and the children still deem it appro-

priate to initiate verbal contributions, including directives,

when the whole group is assembled. Sy the 4th and 6th grades, the

children have a good knowledge of interaction rules appropriate

for whole group lessonsspecifically, it is not appropriate to

initiate a verbal contribution on one's own--one is to speak when

given the right verbal cue from the teacher, and that is really

the only time that one should speak. There are a few instances of

other functions in responses. Unlike the kindergarten, however,
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1

there are no Instances of control language by 4th and 6th grade

children.

These trends in teacher-student interaction are reflected in

the types of teacher-student exchange identified in the whole

group lesson. While both the teacher and the students make other

verbal contributions in all three lessons, the objects of this

analysis are the teacher-student exchanges that pertain specifi-

cally to the joint assembly by teacher and students of academic

content. The analysis takes its departure from Mehan's work in

the structure of classroom lessons. In his analysis of nine

lessons, Mahan defined three types of instructional sequences:

elicitation., informative*, and directives. Sequences were shown

to have three distinct parts, 1.e., an ini :iatioa, a reply, and an

evaluatioa. lased oa Mahan's analysis, all of the student-teacher

exchaage types were extracted from the three whole group lessons.

Tigure 1, provides a summary of these exchange types. An

attempt ves made to take every structural difference into account

between exchange types. That is, as exchange

T requ.

S pr./resp./ev.

eval./resp./ev.

is considered to be different from IAA exchange

T nominate/init./ev.

S pr./rasps/we.

T sval./resp./ev. (D4)
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even though these **chomps differ only is the actual form of the

teacher's initiation. The results of this analysis of exchange

types can be synthesised as follows: In the landergarten, 14

different exchange types were identified. In turn, these fall

Into two major categories: Exchange types A-2 are all teacher -

initiated exchange types. Specifically, in A -G, the teacher is

requesting a product or a choice:

T: ghat does it mean? T request product

S: It amass to watch out for your S product response

ova stuff is case you lose it. -

T: Okay.

(Sixth Grade)

Is 2, the teacher is teportiss information:

T evaluate

T: 2-- filled this, uh, cup... T Aspert/isit./event

pan here with some rice.

S: lice.

(Eladergartea)

S repeat/response/event

Exchange type C is interesting because while it may be a product

or a choice request, it appears to have a sore rhetorical func-

ties, as it elicits no response from the children.
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Exchange types I -N are student-initiated, and consist of students

reporting information to the teacher.

There are striking differences betveen the kindergarten

exchange types and the fourth-grade ones. There are oily three

basic exchange types in the fourth -grads lesson, and the sett cos-

ecs exchange type is a variation on D, i.e.,

T: What else? T requ. pr.finit./ev.

S: Tour brain. S prarespaev.

T: Okay, the heart, the brain. T evalateep.tev.

(Fourth grade)

What appears to distinguish the D type is the presence of the

overt evaluatioa of a student's centritutios. This overt ova -

luetios occurs only once in the kindergarten lassos. In the

fourth grade lassos, the overt evaluation occurs ftsquently, and

is preceded in six out of the seven exchange types by a verbatia

repetition of the child's costribution by the teacher. Unlike the

kindergarten lesson, there are no student-initiated exchanges

either is fourth or sixth grade. It should be noted that in the

instances of

T: What do you suppose these are? T request product

S: Scales. S product response

T: The scale. T repeat response

the teacher's repetition of the Child's response may indeed have a

function similar to that described by Griffin and Huephrey (1978)

as -covert evaluation.-
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In their analysis of whole group lessons in elementary

school, Griffin and Humphrey propose the concept'of covert evalua-

tion as a way of accounting for elicitation-reply-evaluation

exchanges in which the evaluation seems to be missing. An example

of this in the present corpus is as follows:

[T: How do you eat? It goes into your what?

S: mouth

[T: It cones down to yoUr what?

S: throat

The teacher's second utterance is an elicitation on the ease

topic. Griffin and Humphrey argue that the very fact that the

teacher continues on the ease topic indicates that the answer has

been accepted, that there is no need to interrupt the flow of the

lesson with an overt verbal act:

There exists a method by which teacher can covertly

accomplish or demonstrate evaluation, and...this

phenomenon must be part of a classroom discourse

interaction model, if that model is to depict what

actually goes on in the classroom. That is, to

accurately reflect the real nature of teacher-child

interactions, a procedure must be available to

describe not only what the participants in the

lesson do verbally and non-verbally, but also how

these verbal and non - verbal acts indirectly signal

the accomplishment of other acts. (1978:119)
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Their proposal is that the evaluation portion of the exchange is

not missing, rather covertly accomplished by the continuance of

the lesson by way of the next elicitation.

In our corpus, instances of the teacher repeating the child's

response verbatim are more common than a child response followed

immediately by an elicitation, and most commonly, the child's

response is followed by both a repetition and an evaluation:

S: Your heart.

T: Your heart. Okay, what else?

S: Your brain.

T: Okay, the heart, the brain. (Fourth grade)

The teacher's repetition would seem to be preliminary part of

the overt evaluation, an entering of the child's contribution into

the body of academic information that is being jointly assembled

by the participants in the lesson. We suggest that it has a simi-

lar function to covert evaluation, because the teacher's repeti-

tion o( a student's answer tells the student that the answer is

appropriate before the actual overt comment is made. The

teacher's repetition, in effect, legitimizes the child's contribu-

tion and enters it into the body of academic content that is being

assembled.

In the sixth grade, seven exchange types are isolated, and

they fall into two basic categories, i.e.,

Teacher request Teacher request

Student respond and Student respond

Teacher evaluate

Finally, in Figure 20, we see how the exchange types are

distributed across the three lessons. A horizontal line indicates

the occurrence of language unrelated to the exchange unit, such as
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figure 20
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management language or an extended summary by the teacher. Once

again we see contrast among the three grades. There is a use of

exchange types in IC, but the flow of exchange types is frequently

interrupted by management language, and there is a wide variety of

types. In the sixth grade there is a much longer interval between

interruptions and less heterogeneity of exchange types. Most

striking is the fourth grade, with three exchange types and only

two interruptions. The structure of this lesson, in comparison

with the X and sixth grade, is very tight.

This comparison of lesson structure by exchange types seems

to suggest that in the kindergarten class, the concept of the

whole group lesson as a structured exchange of information between

the teacher and students is present but not entirely operative.

As mentioned earlier, the students still deem it appropriate to

initiate turns--seven out of 30 exchanges are studentinitiated.

Furthermore, there are nine instances in the kindergarten of

teacher initiation* that have been described as rhetorical,

because they elicit no response from the children. This may be

because they indeed have a rhetorical function, that is, a func

tion of providing cohesion in the lesson. They do not seem to be

failed elicitation*, because elicitations for which the teacher

wants an answer are followed by a pause. Rather, they seem to

have a function of modelling elicitationtype questions, so that

the children can begin to know what kind of language the teacher

will use in a whole group lesson setting. An example of this type

of utterance is as follows:

T: Now what's happening? We've got too many weights over here.

The most common type of exchange between teacher and students

is the D type, elicitationresponseevaluation, and by fourth

grade, the students seem to know that a whole group lesson is an

appropriate setting for use of that exchange. The A type that
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F

occurs in fourth grade is simply elicitation-response, and the

only variation is the one instance of E. Finally, while there is

noticeably more variety in the sixth grade, out of 50 exchanges,

19 are of the A type, 11 of the 3 type, and seven of the D type- -

that is, variations on the basic Teacher Elicitation/Student

Response/Teacher Evaluation. The key to the lesson structure in

sixth grade seems to be that, by this time, the children have

mastered situationally-appropriate behavior, and a variety of

strategies can be used. The comparison across grades, then, seems

to rivets' a shift from learning of strategies through mastery to

variation, a shift also reflected in the use of language func-

tions.

Also related to the learning of situationally-appropriate

functions and exchange types is the occurrence of dialect features

in these whole group lessons. Six instances were noted in the

kindergarten lesson (6/250 functions, 22), and one instance each

in the fourth- and sixth-grade lessons (1/103, 0.92 and 1/197,

0.52, respectively). Furthermore, the instance in the fourth

grade was provided by the teacher. These findings would seem to

suggest that the whole group lesson setting is perceived to be

inappropriate for the use of dialect features.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

The present project had as its overall goal a re- examination of dialect

interference through the examination of dialect distribution on the basis of

various language functions in elementary school classrooms. Major variables

were grade level and language functions, the objective being to take the focus

traditionally placed on language forms in the assessment of children's lan-

guage ability, and place it on language functions. Activities in a kindergar-

ten, fourth and sixth grade classroom were observed and videotaped, and events

including whole group lessons, small groups with and without the teacher (of

both an academic and a non-academic nature), and one-on-one interaction, were

analyzed. While the individual sections of this report describe the occur-

rence of language functions and dialect features in all of the target seg-

ments, Figure 21 provides an overview of the findings.

From this overview, we see varied occurrence of dialect features and

distribution of language functions both by grade and by event type. In the

kindergarten, dialect features occur in all events and all function categories

are represented in all events. In the fourth grade, by contrast, there are no

dialect features in events with the teacher (whole group or small

groupacademic), and in events with the teacher, student talk is restricted

to responses in the Inform and Request category. In fourth grade events

without the teacher, dialect features occur, and language functions in all

categories are used. In the sixth grade, there are no dialect features in the

whole group and student talk is restricted to responses, again in the Inform

and Request category. All functions are represented in the small group with

teacher and there is a limited occurrence of dialect features, but student

talk is restricted to responses and teacher talk to initiations. There are

dialect features in the sixth grade one-on-one, and all function categories

except Control are represented.
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Figure 21

Overview of Findings

Grade Occurrence of
Level Event/Setting Dialect Features Distribution of Functions

K Whole group

Small group

with teacher

Small group

without teacher

One-on-one

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

All function categories in Event

initiation; varied distribution.

All function categories represented

variously.

All function categories represented

variously.

All function categories represented
variously.

4 Whole group

Small group
with teacher,
academic

Small group
without teacher,

academic

One-on-one

No Initiation limited to Teacher (Inform,
Control, Request); students respond
only: Inform and Request.

No Initiation limited to Teacher;
students respond only: Inform;
some Teacher response.

Yes

Yes

All function categories represented
variously.

All function categories represented
variously.

6 Whole group

Small group

with teacher,
academic

Small reading

group with

teacher

Small group

with teacher,
nonacademic

One-on-one

No All functions represented, but only in

Event: Teacher initiate, Student
respond.

Yes

(five
instances)

All functions represented, but only in
Event and Event Management: Teacher
initiate, Student respond.

No Student talk mostly response--Event,
Inform; Teacher initiate Event and
Event Management, all functions.

No Student talk mostly Event-response,

Inform; Teacher--initiate-Event, all
functions except Modify.

Yes Function categories represented all
and only in Event, no instances of
Control.
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The conclusions of the study are as follows:

1. The participant structure of a given classroom event has an effect on

the sheer amount of student talk. In events with the teacher, teacher talk is

far more abundant than student talk, and student contributions are limited to

responses to teacher initiations.

2. The participant structure of a given classroom event has an effect on

the occurrence of dialect features and of functions in that event.

Specifically, the presence of the teacher appears to be significant. In the

fourth grade, there are no dialect features and restricted functional language

use by students in events with the teacher. In the sixth grade, while there

is.some dialect use in a small group with the teacher, there is none in the

whole group, and there is restricted functional language use in both events

with the teacher. And in kindergarten, while there are dialect features in

all events, there are significantly more in the eveuts without the teacher;

By contrast, in events without the teacher, the children in all three grades

display competence with functions in all the major function categories, in

both initiations and responses. Some children who contribute little or

nothing in whole group settings contribute a lot in small group or oneon-one

interaction.

3. There is a developmental progression in the use of dialect from kin-

dergarten through fourth grade to sixth grade. It would appear that the

children in kindergarten are still in the process of learning in which

situations dialect is respectively appropriate or inappropriate. By fourth

and sixth grade, that learning process is practically completed. The pro-

gression in the use of dialect is accompanied by a progression in functional

language use, from student initiations and responses in all contexts with a

wide range of functions in kindergarten, to a clear separation of initiations

and responses and language functions according to setting in the fourth and

sixth grades.
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4. There is clear evidence of awareness in both the students and the

teachers of situationally-appropriate language use. In the kindergarten, the

children cannot verbalize this awareness but they display it through their use

of dialect features that varies significantly according to setting. In the

fourth and sixth grade, the situationally-different use is accompanied by the

ability to talk about the awareness. The teachers share the awareness. While

the sixth grade teacher overtly corrected some dialect features, the kinder-

garten and fourth grade teachers did not, at least in the presence of

researchers and video equipment. There is a fairly discrete division in the

sixth grade between features that are noticed and corrected (individual lexi-

cal items) and features that are not noticed or corrected (general rules).

This division is paralleled in both the fourth and sixth grade by teacher and

student descriptions of what gets noticed and corrected; that is, individual

items. The range of dialect features used, then, is such wider than the range

of features that receive overt attention.

S. Notwithstanding the clear awareness in both teachers and students of

dialect diversity and the overt talk about dialect diversity, we have no basis

for saying that there is linguistic interference that results from dialect

diversity. The teachers and the students understand each other. There are

repeated instances in the sixth grade classroom of the noticing and correction

of dialect features. While this noticing and correction may interfere with an

otherwise congenial classroom atmosphere and may thus constitute interference

in social interaction, there is no evidence of communication breakdowns or

misunderstandings attributable to the use of dialect features.

The findings of the study have implications in two areas. One is the

overall assessment of children's language ability in the classroom. The study

shows less overall volume of student talk in whole group settings, and a

significantly wider range of language functions used in small groups or one-

on-one interaction without the teacher. The implications are straightforward:

an assessment of a child's language competence based on whole group interac-

tion with the teacher might differ completely from an assessment of the same
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child based on a small group or one-on-one setting. An assessment based on

whole group simply provides a picture of the child's competence in that par-

ticular social setting. Such an assessment might totally misrepresent the

child's overall competence. It would seem that a child's overall competence

should take into consideration language use in a wide variety of settings,

with and without the teacher present. We found, for example, that children

not only use a wider range of functions in small groups and one-on-one set-

tings, but that they also use language in the Event Management and Management

Procedure categories. An examination of children's language use in situations

without adults present will doubtless reveal a knowledge of social norms more

fully-developed and sophisticated than examinations of situations with adults

present have revealed.

-Another area concerns the relationship of Standard English and dialect

diversity in classrooms where children are dialect speakers. As we said, we

do not have evidence for the interference of dialect in communication. At the

same time, we noticed clear awareness of dialect diversity in both the chil-

dren and the teachers. We also notice a much wider range of language func-

tions and a greater volume of student talk in settings where dialect features

occur and appear to be acceptable.

These observations rdise the following questions: (1) Are the signifi-

cantly diminished amount of student talk and significantly narrower range of

language functions in whole group settings strictly a function of a whole

group event with an adult present, and simply evidence for the successful

learning of appropriate classroom behavior?

Alternatively, (2) Are the significantly increased amount of student talk

and the significantly wider range of language functions in all but whole group

settings with the teacher indicative of some interaction between the

occurrence of dialect features and amount of talk? That is, even though not

all language functions occur with dialect features in other than whole group

settings, dialect is clearly acceptable in these settings. Does this accep-

tability account for the greater amount of student talk and wider range of

functions? Dialect features do not occur in whole group settings with the

teacher. Does the apparent inappropriateness of dialect in these settings
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account for less student talk and a narrower range of functions? Does this

suggest a principle whereby a child says to himself, -Dialect is not accep-

table in this setting and since I'm not sure that I can say what I want to say

in Standard English, I'll just keep quiet-7

We feel that this study can raise these questions but that the answers to

them depend on further study. What is remarkable is that children do use a

wide range of language functions in the settings where dialect is acceptable,

even though these functions may or may not occur with dialect features. What

we don't know is whether these children have access to the same range of func-

tions in settings in which dialect features are inappropriate. Further study

would necessarily investigate children's ability to use, in Standard English

settings, language functions that occur here in dialect-appropriate settings.

. Other questions raised by the study concern the relationship between

teachers' understanding of the nature of dialect diversity and their assess-

ment of children's language and cognitive abilities. We have described

children's and teachers' awareness and overt discussion of dialect diversity.

We also described a fairly discrete division between the features that

speakers are aware of and that receive correction, and features that speakers

do not mention and that do not receive correction. The difference between the

two groups of features seems to be the difference between single lexical items

and general linguistic rules. The point is that while all speakers are aware

of dialect diversity and talk about it openly, both their level of awareness

and their level of discussion remains linguistically fairly superficial and

impressionistic.

These findings relate directly to those described by Lewis (1980) as a

result of a program designed to improve language arts instruction for

bidialectal Black students, teachers learned unexpected facts about the lan-

guage of their students. For example, teachers discovered that students whom

they had assumed were Black English-dominant were actually Standard

English-dominant. Furthermore, many students were not limited to one variety.

Does a teacher tend to evaluate a student's overall academic performance more

positively if that student is perceived to be a Standard English speaker?

Does information about dialect diversity affect assessment--for example,
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following exposure to the nature of dialect diversity, do teachers noticeably

separate assessment of academic ability from assessment of student language

use? Is there a relationship between the level of teachers' understanding of

dialect diversity, their assessment of academic ability, and the failure of

some children in the educational system? This is certainly not the first

study to raise these questions, and as we said, answers to these questions are

clearly beyond the scope of this study. We would like to suggest that further

research be undertaken on these questions, and that both elementary school

curricula and pre-service teacher training curricula could greatly benefit by

the inclusion, continuation or expansion in their content area of a

systematic, thorough, and linguistically-sophisticated exposure to dialect

diversity in the United States. Such exposure would faithfully represent the

dialect diversi; issues in all their complexity, and would provide students

and teachers a sound sociolinguistic basis upon which to consivar the dialect

diversity that they encounter. Such exposure would include the phonological,

morphological, syntactic and lexical aspects of dialect diversity, as well as

the role of dialect diversity and language attitudes in educational

assessment.
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APPENDIX I

STUDENT AND TEAChER INTERVIEW SChEDULES

I. Names, ages, grade levels, how long at Slowe, elsewhere; Where live

neighborhood, elsewhere

2. Description of class how many kids, who is friends with whoa; who are

good students, not so good; see each other after school or just at

scnool--why?

3. "(See second page.)

4. Do you talk differently at school than at home. Why or why not?

Do you talk differently with your friends than with Mrs. 7 Why or why

not?

What kinds of things do you calk about in school? how do you get to talk?

Does Mrs. call on you a lot? Are you listened to?

Where/When do you calk best (e.g., small group vs. big group)? Are there

kids in this class who are good talkersnot so good talkers? Would you

change the way you calk? Why?
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3. ACADEMIC

How do you know how well you've done on your work?

Who corrects your work? (for 4th grade: exchanging of papers)

For 4th grade: What happens when somebody doesn't know a word?

How do you know what you're supposed to do today?

For 4th grade: What were the objectives? Do you always get them done?

3. ORGANIZATION OF SPACE

How/Why do you sit the way you do?

For 4th grade: How/Why do you file papers?

3. ORGANIZATION OF TIME

Row much time do you usually get to do something? Is that enough time?

What usually happens during the day, from 9:00-3:00?

Why do you open school the way you do?

For 4th grade: Why do the newspapers get delivered every day?

3. MANAGEMENT

What are the rules of the classroom?

How do kids get in trouble in this class? Tell me about one

time that somebody got in trouble.
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FOURTH GRADE

Organization of Time

The program" (Washington Post) vs. ocher time

Opening of school

Reading of objectives

Taking a break at 10:30

Getting ready for lunch and departure; lunch cards

Organization of Space

Row /Why do you sit the way you do?

Seating arrangements by reading group? by text?

Filing of papers

Chairs up

Management

One finger over mouth to indicate silence

Getting bulletin board, standing behind it if in trouble

"Whoa we want something, we do what?" "Raise our hands."

Prizes for children who know how to control themselves and follow the rules
we made up"

Going out in the hall

The rule that says that when one person calks, we'll sic

Counting, e.g., counting to 100 until we're quiet

What are our rules during recreational reading time?

You have to return a pencil to get a pencilrules coo about pencil sharpening

Rules about talking when sitting at tables

Lights

"Table of the week"

Gertings coming in and leaving

Lining up; line leader
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4th Grade, continued

Organization of People

Seating arrangements: Group A, 3, C, etc.; Group 1, 2, etc.

Working with reading teacher: How do they know who they are?

Same kids for 2 years

Roll call

Academic

Happy faces and checks

Clapping of syllables

Applause

"Corrected by

Reading of objectives that are written on the board

Thinking caps

Recreation reading time

Pointer and reading off the board (overlap with objectives)
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SIXTH GRADE

Organization of Time

Opening of school

Getting from one event to the next

Lunch cards

Organization of Space

Seating arrangements

Chairs up at the end

Organization of People

Ladies' Week va. Men's Week

Voting: 'What do you want for homework?'

Group sanctions

Management

Initials oa the board to leave the room

Step out in the hall

Turn-taking

Lining up

"Bringing the class in

Greetings at opening and closing
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APPENDIX II

LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS INVENTORY:

DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES OF FUNCTIONS

I. INFORM

DefinA: Utterance consists of an explanation of the nature, meaning or

essential qualities of a work, object, event, place, etc.

Example

T: "Okay, have your parents ever heard of a bric-a-brac?"

X: "It was a shelf that had some ornaments."

Y: "It was a shelf thing in the corner."

Example

X: And you're going to talk about the drought and everything, okay?

That means when you don't have enough rain."

Describe: The utterance denotes or depicts a representation of objects,

events, places, etc.

Example

X: This snake has a triangular head."

Example

X: 'An' see this, I'm 'a describe it, lookin' for the snake with

round spots all over his body."
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Repeat: An utterance which exactly reproduces a previously-offered

statement, either wholly or in part.

Example

X: 'If she can do that, chat's a miracle."

Y: 'It's a miracle.'

Report: Verbal introduction of factual or procedural information.

Example

X: 'I got a good idea."

T: Those are all things that are centered around personal

hygiene.'

Y: 'That one's the dangerous snake.'

Explain: Process of verbally defining/distinguishing a concept, idea, or

statement by clearly outlining the parameters of object of

explanation; assumption is that some information is known, but need

for clarification/specification exists.

Example

T: Now in order for you to discuss it you are going to have to read

it very carefully.'

Elaborate: A verbal strategy whereby one adds details or descriptive

information to an idea, concept or comment of a previous speaker;

giving fuller treatment to a theme, topically related information; no

new meaning.

Example

X: Then the real creature was doin' like this an' everybody was

tryin' to put...

Y: That one is fake. This is the real one. Ain't no such thing.
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Extend: Original utterance which expands or enlarges the scope of a

previous comment, concept or idea; a prevlouacomment is made more

comprehensive; new meaning is added without direct reference to the

current topic.

Example

X: 'Look for the snake with diamond shapes all over his body."

Y: 'Notice the rattle at the end of his tail.'

Predict: An utterance forecasting or telling beforehand a verbal,

behavioral, or situational outcome.

Example

X: '1 bet I know what K. is gonna do.'

II. RESPOND

Choice: Respondent agrees or disagrees a statement provided by the

questioner, or responds to choices provided by questioner.

Example

X: 'Should I go on?'

T: 'Yes.'

Example

T: 'Did you find hygiene in the book?"

Y: 'Yes.'

Example

X: We readin' the Red Hen, right?'

Y: huh.'
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Product: Respondent* provide a factual response such as a name, place,

date, etc.

Example

X: 'What was the Hen's name?'

Y: 'Red Hen.'

Example

T: "What were some of the things that you said you would do?

X: 'Exercise.'

Process: Respondent gives opinions or interpretation* of object*, events,

place*, etc.

Example

I: 'How did the story inspire you, L.?

X: 'It made me venue, uhm, when I grow up, become like...uhm, be a

story taller or somethie.'

Mataprocess: Demands reflection about the process of making connections

between elicitation and responses; one formulates the grounds for

one's reasoning.

Example

X: An how can you tell a lizard from a snake?'

Y: "Cause a lizard got these little things) and a snake got that.'

(pointing to book)
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II. CONTROL

Direct Directives: Utterance stated with intention to direct behavior of

self or others; sakes overt or direct reference to the issue at hand;

leperativea.

Example

X: 'lead to yourself, S.

Example

X: 'Okay, close your books.'

-Indirect Directives: Makes indirect reference to the issue at hand;

references to the action or to the outcome of the action in utterances

that are mot imperatives.

Example

T: 'Okay, let's hear yours.'

Example

T: 'I want you to add some more to that.'

Implied /Inferred Directives: Do not refer directly to the action or the

outcose of the action; refer to the rights of the spesket, to the

object in question, or to the reasonableness of the request.

Example

X: 'You got a chance.'

Example

Y: is first.'
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Invitation to Bid: General question is directed to a group of respon-

dents; anyone has option to respond.

Example

T: Has anybody heard what he said about it?"

Example

T: "How many people have heard the word before?"

Individual Nomination: A particular person is selected to respond to a

directive or question.

Example

T: "Okay, R., you tell us."

Transition Marker: Those comments or statements which serve to aid in

continuing, refocusing, opening, closing, redirecting interactional

sequences.

Example

X: One last time."

T: "Now, ready."

X: "Alright, Hey ylall!"

X: "Wait a minute."
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III. ASK/REQUEST

New Information

Choice: Calls upon the respondent to agree or disagree with a statement

provided by the questioner; elicitation contains the information that

the respondent needs in order to form the reply. (Mehan, p. 44)

Example

T: Were you afraid of the turtle?" (yes/no)

Product: Asks respondents to provide a factual response such as a name,

a place, a date, a color. (Mahan, p. 44)

Example,

T: When you touch a turtle, what happens to it?"

Process: Asks respondents to give opinion or interpretation of objects,

events, places, etc.

Example

T: Now why do you suppose he had it looking like that?"

Metaprocess: Asks respondent to formulate grounds of reasoning; provide

the rule or procedure by which arrived at or remembered answers.

Example

T: "And C., how did you remember where it was?"
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Old Information (Requests for Clarification)

(1) Signals some problem in processing prior utterance, either in hearing

or fully understanding; must immediately follow utterance being

questioned. (2) Any utterance which can be intended as a strategy for

getting clarification, from repetition of information to addition of

information.

Repetition: Signals that there was a problem in processing the previous

utterance and that the entire utterance or some part of it needs to be

checked.

Example

X: "And how are they gonna know which set you're talking about?"

Y: "What?"

X: "Row are they gonna know which set you're talking about?"

Specification: Made when some element in an utterance cannot be identi-

fied without further information as to what it is.

Example

X: The movie is tonight."

Y: "When?"

X: "At 8:00."

Elaboration: Seek information that is pertinent, in some way understood,

but unstated.

Example

X: You get to put the chapstick on."

Y: "On what?"

X: "On her lips."

Y: "OK."
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Request for Turn: Attempt to get a turn to talk; may be accompanied by

non-verbal behavior, such as a raised hand.

Example

X: "Miss P! Miss P!"

Request for Permission: Self-explanatory. May be to peer or teacher.

Example

X: "Ooh, Can I be next?"

Request Feedback: Verbal or non-verbal solicitation addressed to peer or

teacher for feedback on work or behavior.

Example

X: "Miss P. Look at mine. Miss P.

IV. GIVE

Evaluate: Self-evaluation and evaluation of others; implies external

standard or norm and is governed by presumed positive knowledge.

Example

X: "Oh, oh great, that's great."

Comment/Opinion: Expression of feeling, preference or evaluation which is

not judged or judgeable against an external standard or norm; does not

imply positive knowledge.

Example

T: "I like that story. Do you like that?"
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Offer: To display willingness to perform a service or give something.

Example

X: "Want me to, want me to make a backyard?"

Promise: Offer which contains a pledge for specific actions or things;

must pledge something of value to the person being promised.

Example

X: "I'll give it back."

Thank: Expression of gratitude or appreciation and acknowledging favors,

service, courtesy.

Example

T: "Thank you so much, T., for sharing your song with us."

V. MODIFY

Correct: Implied negative evaluation of fact or procedure.

Example

T: "And don't let me hear 'I didn't write nothing.' What is it sup-

posed to be.?"

Complain/Protest: Statement of presumed prejudice, may or may not

include intent to modify behavior.

Example

C: "Stop talkin', ya'll. At the same time.'
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Threat: Attempt to modify behavior with implicit or explicit statement

of consequence of failure to modify.

Example

X: "I ain't gon' say no more."

Apologize: Expression of regret for having injured, insulted or wronged

another person.

Example

T: "I'm sorry, C. They're not ready yet."
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APPENDIX III

PROTOCOL TAPE

The protocol tape will be edited from the kindergarten corpus. It is ten-

tatively entitled Learning How to Co to School, and is intended for use in

pre-service teacher training. Portions of the following five segments will be

included in the tape:

44A A whole group discussion about planting

45A Two girls playing house

'46A The teacher reads a story

478, 488 A whole group lesson about measuring

53A, 54 A whole group lesson: the strawberry drink project

The narration of the videotape will consist of a general discussion of

children and teacher's functional language use in this kindergarten classroom,

and of specific points to notice in each segment. The overall focus will be

evidence of the teaching and learning in a kindergarten classroom of

situationally-appropriate language strategies. The videotape will run between

15 and 25 minutes, and will be accompanied by a booklet. The discussion is

the booklet will parallel the discussion on the tape, and the booklet will

include exercises and references for further reading. The videotape will be

disseminated for use specifically in the D.C. public schools.
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APPENDIX IV

LANGUAGE DIVERSITY AND CLASSROOM DISCOURSE

QUESTIONNAIRE

Grade level if applicable Region

Position Number of years teaching experience

Educational Level Attained

Age Sex Ethnicity

*********************

1.A. What do you chink are the major language and communication issues in the
D.C. Public Schools?

B. Are any of these issues related to linguistics and/or cultural
diversity? If so, which category does it fall into?

ethnicity
cultural styles

dialect
ocher (Please specify)

2.A. Reporting information (i.e. the answer to the question is...west) and
requesting clarification (i.e. could you please repeat the question?)
are two communicative skills required of a child in an elementary school
setting. Please list several other communicative you chink are

required in this setting:

1.
2.

3.

4.

B. Do you chink there are some communicative casks that only children do
and others that only teachers do? For example, (evaluating)

Teachers only Children only

informing informing
requesting requesting
controlling controlling

ocher ocher
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3.A. Can children's skill in performing communicative tasks be assessed?

B. If so, how?

yes

no

Written test
Oral interview
Observation

Other (Please specify)

4.A. Are there some children who are more proficient than others at per-
forming these communicative tasks?

Yes
No

B. If so, why?

5. Do you think communicative skills are something that should be overtly

taught?

Should be Shouldn't be

Can be Can't be

Caa and Should be Shouldn't and Can't be..M1

6.A. Can a child's overall academic ability be assessed by his/her language
behavior?

Yes No

B. If so, would such an assessment be based on:

111, What the child says
How much the child says
What communicative tasks he/she can perform

Other factors (Please specify)

7.A. Do communication demands vary with the particular classroom event?

Yes No

B. Do some communicative casks occur:

Only in whole group lessons
Only in small groups

In all events
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8. Are you regularly in contact with students who are dialect speakers or
students who use both standard and non-standard forms?

Dialect Speakers Both Standard and Non - Standard Forms

Yes Yes
No No

9. What are your criteria for determining if a student is a dialect
speakers?

Peer group
Income level

Socioeconomic status
Ethnicity
Place of residence
Specific language forms--PLEASE give examples:

10.A. Which interactional settings are dialect features or non-standard forms
more likely to occur in?

one -on -one conversation

small grout, of non- academic nature
small groups, of academic nature
reading groups
whole group lessons

B. How do you account for this?

11.A. How do you feel about the role of dialect in the teaching/learning
process?

B. Why is this?

a hindrance to the teaching/learning process
an asset to the teaching/learning process
of no consequence to the teaching/learning process
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